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Vorwort
An uriserer Versuchsanstalt läuft seit längerer Zeit ein Forschungsprogriamm zur.
Erfassung der Folgen von Uferinstabiliiäten in Seen und Stauseen. Letztlich gehi es

darum, die Wellen zu bestimmen, die von Lawinen, Gletscherabbrüchen, Murgängen,
Bergstürzen und Hangrutschen erzeugt werden und die aim Gegenufer auflaufCn oder
allenfalls über die Talsperre schwappen. Solche Wellen haben schon a.n verschie-

denen Orten, so auch a"n mehreren Schweizer Seeufern, zu Verheerungen geführt.

Die Problematik lässt sich in drei Fragen aufgliedern: Wie wird die Sturzenergie

der Ufer in Wellenenergie umgewandelt? Wie breiten sich die Wellen aus? Wie
weit laufen sie an den betrofenen lJfern auf, oder sde stark schlagen sie über ein

Hindernis? Dabei ist zu vermerken, dass diese Wellen eine enge Verwandtgghaft zu

den berüchtigten, erbebenbedingten Tsunami. au{ den Meeren haben.

. In der vorfiegenden Schrift widmet sich Dr. Johannes Sa.nder der Frage der
Wellenerzeugung und der Wellenausbreitung bei verhätnismässig langsamen Ufer-,
b"*eg,rngerrl IL Sirrrr" einer Abstraktion approximiert er dabei den See durch

<iinen.rechteckigen Kanal und'behandelt in seinen Experimenten und Rechnungen

die darin entstehenden und hin- und herlaufenden solitären Kanalwellen. '

Wir hofen mit dieser Arbeit einen willkommenen Beitrag zur erwähnten Pro-
blernatik zu leisten. Das entsprechende Forschungsprojekt wurde in erste Linie von
Professor Dr. Kolumban llutter, Technische Hochschule Darmstadt, betreut, dem
wir hiermit für seinen unermüdlichen Einsatz danken. Wir erwähnen. hier auch
gerne die fruchtbare Zusämmena^rbeit mit Professor Dr. Stuart Savage und seinen-

Masterstudenten Marc Villeneuve von der McGill Universität Montreal, Kanada.

Professor Dr. Daniel Vischer
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Zusammenfassung

Die historische Entwicklung der Theorie einer kanalisierten Welle wird ausgiebig
dargestellt. Ausgangspunkte sind die experimentellen Untersuchungen von Russell
und die mathematischön Betraihtungei von Gerstner und Airy. Die Entwicklung
der matheqratischen Theorien von Wellen in flachen Gewässern wird vom Beginn
des 19. Jahrhunderts atr verfolgt. Die wichtigsten Aufsätze sind dargestellt urrd
e.rläutert. Die Hauptergebnisse sind für das Folgende die Grundlage. Es wird eine
Ubersicht übär hydraulische und numerische Untersuchungen zu Wellen, die durch
Lawinen entstehen, gegeben. Dieser Teil endet mit den Gleichungen von Wu und
Villeneuve & Savage. Ihre Gleichungen sind vom Boussinesq Typ wobei sie Bewe-
gungen des Kanalbodens mit einbeziehen. Insofern stellen sie das vollständigste,
bekannte Flachwassermodell dar. Dim dazugehörige numerische Lösungsverfahren
von Villeneuve wird mit eigenen Experimente4 getestet. Die Rechnungen stehen
dabei in gutem Einklang mit den experimentellen Resultaten. Zusätzlich werden
die Anwendungqgrenzen des numerischen Modells dargest ellt.

Einige neue Ergebnisse zu Wellen, die durch verschiedene Geometrien des Wellen-
generators erzeugt wurden, werden aus einer Methode zur Lösung der'I(orteweg.d6
Vries Gleichung erzielt. Es wird gezeigt, dass im Falle eines keilförmigen Erre-
gungsmechanismus eine typische maximale Wellenlänge und eine typische ma-ximaJe
Wellenamplitude von der Floudezahl; die aus der Geschwindigkeit des Wellengener-
ators berechnet wird, abhängen. Dies führt zu einem Zusammenhang zwischen
der Anzahl von Solitonen in die sich die Welle aufspaltet, oder einer speziell zu
wählenden Ursellzahl, und einer modiffzierten Roudezahl. Alle diese typischen
Grössen sind dabei von der Neigung des Keils unabhängig.

Im letztei Teil werden Wellen betrachtet, die durch poröse Körper erzeugt wur-
den. Ein neues mathematische Modell, das auf den Flachwasserapproximationen
basiert, wurde entwickelt, und mit den experimentellen Resultaten verglichen. Dabei
wurde eine gute Übereinstimmung festgestellt. .



Summary
This thesis provides the reader with u,'hirto.i"ul review of the'evolutionlof the

mrthematical theory of channelized waves.. The starfing points are the experimen-

tal observations of Russell and the mathematical theories of Gerstner a-nd Airy. The

evolution of the-mathematical theory o{ waves in sha.llow water is presented fiom
the beginning in the.1'9th century to present. The main results of ühese theories are

needed to follow the more specific'subject of waves which are generated by land-
slides. A state of the aqt leads to. a review of hydraulic and numerical investigations

deäling with landslide induied waves. This section will be closed with a set of equa-

tions obtained by Wu and later by Villeneuve & Savage. Their equations are of the

Boussinesq type and include spatial and temporal yariations of the channel bottom.
Therefore it is thö most complete model of motions in shallow water' The infer-

ences deduced from the numerical model of Villeneuve will be compared with own

experimental resülts. The model is found to be able tä satisfactorily reproduce the

experiments. Limftations of the validity of the numerical computations are equally

given.

Some new results of waves obtained by several different generation mechanisms

are obtained wifh the aid of the solution technique of the Korteweg-de Vries equa-

tion. It ib shown that for a wedge type piston generator a typical ms.lqimurn waye-

length and a iypical maximum waveheight are related to the piston Froude number.

Mo-ruor"r, this suggests a relation betvieen the number of solitons (a special Ursell
number) into "rvhich the wavC will ilisperse with a modified piston-Froude number.
All these charäcteristic numbers are independent.of the angle bf inclination of the
wedge that was used.as wave generator.

The last part describes waves which are generated by a porous body. A new

mathematical model based on the shallow water assumption is developed. Com-

parisons with eiperiments show, that the model is able to reprodüce the transfer

of momentum from a moving porous body into the surrounding water with fair to
sufficient accuracy.



R6sumd

Le d6veloppement historique de lath6arie des'ondes dans les canaux est rappel6.
Les recherches exp,6rimentales de Russell et les consid6rations math6matiques de
Gerstner et Airy en sont ä I'origine. L'dlaboration des thdories math6matiques con-
cernant les ondes en eau peü profonde a 6td recherchäe r6trospectivemerit jusqu'au
döbutdu19ömesiöcle. L"r.orrtribrrtionslesplusimportantesäcesujet"orrid6"rit".
et distutdes. Les principaux r6sultats obtenus constituent la base du pr6sent tra-
vail. Un aperEu des investigations hydrauliques et num6riques traitant d", onä.s
dues aux avalanches est donrrd. Les 6quations de Wu et de Viileneuve & Savage
sont trait6es ä la fin de cette premiöre partie. Ces 6quations, du type de celles de
Boussinesq, prennent 

"r, "o*pt" les moutements du fond du canal. De ce fait, ell.es

d6crivent le modöle le plus complet connu dans un milieu en eau peu profonde. Le
proc€d6 de rösolution nlmdrique y relatif dü ä Villeneuve, a it6 testö ä partir ded

essais rdalis6s dans le cadre de cette 6tud6. Une bonne concordance existe entre les
r6sultats fortrnis par le calcul et par I'essai. De plus, les limites d'application du
modöle num6rique sont präsent6es.

Quelques r6sultats nouveaux, relatifs aux ondes engendrdes par diffdrentes 96o-
mdtries du gdndrateur, ont 6td obtenus par I'application de l'6quation de I{oiterveg-
de Vries. On montre que, dans le cas d'un mdcanisme g6n6rateur d'onde pr6sentant
une forme en coin, la longueru et I'amplitude maximaJes de I'onde d6pendent du
nombre de Froude rapport6 ä la vitesse du g6n6rateur. Ceci conduit ä une relation
entre le nombre d'ondes solitaires en lesquelles I'onde primitive se subdivise,'ou un
nombre d'Ursell partibulier ä choisir, et un qombie-de Froude modifi6. T<ius ces
paramötres typiques ne ddpendent pas de I'inclinaison du coin.

Dans Ia derniöre partie, des ondes engendrdes par des corps poreux sont prises
en consid6ration. Un nouveau modöle math6matique, ba# sur les approximations
de la situation en eag peu pi.ofonde, a ötd d6vblopp6. Les rdsultats qu'ii fournit sont
en bon accord avec les r6sultats exp6rimentaux
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1 On the developräent of the theory of waves

1.1 A historical essay

The history of mecha.nics of vrai'er warcs corunencee with the discovery of the laws of
a wave which was arnong those that fascinated human beings most: the liilal ua,ae.

For its d.iscovery it was necessary that HuYcENs [34], in his btr,k Eorologium os-

ci.llatorium, published in 1673, '*as able to formulate the law of attraction betweeri

two massive bodies, bhereby essentially creating ihe physics of dynamics, i. e. the
physics of motion caused by forces, see SpnrsuR [33]. Shortly afterwards and in-
fluencrd by him, NEwroN [61] achi,eved the necessary philosophical anchorage of
this new physics. His Phitosphiae Naluralis Principia Mathernatica, of which the
first edition appeared in 1687, does not lay the mathematical foundation of the new

contemplation. Bather, NEwToN is the frst who subjects the natural phenomeaa

to an all embroeia,g, anomatic anil mathematicol ilescription His concept of force
and its efiect dn b"dies (of arbitrary kindl not.necessa,rily equipped with mass and
of arbitrary wheuce also e. g. vanishing extent) corresponds to the postulation of an

universal law nacordi:rg to whictr the sepaiati,oa of the mechaoics of the firmament
from that of the earthy pheuomena is subdu€d. NEwroN's 6onsideratione- of the
rner:hanical srotion iee still redrieted to systems with only ono degree of freedom.

In the phrrsics of that ti.me tbe raatbematical noJbn of a three-dimensional space

had not yet arisen. In his writings about tidal rnotion, Nnwrol essentially does

not go beyond statical equilibrium conditions which can be solved geometrically,
see Amon {3]. However, the new knowledge of the ihmretical basis of gravitation ,

permitted severirl authors to conterüplate about the occurrences bf tides as the out-
come of a force balance between Earth, Moon a.nd the Srrn. The first dynamical
theory of tidal waves on an Earth covering ocean with constant depth is due to
LAPLAcE [a8] and was pub]ished in L775.

By formulating the coaservation la:v of momentum for & masar point, and by
a.pplying it in iategrated form to a ßuid contirnrunr, Eurnn [17] laied in 1750 the
fouadation of the rnodern, analytical theo'ry of fluids. It was him who perceived '

NDwioN'6 third law of tra.nalaJorit motioa as a läw pertinent to mass pöints subject
to attracting and repelling forces and who formulated it for the first time as a law
appropriate to a costinuurn- EuLER fiftt considers an infinitesimally small body -

M subjected to forces P, Q a;r.d h i" tL" x-, a-t.and z- directions of the co-
ordinates (Soit an atpe infiniment petil, ou ilont toute Ia maste soit röanie ilans
un s.eul poiot, cel.ti mlsse ltani = M ... ll7l, $20) a"nd rrrites

2Mddz - Pdtz,
2Mddy = Q&2,
2tuIddz : ßÄt2.

(i.1 )
' (1.2)

(1.3)

The factor 2 results from the definitions of unihs with which Eulnt calculates.
(More detailed explartations are given by TnuusoelL in his explanatory remaxks

1?



to l87l Prologo Port VI.) EulrR's equations read in modern vectorial nötation

dt

a) Lagrange
Research concerning the velocity of sound led to the first diferential wave equation,
whose ea.rliest publication in 1759 must bö credited to Lecn-LNäu [43] 

1. It cul-
minates in lhe pres-entation of the differential equation of the oscillating cord, an

equation entirely equivalent to that of the one-dimensional propagation of sound.

This is why Llcn,q.Ncs finds it by considering a chain of mass points which are

conirected by springs first2,

#:sh# (rb)

ln his major memoir [4+] L,tcneNcn describes the speed of sound to be twice as

large as the spe.ed of free fall. In the same work he also quotes an identical formula
for the propagation of an infinitesimally small wave in a horizontal channel of depth
h.

b) Geistner
i fir"t 

"ompl.te 
solution to a wave theory in an infinitely deep channel is published

by Ganstnnn i24] in 1809: In his theory he regards a.wave as the motion:of par-
ticles of the water. The fluid is perceived to consist of planes-of equal pressure,

surfaces'which tonsist throughout time of the same fluid particles. The shape of
the surfaces is.obtained from a force balance between hydrostatic pressure, gravity
anä centrifugal forces, which apply at the water particles. The free surface is an ex-
ample of such a surface. Bec-ause all water particles belong to such a surface, there
exist sisiulta.nöusly an arbitrary number oi *uu. surfaces. Therefore, the actual
freb surface of. *.i", body can only be determined by observation. As trajectories
of the water pa.rticles Gnnsrnbn computes, by way of the above mentioned force
balance, trochoits;.lhesr' a,re circular motions, on which a uniform horizontal speed

is superposed. As a result, the fluid motion is not irrotational, (see [46] $251). The
diarneter oi the circles diminishes with depth, whereas the superimpcised horizontal
motion rem"ins constant for all pärticles. The maximum,wave haight is given.by
ihe (acute) cycloid for which the circumferential speed equals the horizontal speed.

When the circumferential velocities are.larger the cycloids are prolonged and show
'double points with negative vplocities of the water particles. According to Gnn-
STNEB this phenomenon a.rises, whgn the wäter at the wave crests becomes foamy.
Breaking waves a.re, however, explicitly excluded by this theory. The time of a wave,
that is the time, in which.the water moves from the crest of one wave to the next-
i" trlfi*lg. The radius of the circle by which the cycloid was formed is denotöd by

llecRewcn must be mentioned first, becaure he applies the mathematica.l foimalism öfthe
vibrating cord to the paticles of air. In the same yea, Eulnn [18] publishes a much more mature
version, which, however, contains m eiroi (ree also [87] pp. CXIX - CXXI).

.2The symbol d, indicative o[ a patial derivative goes back to KARL GusrAv JAcoB JAcoBI,
1804 - 1S5i, which he u*d in a paper. on elliptic Iunctions. Here the notations used by the different
authors will be used.

(1.4)
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'a
c. Figure 1 rtsproduces the graplrs of this wave theory.

GeRsrnen's wave must be regarded as the classical example of an exact solu-
tion of a wave subjecied to the aciion ofgravitation, whereby the fluid particles are
moving aloag closed trajectories" Ftrrther referenc.eb of quch a.rrd similar approaches

can be fouad in Tt{,acxon l&51.

With this urork a complete theoretical wave theory was at the disposal, however,
it could experimentally not be reproduced. The s,ork of the WEBER brothers [92]
on waves was complementary to this, as it contains a large number of 'experiments,

pa.rtly try therrrselves, partly by others; in additioa it contains a summary of the
theoretical ireatises known at that time and thus may serve as a rich sor,nce of
information.

c) Russell
?he starting ioint of todays wave tkory is set by Russor,l-with his systematic
series of experiments published in the yea.rs 1838 and 1845. His frst report [70]
is based on experiments, which were conducted in tlrc rnouths of the rir"ers Dee

and Clyde (West Scotla.nd), as well as experirnents which allowed clearer inferences

from an artificial channel. In his second report 171] he introduces and explains in
detail a classification of waves. The main result of the two reports is the discovery
and experimental verificaition of the Great Pilmar-y Waae of Tfanilation, which he

characterizes as a soJitary ulclre. This wave is'oot rxcillatory. The speed of a solitary
t'ave ia a flat channel wiih &pth h depeods on the total warreheight ä * r, and is
given by

' = üG +,?). (1,6)

Russol,r, lists the following properties of this war-e:

r The solitary wave is reflected at a vertical wall and moving in the opposite
' directiöc without changing its foim,

r lJnder collisioo the Eolitary;aves maintain their shape.

r The form of a solitary wave is that of a trochoid.

r The height of a solitary.wave,,remains unchanged during motion. Only because
ol ailhesion oJ .wuter to th; si'des of the channel and because of imperfect
fluidity (i. e. viscosity) äoes it dectase with time.

o In a channel with decreasing depth the waves break if the waveheight exceeds
the water depth.

Similarly to GERSTNER, RussElL &scribes wavg breaking as the result of too
high wave crests. ln this case the wave form corresponds to a prolonged cycloid.
In his'second report in the paragraph 'The nature of ut,xes and, lheh aarieties'
Russnll remarks that the moliott of "transmission (: motion of the wave) must be
difierentiated from the motion of nigration (: nrotion of the water) in which the

l9



Figure 1: GEnstNBn's uaae iheory. Reproiluction lrom Annolen iter physik, Vol-
ume J2, 1809. Figares 1 - j sene GnnstNnn as etplanations when ileriaing his
equations. Figure 5 shous the resulling isobaric surfaces on which the uater parti-
cles moae. Th,e waue rnotion corresponds to this mouernenl. The itotieit line of a
slretcheil cycloiil uilh d d.ouble poinl is regord,eil as inilicator of uare breaking.



wav€ is uroving. 'Waoc :nwliott * theretorc a lrensceailental m,olion; . . - the motion
ol .rnotion - lhe transfercnce of motion witheuf the transference o! the matter, of
form wilhout thc substramce, o! lorce wilhout thc agent' (tZtl, p. 315). With these
$ords tussEr,i, speaks oret ve,r;r clarrly the essential property of wave motion. After '
this funda.mental essay a-bout tlre essenc€ of a wave he continues to divide water
waves into the follcmring four classes:

Warre of ärst order.. The wave of translation. The rpave of first.oider is char-
acterised by the fact that the total fuid mass is moved frorn one place to another
and tLen rests th€r€. The motion of the fluid does not correspond to the rnotion
o{ tlre wave. Its shape is.a single (mlitary) hump above the still watbr surfare or a
siagte {sotitary) trou€h completely treneath the water line. The wa.ve moves with a
uniforrn velocity.

Russerl experiments with various mechanisms in order to generate this wave

in a cha,nnel- Figure ? shorrs an engravirg ilhrstrating this. In his five upper ügures

sn tbe left a vertical plate is raoved forward aad shorrn ia variorrs positiorrs. In the
next three figures Rnssrrr illustrate, how a tnave is developiag, when a vertical
plate holds water back at a higher level and then, upon sudden lifting the pla.te, the
diferent water levels are equalized and a a'ave is forrne.il. In the two upper grapbs
on the right nussELL shows a body fafling ve*icatly into the deannel and forming
a wave.

. Further observations and attempts of explanations are reproduced in the re-
maiai*g fgures- On the upper .dght {FrS. $ the reflection of a wave is shown,
belovr it (Fig. 5) the simultaneous motiocr of water particles along the entire length
o! lhe wqtse {first graph) a:rd the complete trajectory of four particles during the
passage of the wave are showa (secoad 6rapL). The third graph of the same ffgure
reproduces the motio:r of the wave. The infiniteiimal water columns a b p a, S c 7 p
etc. su.frer an exceas pressune and change thereby their forms. The pressure ttrey
experience at their vertical fpces is transmitted to the neighbouring cells; therefore,
a transfer of mornentum geeera,tes the wave motion. The waue is thus a receptacle
oJ m.odng power, il transrnits enelgy. The lower most graph of the seriqs illustrates
the strea.rnlines of tbe ware. The iormation and development of two positive waves

aad that of a positive and a nega$ive wave is.shown in the two lower most graphs.
RussErL further a^rgues tha.t the }ormatioa of a negative wave, sitting cornpletely
below the water line ought to be arhievable undör reverse conditions. However, un-
der such cifcumstances he always observes a.n oqcillatiug wave train which fqllows
the negative wave. As regards the wäve generating rnecha,nism RUssnLL argues
that tlre volume of, the water displaced by the wave should trc approximately equal
to the volurne that rvas added or removed by the wave generating mechanism. In
particular, the height of the added volume is about the sarne as that of the forming
wave. lf on" ,.1""-t, a overly long initial nolume (second to the last graph), then

,a rn_rin solita.ry.wave is formed followed by other waves. The \rarious waves that
are formed rnove independently of each other with a speed corresponding to their
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Figure 2: &eproiluction of the rnechanisms lhat generate 
.solitarg 

uates. .From:
Report of th,e ?th Meeting ol th.e Britith Association tor fhe Ail,aancernenl of Scie.nce,

Liaerpool 1838, plate 17.



An initial volurne t{at is ercessively srrall (lo*er most graph) implies
that ttre srbseqrent rran'e bas negaiive trcight.

\Maves of second order. Oscillating waves. The wave of second order lies
partly above a,rril partly uaderneath the still-water line with a trough corre*trionding

to eadr crest. These waves always occur in group6, and standing as well as travelling
wave6 are poosible-

'Waves of tüe third order, Capillary wayes. In these rit'aves the water is only
excifed in a very thin layec. Thereby capillary {srces du€ to surface tension anise.

Figure 3 sbows sudr I wave, it is genera.ted by a pi:r tlrat moves in the direction of
the indicated arrow.

Waves of fogrth or{er. Corpuscular waves. T}rese waves'axe forrned when
sound propagaies in a üuid.. Tbey are aot vi$lc, 

"irro 
do*-.nts by which the

wave is carried further are too small to be detectq.bb by the eye. Russnu there-

fore muses that either the molecules of the fluid will change their formes, or the
density of ttle fluid will change or an instantaneous and infinitesimal change in the
iniermolecular dista.nce sill arise. Ee quotes the equation for the speed of sound

of compressible gases whidr PotssoN 165l had bcenaäle to derive in 1823 already,

and he also meotions the measureürents of the .speed of sound in Lac Ldman that
were performed by CollaooN & SruRM [10] in 1838.

d) Airy
Shorttry befäre R"ussull's second report vent to pr€ss there appeared irr 1845 the
memoir 'On uapes' by AIav [2]. Principal aim of this work is to establish a theory
of tides for fiords and clrairoels with.access to tbe sea. The largest chapter is
concemed iitf, !U* theory of waves in a straight aharmel. For the cas€ oi small
particle excursions a continuity equation is derived and a force balance, called the
equation of eqaal pre$vte is deduced. Both equations are derived in a coordinate
system movia$ with the observer. The p:essure balance corresponds to EuLER's
morsendum balqnce, *hence iro alsuroption of the distdbution on the pressure is
made

&a d.p

#r=-c-6'
By restricting the rnotion of the water particles to oecillations with generally difer-
ent move:neats of the particles in the vertical and horizontal directions (12] $160 f.)
Artv deduces the speed c of the oscillating wave in an uniform channel in the form

"2 = f tunt'1t*1

(1;?)

(1,8)

(1.e)

with the wave length
9*

"k
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Figure 3: Beproiluction of a capillary ware. From; R:eport of lhe 7th Meeting of t'he

British Association for the Ailaancem'önt of Science, Liuerpool 1838, Plate 57. The

pin in th,e rnid,d,le,of the print has a iliameter of 1116 inch,. '



flencg the wave speed depends oä both water depth and wavelength. Two limiting
caaes aFe distinguished, namely

(1.10)

The particles of waves with short wavelength move in circles, if the point of con-
siderzition is distant from the bottom. For long waves the circles a^re stretched to
ellipses. For the latter, the horizontal movement of particles positioned along a

vertical is about the same.

. F'orlongwaves([2] $192f.),withamallparticlemotionsAIRYassumesthatthe
horizontal component of the acceleration ca.n be ignored; as a result, the horizontal
movement of the particles in a vertical line is unifo:rm. Furthermore, a hydrostatic
pressure distribution is assumed. In comparison to the channel depth the wave-

height can, however, belarge.

ln moving coordinates x+X(r,t)the governing equations are obtained as follows:

Particles in water ol depth h which are located bötween two piarallel vertical lines

at o and o *üwill be moved to the positions c *X and r*X *b* dXlh.S after
a.time J will have elapsed with a new water depth h * 17. Because the volume must
be conserved, the continuity equation

is obtained, from wh-ich

( 1.1 1)

(1.12)

"r*{n}-, 
forr<Ä,

I slr, for I > 1000 Ä.

-hh*r7: ----ZT
l*_

dr

dz(x * X\ dl 1

--

dt2 tdr-.dx'
rt.;_

og

tn = t(r +ff)o + a

is deduced. In a similar way, AInv obtains the. eqttation of equal pressurez The
pressure exerted on'a particle wi*h coordinates :r { X and y corresponds to the
length o{the water column I - y above it, with I = h* 4. Once the particle has

reached the position given by x'I X lb+dXldx 'b and y, it experiences a pressure
of I + dI lda . b - y. Since the presture is the same in all directions, the .horizontal
pressurg by which a column of water is moved through the distance b(I + dxldx),
equals the weight of the column of which the length is changed by the amount of

-dl/dt.ä. A particle, belonging to that column is acr"elerated in the horizontal
direction by this pressure difrerence. The balance of acceleration and pressure force
thus yields :

( 1.13)

Because c and t are independent variables the equation of long waves of a moving
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particle ' d2x
d2X. )J

- 
= Oh-----w-dt2 " / dx\"

\t* *)
is. obtained in which (1.12) was used' Expanding the right hdnd side for small

dXldx yields

# - no# : *# (-'#.,(#)'* ),\

which suggests Arny's first approximation

&x .&x
. -P -sh-77:u

with the solution
X: fr(d-a)* !2(ctIx).

The periodic behaviour of a tidal wave is assumed as a harmoqic wave moving along

frorn th" left boundarY; so

X : ocos(ct - r) (1'18)

isobtained.tsysubstitutingthisrestiltintotherighthandsideofequation(1'15)
and taking into account th. first term only,. AtRv computes to second order the

[*a "f . *t"" 
crest relative to a fixed systern, i' e' the channel' and finds ([2] $208

tr.)

.: ,[nn('t #) - Vq' *$) (1 1e)

An account of this can be found in teMs [46] $175: The sp994 of the wave rel-

"rt".;;" firrid p.rti"les io its immediate neighbo'rhood is given.by.c2.: gh'

Whel the elevation 4, though small compared with the wavg-lelslh' is not re-

garded as infinitely ,rnull, t 
"1o"", 

approximation to the wave-velocity is secured

i'f,irr"':"gh,hisreplacedbylzrF4' Thisgives.awavecelerity.e2:,g(h1-q)or
c,: 6E(1"+ qlQh)),.rclat,ive to lhe fluid in the immediate neighbourhood. 

.Since
tn" Ääd h.s il""ff ,t velocity t/i-hqlh, the'velocity of propagation in.space is ap-

proximately c: JgE(t +3nlQDl, a result substantially due to Atnv'

AInv remarks that on the basis of the dependence of the wave speed on wave-

height, the wave front must become steeper in the course of time, wheteas its'rear

*ä U""o*" flatter. A'solitary wave, which he classifies as a long wave' therefore

cannot be of permanent form.

e) Earnshaw
.{rny's work had already been printed when ElRNsttaw [16] presented in 18t19

a mathemtti"al theory of two solitary waves in ä horizontal channel' His theory

Jifferentiates between- a positive and a negative wave. Motivaled 'by Russtr,l's

(1.14)

(1.15)

(1.10)

(1.17)
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erperimerts he assumes a priori-a uniform wave speed and a horizont{ pa.rticle

velocity that is independent of the vertical position: v : u(x,t). Interesting is the
ivay in which hö expresses partial derivativ6s.. Flom EuIER's equations he o-btains

d,p - -il& -1 ud,u,
d"P : -9 - d2a -udss - t:ilott

a;rrd he writes continuity ,: *u r? 
d,u + duo .a.

Fbom his assumptio'r'oI uniform wave velocity he concludes without furthei expla-

nation
O*dtu*cd"u. (1.23)

EARNSüAw doe-s not impose äny restriction upon- the vorticity of the fluid. He so-lves

the continuity equation for o and substitutes the resulting expressioo into öquation

(1.21) with the result

" duo : -s + (drd"u + ad2"u - (d,")') v (1.24)

Since u was assumed ihdependent of y the same must be true also for d*p owing to
equation (1.20). With

0:{yd,p-ddsp (1.25)

he thus.infers lhah dnp is equally indepeadent of c. E^c.RNs[aw further concludes

that because of (1.23) the teim in parenthesis on the right of equation (1.24) must
also be independent ofl; thus it is independent of z, y and I and must be constant.
(This last conclusion is not correct, but poses än additional assumption on the
pressure which ought to satisfy a relation, analogous to equation.(1.23)). Ä wave
thus satisfies the equatioris

(1.20)

(1.21)

(1.22)

n2 = d,td,u 1ud2,u - (d,u)' ,

6?v ^ -n"v ;

(1.26)

(i.27)

(1.28)

where n2 : canst. and 6 has been iniroduced as the symbol expressing total.differ-
entiation.

The force, which,.bI the last two equations, determines the vertical motion, thus
varies with the distance Trom the tchannel bottom, br.rt possesses always .the same

sign. For a positive wave the force is actlng in a diräction zuch ihat the particles
are drawn back to their equilibriuryr positions; the constant n2 must therefore be
positive. A negative wave is corresiondingly characterized by a negative constant

_ -n2. Integration of the last. two equations yields for rt2 > 0 the wave speed of a
positive wave,

zg(!.+,t)'

- c2 :. . =' t'2!*' ,",^
, * # (,*. (,* (; + ].o._, #)))'
h+rtgh
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whereas for n2 < 0 that of a riegative wave is obtained,

t
The iolution of the equations of motion, howevbr, contains a jump in pressure tre-

tween the fluid at rest and the frontal position of the wave of finite length. Due to
this discontinuity EARNsHAW concludes that RussELL's assumption of an uniform
wave speed must be wrong, a.nd consequently the decay of the amplitude of Rus-
sELL's wave cannot be-due'to wave frietion arrd vßcosity of the fluid.

f) Stokes
In 1847 Srorus [80] presents a theory of oscillating waves. His investigation sup-
poses a homoggneous, incompressible fluid in a channel of uniform depth. The goal

is the deriration of wave equations of various orders, whereby the wave should be
form invariant a.rrd propagate with constant speed, so that

q: f(x - ct). (1.30)

On the basis of BnRtout lr's equation the velociiy potential / satisfies the equation

. zg(h*q)2

" 2h+n"":=+Gq

p : epu -,# - t((*)'. (#)')

i12ö d2ö. ---L a:--L - n
d,rz, da2_".

At the channel bottom U:0 one must further have 3

dp . dödp . d.gdp
_+__+__:Il
d.t ' ilx dx ' du du

(1.2e)

(1.31)

(1.32)

(1.33)

(1.34)

and for an incompressible irrotaiional flow must obey the LAPLACE equation

dö
---.i- - n,du

and at the.free surface y :h+q where the atmospheric pressure is constant,

Stoxns further assumes that u,u-a.nd p are functions of (r - ct;y), in.which case

the velocity potential / must have the form

ö:ö(r-ct,y)-(st)t ( 1.35)

3For simplipity the origin of the veriica.l.coodinäte y is taken to be at the channel bottom m wm
done.by SroxBs in his memoir, so y = 0 corrsponds to the bottom and y = ä to the water surface
at rest-



ia which -gt is an arbitrary mnitant. Substituting it into equatiön (1.31) yields

(1.36)

(1.38)

! = sp(v +t1'+ "tff- ä t(#)'. (#)')
On the other hand (ßa) becomes at the free surfaft

(#-4 fi*ftfr-' {1'3?)

Stoxts now eliminate the pressure p between (1.36) and (1.37) and obtains

This equation and equation (1.36) are exact. For a second order approximation the
three last terms of (1.3S) are neglected. The velocity potential is now expanded
about y : 0- The free surface is expresed by the lowest order approximation of
equation (1.36), viz.

v:-t-;#.;#(,.;#).* (1.3s)

a.nd in.the first Lwo terms of (1.38) the second approximation (consisting of the ffrst
two terms of the expa.rrsio4 of { up..to terms of order y) is substituted, while the
next two terms.a.re appmximated by one order less. When terms smaller thän order
(dS)'.or fd "* ignored, this process yields

(1.4s)

This is the equation o{ the free surfaee io second order. Ornitting terms that Br-€

small yields the first order e{uatiop

s*-c*:o.da di"

Tb construct a solution-to the protrlem, { rnust how satisfy equation (1.32) dubject
to the boundary conditions (1.33) a.nd (1.a0). The general solution reads

g =lAe^@-d)+"v + g{c - ct) * A + nv + b

with real orimaginary rn and n satisfying

rn2an2=0,

29
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,

(1.41)

(1.42)

(1.43)



In the limit as r - ct + *oo, / must remain finite. This is why rn must be purely

imaginary. e and, b can be ignored, and on the basis of the boundary condition
(1.33) D:0. Hence (1.42) simplifies and can be written with real positive fr as

g : C(r = a) +f (ee(Ä-v) 1"-ß(Ä-,)) 4-,,sin(k(r - cr)). (1.44)

The term C(x - ct) corresponds to an a.rbitra^ry uniform flow and can be eliminated

by the choice of an appropriate frame of reference, as will be shown later.

The first approximation (1.41) must be satisfied for all z. This is certainly the

case if the speed c of an oscillatory wave is chosen accoiding to

(1.4F)"":fi".*(+) ,

with the wavelurgth ) '

^:+. (1.46)

Thus for a given wavelength there is only one value ,b and, apa.rt from the undeter-

mined funclion C(x - c!1, there is only one oscillating solution, namely

ö = i^", (ek(h-v) -f r-*{"-r1; sin(&(a - ct))

with the following approximation for the free surface

lrn*""" ("rn + 
"-on) 

cos(,t(r - cf)).
t]

The a.rnplitude q*o, and. the wavelength tr can be chosen a.rbitrarily. The velocity c
of the wave is independent of the waveheight, for which reasons Sroxrs rejects the

existence of waves of permanent form. He concludes that the däcay of the wave-

height as described by Russelr, must therefore be regä.rded as a property of the

wave and cannot be ascribed to the properties of the fluid.

In ,the first approximation (1.a8) he sets I = 0 (compare equation (1.36)) be-

cause the rnean vaiue of4 must vanish. To obtain the second order approximation,'

equation (1.47) is substituted into (.1.40). With the general solution (1.44) Sroxns
is able to obtain the solution of thelsecond order of which the free surface equation

reads

, q = r7^o,cos(h(a- "t)) - Ktf^,",cos(2h(x - ct)),

o _ (tn + "-on) 
("'*o + 

"-'uo 
+ +)

(1.4e)

(1.50)

waves are differently large.
whereas the largest trough

(1.47)

(1:48)

' r\ 

-'{"*-t"-oo)'

.a

ivhere I{ is positive. The crests and troughs of these

The mäximum waveheight is given by \^o, * Kr72^u,,
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is given by r1^o, - K;'^",. These soJutious bold for arbitrary ä/l a,nd sufrci,ently
smatl r;/ä. Furthermore, if one assumes hl \ to be small, the second order formula
for the free surface becomes

q : q*,,cos(k(c - ct)) -k"""(zt (, - a)).

The coefficient of the fust term which stems from the first approiimation must be
la.rge idcomparison to tlre coefficient of the second term, which is of second order,
whencd

from which he deduces

ST orns corrcludes that

a

must hold. Alternativel.g

\mazUfu,

ry.(i)"
Arny?s results inplied

'ry:,{*)"

(1.51)

(1.52)

(1.53)

(1.54)

(1.55)

Therefore, the results of Sroxns and AßY a.re valid under diferent physical con-
diLions.

By letting Ir + oo Stoxes obtains the equations ofsecond order for.deep water,
na,mely

: g = -eÄ"rce, 
rY sin(*(c - c4), (1.56)

tt ,= 4*", cos(*(r - .t)i- f,frl",cos{2*{c - cf)) , (1.57)
q-

k : ; (1.58)

"' : 
s:. (1.be)2tr'

For infinitely deep water Storos also deriv.es tlrc equatioi of fh:ä third order. Start-
ing with equation (1.3S), the same procedure as outlined above for the second order
equations is employed. By taking{into account the. results of the first and second
order he obtains

(1.60)

(1.61)

(1.62)
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As already mentioned; the velocit15 by which the wave profle is movi'Ig in the chan-
nel, can be determined only to within an arbitrary.constant. By adding an uniform
counter flow one'can make the wave'as fast as one rcishes. To obtain a unique-

definition, Sroxes proposes to select this wave velocity as the wave speed c which

is obtained when the mean horizontal velocity.of ihe.pqrticle u is made to vanish-

StoxEs mentions two possibilities for averaging the pärticle velocity. They were

considered by Wnueusr:u & Lrrroxu [93].

1. Ifone-averages velocities over the entire space exposed to the wave, one obtains

for the _wave speed c

ig* !,u lou*'u'''')-cdYd'x:o' (1'63)
ö-o

Inthecaseofperiodicwavesthisequatioqsimplifiesto
. I 7). thln

; J" J" u(x,Y) - c d'Y dt :0.

If one chooses a mean depth

u:*1,^rlhdr,
one can see thät this velocity defines the mean volume flux per unit width

a : !^ 
l"^ l:., u d,y d., , (1.66)

(1.67)

(1.64)

(1.65)

(1.68)

(1.6e)

so that
Q:"h'

' In a moving coordinate system c' : x - ct the mean volume flux vanishes; the
wawe speed c corfesponds to the velocity of the centre of gravlty of the entire
fluid (or the fluid between two pa.rallel lines which ar'e a wavelength apa.rt).

2. If one averages over time f, t[en one obtains

. c : .lim ! [' u@ * ct,y) dt: r* 1 [''*n u(r,y1 d,
. ,;6 t Jo ;"' La6 ct Jx'

and for periodic waves 'I rr'+,\

':;J,, u4''

With the assumption that u and u irre bounded and the motion is irrotational,
uy: Dü it follows lhat 0c/0y = 0. The two definitions a,re therefore independent

of the vertical coordinate and yield, in infinitely deep water, the sam.e results.

:-SToxns published in 1880 [81] in his collected papers a,n appendix of his arficle
of 1849, where he shows that a wave with maximüm amplitude possesses at it crest
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a tip angie o{ t20o. This *ta1er6nt will be signific:urt, wben the questicr of the
hbhest amplitude of tbe wave of permanent form is posed.

g) Boussinesq
It is BoussIN.EsO [8] who, in 18?2, introduces a new procedure of approximaiiirg
tLe wave eq.uations 4- Startiag with Eulnnts equations

!4p =p ite

lg:
pds

with

aod th coatirfbity eguatioa 5

- (#),
-'- {#} ,

(1.70)

(1.71)

(1.12)

(1.?3)#*Y*ff:a
he introduces the velocity potential {'fon an ir-rotatiqal, incornpressible ideal ffuid'
but'restricts hioself to planar rnotion in a vetüical plane. By itegrating the conti-
naity equation (expr,essed in terms of the velocity potential)

(du\ du du da

läl: i+"Etu6' et

.t

uz d2öa
e: Ea- = 

-;;z ar'

he obtains tv ß ,f2Ä
ö: öo- J" e J, #on, (1'75)

where /6 satisfies the bormdary conditioq v(c,y : 0) : 0 6. BoussINESQ. furthtir
asslrn;s that the horizontal velopity u difers oaaly slightly from the velocity tril at-
the bottom. The potential d then ca. be reptaced by its rralue dt the bottom {..
Replacing therefore in the integral term of ( 1 -?5) d tjy 4o, he obtaias

(1.74)

(1.76)

If this expression is once uguio 
".lb"titnted 

into the right hand side of equation
(1.75) and if this procedure is arbitra.ril$ continued, a successive approcimatioa for
d is obtained:

y2 d3öo y4 dnöo y6 &öo , - /.ö:öo- .rZA+ r,;.,'4}fr - 1{+4{{#*t " (1'77)

aThe main eults qere already published a 1re4 before. The velocity of the solitary wave is

de'ieloped in Fl, the difrerential equatio* cfgecosd order:in [6J.
5At the tinre ofprinting a dot is insrted into the fimt derivative whenever.more than one symbols

follow e. g. d.abc/dz.
6See fätmte'on page 28.
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Since parallel motions at infinity are not ta.ken into account, he imposes the boünd-
ary conditions there u6 - öo:0. With these impleinentations he obtains

ö,: - l: ffa": - l) ",a' (1.78)

BousslNEsq determines the prössure by requesting wanishing atmospheric pressure

and writes
p: pc(h+q -e)+ P. (1.7e)

The term P contains all non-hydrostatic contributions; it is essentially proportional
to the curvä.ture of the free surface. According to Benxoullt's equation it is thus

given by

p
-:-ga-p"

Together with equation (1.79) and the condition that for points c far away from the

wave disturba.nce one has n : 0, Ö : 0 and P : 0, he concludes that the a'rbitrary
functlon must alsrc va.nish. In this way BoussINEsQ obtains the non-hydrostatic
part in the form

Thä surface is determined by the requirement that

P:0, (1.82)

and ihe condition that no fluid particle can leave the surface by the condition

(1.83)

(1.84)

a result thät was already given by LecuNco. BoussrNnsQ finds the velocity ze

by solving the equätion on the right of (1.8a) and subsequent integiation of the first

dö 1ld,ö dö\
a-r\d,"* U)

P:-p(*.#.i(#.#)) (181)

*duo, )-Ed,: sn l^a,,-- d., ,duo l* at,
dtdx)

I une Jonction orbitraire ile t. (1.80)

dq d.hn
U:-+U-

dt dt

In the next step. he replaces in equation (1.77) ö by the bottom velocity uo as given

in(1.7S). Moreover,intheboundaryconditions(1.81)and(1.83)disieplacedbyits
expansisn (1.??) and evaludted at the free-surface y : haq When perfoiming these

operatiöns integration and diferentiatioo are arbitrarily interchanged. BoussINEsQ

obtaim series expansions in terms of 7 and us. These are small quantities and its
derivatives with respect to r must increasingly be smaller with growing degree of
diferentiation in order that the series of / converges. The first approximation is
obtained if only the linear terms n, lt's ar'd. du6f d'r are taken into account; it reads

, drn: 9n-;-; \
at'



eqüatiö; on the left. ln.additioa he focuses his atiention to waves movjngin the
positive c-direction, so that

q : f(s_\[sh),
ITuo : nlE.

In a second approximation the smallest, quadratic terms are alsotakeu into account,
by substitutirrg into them the velocity as obtainid from the first approximation. In
this way he obtains the relations

(1.85)

(1.86)

f #dx : e\.t(+.*#)

r = n(o+|n +fr,#)

f,#)H : -o#-,f**(*-
. offi=no#,*"{a(X.+#)

The speed of the wave, c is obtained from the integrated continuity equation

dn d.nc
---:1-g * n
(lt' dr -"'

(which BouSstnBsQ does not identify as such). By integrating it with respect to c
and differentiating the result with respect to t he obtains, upon using (1.87) and
imposing the boundary conditicin ? :0, as c -+ oo

d-Ic, -rd (Sn' ,h'd'q\_n
dt +s"d,\Zi*TAA):"'

This equation possesses solutions of the iorm x: X@ + \/iEt) wifh

x : rt k - rf';,) - * (# .+#), (1.e0)

or in squa.red form by

(i.e1)

(1.e2)

This speed corresponds to a velocity of a vertical plane at 16 which has always
the same volume A : ff 4 dc ahead of it. Indeed, a volume element 4 dr can be
envisaged between two pianes normal to r and a distance dr apart. The fluid vol-
ume between these planes is kept co.nstant through time. The planes move with a

(1.87)

(1.88)

(1.8e)

ins can be corroborated by diferentiating the result with respect to f. X must vanish
if a suitable coordinate system träve[ing with the wave is chosen and waves which
propagate in the positive r-direction are considered. The velocity c of a wäve is
therefore given by t

, o: 
'lA('*io1*H#) ,
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celerity c the wave possesses when passing theses planes. This velocity c is obtained
from the volume.of the wave q': tf,.ad,a and that a,t a later time t * dt, when the
lo*er limit c of the interval is given by t * c d,t. Since the integral preserves its rralue

through time Boussrxosq obtains -rtc+ Jf dq/dt d.x = 0. Diferentiating this with
respect to c yields th€ continuity equation (1.88).

Some further results will now also be quoted.

o The volume.of the wave'is constant
'f€

a: I ndx.
Jq

o The energy of the wave is consta.nt

n :. t* n'a*.

It follows'from this th;t the vertical coordinate of the centre of gravity of the
wave is constant.

o As a third invariant integral Boussrxnsq finds 7

*:l:#-'** (1.e5)

(1.e3)

(1.e4)

which he calls ilomeni il'instabilitö.

Using M and the veli'citJ, of tbe form invariant. l'onile solitairc Boussntesq com-
putes the wave profile. By assuming-

in which \^o, is at, first a,rbitrary but constant, eqüation (1.9f) can be integrated.
Imposing the rnotion us at infinity he obtains the two solutions

( ,lt[T-. .\
\max _l """-*o" f v--;1t'- "'11 

(1.e2)

[ 
-.i*irn' (ä/*r-," (' - ".))

a

For a given wave energy -E and a given volume Q the amplitude of the wavr' \maa
becomes äs 16 + -oo

s e, B{w\^o":fft:i *, (1.e8)

where the energy a.nd the volume of the solitary wave a,re connected by

Q"E: h (l.ee)

TBoussrunsq writes tlryz f d,x2 md means (d\/d,x)2.
8coshyp and sinhyp are hyperbolic functions, aame as cosh or sinh
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in whi& t! is the water depth.

h) Lord R^ayleigh
J. W" Srnutr (lcnown as LoRo Revlrtcn)-asked himself in 1876 [52] whether
a wave could exist in a dranlel that ie long aod fat in coriperison to the water
depth and is alsir mainta.ining its form. To this end he assumed a counter fow with
the same velocity'with which the wav€ waa moving. The wave is.thus statltrnary
at a fixed place. Revrucu shows that ihe wave speed c cannot equal /fr, since
pressure fluctuations would arise at the free surface which would induce a motion
thw contradicting stationarity. A development of the velocity components e u and
u in the form

u : "*(r*).r@) = i(x') - *t"(,)+...,
-u .: ,io (r*) ro, : ur,@)-1firot*...

satisfies the LLpL.lcn equation

&u &o_J_:tr. d,ez'du2' I

of an irrotational incompressible fluid. Furthernrore, the stream function
obeys the relations

lt=

7t3

must then have the form

ü=vf-=E-r'+ a'o 
=flv-..'t-2.3J ', 7.2.3.4.5r

The frmction /(c) describe*'the velocity at the bottom

i{',0,'} = f(c},
and the pressure P ai the free surface rnust futfit the equation

^_ p
-2' 

- :2gq*u2+r',-p

(1.101)

ü thl;t

Q.La2j

(1.1ö3)

(1.104)

(1.105)

(1.106)

(r:10?)

Gives these relätions it is RaYtereil's intmtion to try to make the expression p- P
constant by accordiagly choosing 11. If the expressions (1.100) are substituted i*to
(1.106), and a? + ut - (1 + flu'z is accourted for, an equation is obtaised which

(1.100)

drlt

6'
_9,

ds'

with
F = const.

eSe fmtnote o page 28.
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permits 3uccessive elimination of J from it and froin expression (1.104) for the

streamfunction r/. What emerges is the representation

r ('-+(;)"- * (;)" ) 
: , (1.108)

with
- ^p-P

p

Squa.reing and neglecting terms of order four yields

,p' (t -f;r" +f,rr") : an' -2s,t3 ,

which can now be inte'grated subject to the boundary conditions at the undisturbed

water level (c - oo)

'b : voh'
' ö : u2o+2ch.

Via tbis integration RAYLEIGE obtains an expressionfor the wave speed u6 = 6,

(1.10e)

(1.110)

( 1.111)

(1.112)

cz - s(h*q),

and the free surface elevation 4 with amplitud" q^o" to

(1.113)

(1.114)

(1.115)

(*)' . mri;;' - h)'('t- (Ä + ?*"')) : o

This equation contains the following general informations:

1, 4 possesses two extrema, a minimum at q : h a.nd a maximum at 4 - hl\*o".

2. To each marcimum waveheight there exibts one and only one wave.

3. There is no negative solitary wave..

4. The free surface r7(r) is syngmetric with respect to z : 0' Integration of
(1.114) yields

m+n*)f, : 1/-.--;+| öT^*
I

*h[2r*"i _ r+z
\'r-ä

ro An equation of the sme form wäs also obtained md solved by BoussINEsQ, rc (1.97), so that
the solution can be written ir the form

n?^"" ?-"" \
@-W- \-h )



5. The solitary wave is inffnitely long i. e. the waveheight decröasescontinuotrsly,
but never reaches the udistrrrbed water level exactly.

6. The wave breaks if the particle velocity (of the stationary wave) reaches the
wave speed c.

. In order to arrive at a ffnite wavelength RAYLEIcH takes the length between
points where the arripüfuäe ratio (r7 - [)/rt*", is given by a prescribed value.. This
length o he calls effectiad wauelength alrd' computes it to be

,t-h :l * g :z:'.lt+ h
". tlmo, t0 h Y ,l^""

i) De Saint-Venant
Do SaINI-VnNANT [14] öonsiders in,1885 an in€nitely long hcirizontal c]rannel. He

starts fro'm the volume conservation law of a rectangular fluid elempnt

( 1.117)

(i.118)

(1.11e)

, du-du_n '

dx' d,y-"'
and its dynamical equilibrium

ldp ,

pdt Ü 
'

ldp 
'.__ = _9_u,

pay

in which the p=imed quantities are given by

. d,u du duu': i +u-; * a|, etc. (1.120)'dtdrdV.

and denote the total derivatives. At the fluid bounda;ries one has 11. 
.

(1.116)

(1.121)

(1.123)

&t. dn 1" : E+"8, Ip = 0, )
u : 0-, 'r

for y : hlq,

for y : A.

With the definitiön of a mean velocity in the direction of the channel

' 1 rh+n
u : r:: I "dy. (1.122)n+n Jo

The equation of conservation of volume can also be deduced by means of the fol-
lowing considerations: During a time increment dt the volume (ä + ?) dr bctween
the places r and o 1 dz is changed by

9fila'ar'
llSee footnote on page 28.
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(10 * ,)o * d(h t üu .,\ a, .

Idxl
Because h is constant, he obtains from equations (1.123) and (1.124)

dq . d(haq)U
--J ! --:------:---:-!= : ^dL- d, .:"'

Dn Sertqt-VnNANT assumeö now that 4 is small in comparison to
differs only slightly from U. Then, the following equatioo Lolds

This increase in volume equals the change in volume flux (h a 4)I/dt between c
andx*dx

(1.124)

(1.125)

lz and that u

(1.126)

By integrating the cootinuity equation in which u = U and by satisfying the bound-
ary condition at the free surface, the vertical velocity distribution

dqv
- dth (1.127)

fl*,ff:o

is obtained rvhich is a linear function of the distance from the bottom. By ignoring
quadratic terms involving 4 and d4 he deduces the relation

, du d'qu- dt d.t2 h

Substituting this into (f. tlO) y:elds an expression for dp/ dy which ca.n be integrated
to yield (to the same order of approximation) the pressure distribution

? ' d2qh'-J:
,:ttn*q-a)+ar, n.

ln much the same way as in (1.128) DE SarN'r-Vnuur deduces

"' 
:# *, *{,

aia of (i.fZö) a.nd (1.118), again by dropping second order

#.r#*nfrn*#:o (118,)

Assuming the representation 4 : \@ - ct) and.U : U (x -ct), which are appropriate
for waves of permanent form, and substituting these expressions into (L.125)'and
(1.131) he obtains for the wave speed the expression

", 
: gh('* i,?.* Hy-)

c2=g(h+n^*),

and derives with the
terms,

He assumes the relation

(1.128)

(1.129)

(1.130)

(1.132)

(1.133)
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with the as yet undetermined constant ?*,, which a postetiori will be shown to be
tbe maximlm waveheight of the solitary vcave. Än integration of (1,132) yields

I dn\' ln'?t** - n)

\d"/ 
: 

ä3 '

+!ye!-t:;*(ffi1,-,)) ,

(1-134)

(1.135)

whence the same solution as fouod previously by BoussIlnsQ. The solitary wave

is therefore symmetric about its marcimum 4-o".

Next DE S.trrt-Vnrax:t c.onsiders the volume of a solitary wave

q = f* ,td*.
a

Flom it he deduces

dq- --&tE:-'t o E
and with (1.134).it follows that

Owing to th'e symmetry properties the entire voluuie of the wave is then,

a : l**u a, :2 l* ,t a, (1.13e)

in whieh e6 is the coordinate where the äaximum 4-o, arises. .Thus,

| ITA se,
{n : ,u wt - rtmax: 

16 h. '
(1.140)

q=ht. (r.1"42)

Togetherwith relation (1.141) it is seen that the trajectory of a particle sitting on
fhe free surface traces a parabola. With this equation, or SlrttT -VeN,lwt gives

_ dn dq _ _-drt- dqd' - 'dq'

(1.1s6)

(1.137)

d4_
dq

and consequentlg t
e

n: ftoQ - ü. (1.141)

DE SAINT-VENANT determines thJ particle trajectoiies by considering the positions
of a water particle underneath the surface at time f : -oo, when t\e particle is in
front of the wave and at a later time, when it has been displaced by the action of the
wave. When the wave passes the moläule it is traasported a horizontal distance of
magnitude {. Because the horizontal velocity is assumed constant over the entire
depth /2, a volume lif is 'displaced' which must manifest itself as a wave hump.
Therefore
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the trajectory 9f a molecule on the free surface only; at.lower depths one may easily

deduce from (1.127) and Iudt: (, that in a morzing system ( : nylh, irnplyiag
that trajectories at lower depths become more shallow and degenerate at the chan-

nel bottom I : 0 to straight lines. .

j) McCowan
SroKEs' critique that the {ecay of the height of a solitary wave cannot be trac-ed

back to wall friciion and viscosity is responded by McCowar [53] in 1891 with a

renewed attempt of a wave theory. Stream function ry' and velocity potential / can

be written in complex form

rb + zö. = -". (v + ?.x) + f(a + xr) {1.143).

whele c is the wqve speed. A solitary wave cannot be periodic in z, it must be

continuous and possesB a tnite waveheight in the entire fuid and a vanishing or
finite amplitudF as o + *oo, whfch is independent of r and y. The function

(r.144)

in which fry < a fulfiIs theseconditions. McCow,q.N studies the lowest order approx-
imation, in which only the first term of the above expansion is taken into acciannt

and finds with a1 - a

,b + 16 : -c(y + zr) * ca tan (llf , + ,"1) ,\2 '" ',)'
with the imagina.ry part

' ö: -ct + ca'
cos &E { cosh &o.'

f @ * r*): 'f or,*, tun't+' (l*g+ ,t)) ,
I.=o \z ,l

and the real Pa^rt 
sin &u 

' 
-

,b : -cy *.o:::;tr. (1.147)
cos,rY + cosn rc.r

At {he mean water depth U : h which equds the depth for r - oo he obtains the
condition

sinh,tc

(11!45)

(1.146)

(1,148)

(1.r4e)

( 1.150)

' ' $:-ch'
aird for an elevated water level 4 alove the mean level, he.obtains

,b +-cy - ctl .

Altogether, the eqüation ofthe free strrface 4 obiaine

tt:4""*,61rlacoshbr'

with the maximum of the wave \ : I^oc at z : 0. With the aid of (1.146), (1.147)

and by considering (1.150) McCowAN theri computes the total velocity u2 +u2.
With the conditioi

," +'u" = c2 - 2gn
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valid at the free surface, he obtains to within term3 of order O (43)

.2 - ltankh,,,
3a : i sin2 fr(h + in*"") .

Since the right ha^rr$ side ofequation (1.153) is positive, no negative solitary wäve
can exist.

'In 
a commuirication, SroKrs [82] and LAMB {46] $252, will show that the veloiity

of-the solitary wave
' c2 : f,*n*h (1.1b4)

is an exact equation. To show this they assume a.form of the velocity potential at
a posiiion o in front of the wave (i. e. a boundary condition at c + oo), see alsd
(1.47) for a wave travelling only in the positive r-direction,'

g - A.e-k("-.tl coskg. (1.1bb)

This r-esurnption satisfies the equation of the fluid V'd : 9 and the condition on
the free surface y: ft

'(1.152)

(1.153)

(1.156)

(l:157)

(1.15€)

t' (1.15e)

( 1.160)

ffi*'fr:o
provided the condition (1.f54) holds.

In McCowexts approximalion the pressure distribution at the free surface is
not constant. But his solution is improvedöecause.the pressureis constant at the
maximum and at the bounda,ries. The amendment was reached with the improved
v-aluek(h*3rl-",)inequation(1.153)insteadoffrh. Thefreesurfaceisdetennined
by three parameters, a, k,T^o), two of which c-an be eliminated, if &i. is assumed- so
smallthathigherordertermsinfthcanbeignored. Inequation(1.150)and(1.153)
McCow.lN thus expands the right hand sides in terms of pöwers of ßlz and, on
dropping terms of higher than linear order, obtains

4 J r7_o.secn, (i|t) ,

t-2 - 
3,1*,o -i -;ä- '

which agrees with the solution (1.9?) found by Boussrrese. RAvLETcH obiained

t 2 3r?^o,

" : n61;;i'
see footnote on page 38. McCowax finds as the next approximatioo of equation
(1.153) accurate to order O(k'zh'z)

q : q^"rn"htlkr,
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Figure 4: Form of the uaue acaoriling to McCowAN [5!]. The waae is lWmetric
relalipe to it's' crest. Theri the tangents to the surface intersect at 1200 . The heao-

ier line reqtrcsenls the channel bottom; the mean uater ilepth is th.at.line which is

approacheil asgniplolicallg by the'uate. The mqaimum uaue heigh't iq0'78h.

k, : ____,]ry______r.
h2lh+ Bn^"")

"' : sn(r*ir"o) .

and regards it natural lo take for lhe waae-length

x=2$ +

(1.161)

(1.162)

(1.163)

(1.165)

, The wave sta,rts to brea}, whelr-.\ : 2r I k : 2tr h, whence kh : L. With regard to
the motion of the fluid particles McCoweN remarks that the horizontal component

of the pa.rticle velocity is nearly consta,nt for.all particles which are situated on
a v.ertical line, whereas lhe vertical domtrionent is approximately linearly growing

with the distance. frqm ihg bottom. Therefore; the pariicle trajectories are nearly
parabolic. A particle at a distance gs.fromthe bottom moves approximately along

the trajectory
(, - ol" * 2ay co!,kys: a2 (1.164)

In a. further article,[54] McCowlN searches for the maximum reachable wave-

height of a solitary wave. First he.{shows that at the crest the tangents to the free

surface cross at a.n angle of 1200 (see figure 4). The highest amplitude that can be

reaclied is
rl^"' :0.78h.

In summa,ry we may state: The methcd to force the solitary wave into a station-
ary configuration by indroducing a counter flow, did not permit with all certainty
the inference oJ the existence of a wave lvith invariant form. One had not yet suc-

ceeded to determine the counter flow in such a way that the pressure at the freb

surface was everywhere constant.
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k) Korteweg & de Vries
Konrnwnc & De VRIES [40] circumvent this pmblern also by considering a counter
flow but not requiring that the wave is perföctly still in this. moving coordinate
system. With the expansion (1.100) that was already used by Ravlucu, an.irrotä-
tional, incompressible fluid is a.nalysed and the expansion of the velocity components
are studied. With regard to the boundary conditioris they request at each order of
approximaiion that the pressure variations are minimal. On the free surfare they
also incoporate. a surf,ace tensioa ? 12

. ^0"t. p=po_ t6;i,

where ps is the atmospheric pressure and

e7: 
xtt) -#It* +,,t2) - tn,

where X(t) isr an arbitrary function lefi undetermined. Obviously .the kinematic
surface condition aq. an-uü*r-d:,

(1.166)

(1.167)

(1.168)

(1.16e)

(1.170)

(1.171)

(1.i72)

(1,173)

rrrust aiso be satisfied. A- successive.appro:cimation is now performed, and as a first
approxiraation the relations

q J Cr*?o,
f = Cz* fo,

are assumed, in which Cr: h, C2: \/iE are constant and qs(c,t), /s(c,t) are
assumed to be sufficiently small. With the series (1.100) for z and u it follows from
eguations (1.167) and (1-168) to lowes-t order that

='0,r; öIo . 7fo . ?novs?T;+E+s-il
{fr****u* = ,

Stationary solutions must obey tfie relations

drls dJo

tdt- dt-"'
and is selected in the form

,I;A
fo = _r-f:(n + a) ,

with a : 
"on"l. axrd. small. A,variation of a will result in a va,riation of1he velocity.

This solution eorresponds to a long wave with uniform horizontal and vanishing
vertical fluid velocity. With a horizontal counter fiow of the same magnitude, /s,

1?For the partial d.erivative the* authom use the symbol E. This way of writing partial derivetivs
wu already used by McComx in 1894.
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the.wave is kept stationary at a fixed position. In other wsrds, only waves are

considered which are. moviag with the same velocity and in one direction only.

If in iieu of the first approximation for / the next higher approximation is chosen,

ti
f : cz * fo -r fr : rli - rlfu* a *'v), (1.175)

in which necessarily q > a >'y, KoRTnwoc and Dn VRius deduce on usin$ equa-

tions (1.169) and (1.175), the equations of the second approxirnation' By eliminating

7 among the resulting equations, they obtain (instead of 4s ye write for simplicity
tl)

a3ls
,'VÄ-

0"rl
0x2

Lrnz+larl+lo

0s
Qn=
0t

t ,9:
ts _Th3Ps

(1.176)

(1.177)

(1.178)

( 1.179)

(1.180)

Statiönary sölutions of equation (1.1?6) for. which the left hand side must vanish

are obtained by integrating its.right han.d side, this results in a positive solitary
wave. In this process they choose 2a: -\^o, and impose the boundary conditions

n : 0n l0r : 02n I 0*' : b, u.. " 
* oo. Performing this integration yields

,,/ tnä
n:z_o.sech2 \rrltr)

For'2o = r1*n* KoRTEwEe & DE,VRIEs obtain a hegative wave

71:-q^o,sech'(rrl%

In view of (1.177) such a'solitary wave ü only possible if

hr
h 1,1-

, Ypg

is satisfied. This iimit depth o{ stationary wate'r waves is 0.47 cm (T : 0.072N I m
at 20oC). i

Konrnwnc & nn Vntts obtain periodic cnoid.al waves 13 by imposing the
boundary conditions in a wave trough. 0q/0r : 0, instead at the undisturbed
water level. With these altered boundary conditions they obtain

\=Ec,.2(,rm, (1.181 )

r3cn denotes the JAcoBr elliptic function which pmsesses a single zero in c and a limple pole in
n. The values c md n follow from Aicaro's Il] diagram.
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in whicl If is the üaxiunrrn anplitude (wave-height above the water line) and
f{ } Ir corresponds to a wave trough. Whea ff = 0 and E = T^*the solitary wave
is obtained.

Frors the eqtratio*s of the second appioxirnation which are not stated here, 7
can be deter,mined.. With it, f is fully known. The particle velocity of a cnoidal
wave is then given by

ls{ .K-E rt24 = tJsn -V;14+--- 4&_n

.(*.#)(rn -x>,.T-ir)\\n-11 zpgv/ \

The wave speed of the mlitary *.*," 
"or..*potds 

to the velocity ät the bormdary as

r+oo c:'f*(t.W)

and the form of the free surface is given by

q, = Hc."z(i('-H=#),,Jffi

"' = si(h-"t(' .m- *ffi#-ä#fu), (1,86)

"= {s&:6('.#-*fi#- *#fo), 
(1 187)

(1.182)

(1.183)

(1.188)

(1.18e)

(1.184)

If aceording to SToKES the speed of the wave is giveq as that speed c for which
the horizontal momentum va,nishes (see equation (1.e)), Idon'rnwnc & pn Vntns
obtain for a cnoidal wave

(1.185)

This equation contains three parametera K,.Il and ) by which thd-cnoidal wave is
determined. E(K) denotes tlie complete elliptic integral of the second kind.

Neglecting surface tension a successive approxirnation up to ihird order yields
for the wave speed of the solitarytwave
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which for the case of a solitary wave (with K : O.and E : n*o,) redüces to

(1.1e0)

(1.1e1)

(1.1e2)

(1.1e3)

(1.1e4)

(1.1e5)

(1.1e6)

(1.1e7)

(1.1e8)

With this article by Konrnwnc & os VaIns the century of wave theory in
channels terminates. The analyses are continued with questions concentrating on
hgw highei order approximations can be obtained, and one also seardies for a math-
ematical proof of the existence of a wave with permanent form; more specifically,
attempts are made to clarify the question whether an exact solution of a stationary
wave of constant form does at all exist for the eqrrations of an irrotational ideal fluid.

l) Fbiedrichs
An importa^nt'contribution, introducing a systematic approximation procedure is

givgn by FRIEDRIcIs [21] in 1948. Staxting with Eulnn's equations he obtains

via a pertubation expansion'line shollow uater eQvotions. The computations are

performed with stretched dimensionleis variables (denoted by a hat^)

u - dfra,.
tth "o : u;tr',

1 : hi,
P '= 

PTüF,

sutrject to the conditions

g

t

tE: l/'.',
v
n

= ,{Arf\r,

f(0,0 - 1,

nt,C,ü o,

-1 < ri;a(0, f) < 0

The following procedure i, "sr.#ully 
a'developmen! in terms of the parameter

o : xht where rc is the maximum initiat cufl/atüre of the free surface r : ?""(0; 0).

-1
Fntnonlius employs the pertubation expansions

it.: d(o) 4.o;t$l 162ü(,) + ... ,

6 : 5(o)+a6(r)+ o'6(\+...,
. .p -.B(o)1o6Flq62p(z)q.,.,

:q : 4{o) + df{t) + o24Q) * ... ,

and constructs the lowest order solution (a0). The continuity equation

ua: -ouä
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yields to lowesü. order
öjo)=O =+ 0(o),

.and the equa{ion of irrotational ffoy*

üs-65-ü

Iäds to
üf): O + a(o):ü(o)(r).

The balaoce equations of momentum

üüo : -o(0'i+ütta+ftt' '
ü6s - -a(6i+'üö6 *p,a * 1) ,

: imply a hydrostatic pressure d.istribr:tion in the form

6 = c(ii* ünr*),

beccines in the lowest approxirnation

6(t) :,i!ol a 6(e)4{0}.

,l**,

(1.2m)

(1 201)

(1.202)

(1.m$)

(1.204)

where the zero presslre ;s assumed at the free surface ü : fi(i,i)- The kinerrratic
bourdary condition

Eence ü(r) cannot be dropped beeause it ie determined by quantities of lowest order
as can be seen from the first order terms in the coutinuity equätion

af) = -ü!o) =+ a(1) : -Salo).

Thuq, the lowest order version of the fiee surface equatien is given by

f,(o)+lAto)4{ot;r:g.

,4t*(uq)' :'0,
ut+auL*gT, : A,

p: w(+-aj.

(1.205)

(1"200)

(r.207)

(1.208)

AII in aU, when reverting to the original coordinates, the shallow water equations.
for long waves read

(1.20e)
_. - (1,210)

(1.211)

This method can disperrse us with any physica,l assumptions except that o must
be small. FRIEDalcFS is convinced that with his method also higher approxima-
tions can be deduced, but he does not go any further. Sroxen [79] shows that the
para"rneter o can equzilly be defined as the ratio of a.typical vertica.l lengih /z and
a typiical horizonlal length .\: o - h2 l\2. The physical interpretation,-ho**r..,
correspond.s to that of FRteoRtcxs.
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m)lwaves of order O(1to/h)")
In the same year KnllrR [38] obtains the next higher approximation, linear in o.
The solution of tt'e governing equation yields cnoidal and solitary waves. Thereby
the solitary v/Erve is characterized as a wave with an infinitely long wave length,

rt:h+q""*\"(*(3)*) , (t.212)

in which

(1.213)

(r.214)

(1.215)

(1.216)
\.

46 denotes a cha,mcteristic length whi6h here is set equal Io T^ori henceforth it will
no:iorlgrr equal the wave.amplitude but still be indicative of its order of magnitgde-

/-

To lowest order the solution of permanent form is thus independent of o and
piecewise constant (representing a shock wave, or a bore).

'The next.higher approximation is oftained by Lanonn [45]. ,Meanwhile, io
this process of systematic. approximation, the differential equations have become so

long that we shall refrain from stating them. Also for the first time, the pressure
distribution in thö fluid is no longer hydrostatic:

h : T -: (T)' (rt- #) (2sech2Ä- 3sechaA) +o (f)'rr zrzl

The form.of the solitary wave and its speed are given by

ps(q*h-a),
0,

f,rr" * ro1- r/esech2 (* fn'),
oo.

f, : t +ffrecr,2e- i (T)'**'l. e -sech2.A) *o (T)', (1.218)

u=
u

'/sh,\:

The speed c corresponds to the particle velocity at infinity c : u(oo). The wave

speed, but no longel the form of the solitary wave agrees wilh that of Kontnwnc
& oB Vnrns. The highest solitary wave has an amplitude

(1.21e)

(1.220)

(t.221)

/?o\
\h )^",
(T) *",

: | : o.zrn, fg o (?)" "pproximations,

: *:0.727, tot o(T)' approximations.
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Table'1: shape oail ulecitg of selitera weter wates for oarious thcories qt ta oriler
three.

This value describcs the limit, above wbiö the vertical velocity component does no
Ionger meotonically iacrease. L*rrol+c remarks that in his experiments be could
not observe w:aves with slnrp crests of which ta,qgents to the free surface were in-
tersectir,rg at an arlgxe d r2oo- when the srestidned maxim.rm wave beights are
reached, tk waves break ruxymme-trically instead with a rounded *..r" ..ät.

cnoidat waves reach thesasre rnaximnm height as do the solitary waves- In this
case the parameter 166 in equatitin (\.zzlj i* tL to+*t waveheighlfrorn.ttre wave
trough to the wa,ve qrest.

J

The slme class of approximatä sdutioix is also given by Gnrusuew [2g] who in
t9?1 eonstnrcts the srrlntion up to third order &((qo/h)1- (A clearer description of
it cas be found i" []*]-) Ä solution of ninrh *aiö1'g1"1n]] was rhen u"*Ät.* uv

lTt"j t2f"l $XZ arrd that dorder t4 by Lorveunr-Hrecrrs A frrron JSt; in
1974. For the tatter twe solutione a cosrputerized algebraic manipulation procedure
(symbolic sla.ipulation sysiccr) had to be In Tables I and 2-the wave
heights and wave spee& ofthe,tbcoribs ofthe 6rst, second., third and ninth order
are listed.

with such apprcarirrate forrnulm, h$rever the existeuce of a mathemati€al soli-
tary wave soluti,cs ie by no rneans demwsrated, and neither is ao answer given to
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the question whether these expaniions 
"gioetgÄ 

itt any wayto a true. solution..

n) Existence proofs
The fi,rst proof of existence of. a perioilic uaae in a fluid of finite depth goes back to
Stnux [83]. For cnoidat änd solita"ry waves LavtENr'Ev [49] formulated existence
conditions in 1954, and in the sarne year FRIEDftIcHs & Hvnns [22] did the sarne.

Their proof rests on an iterative procedure. Sta.rting frorrr the CAucgv-Rrenaeux
equations of an incompressible irrotational fluid they deduce.an integral equation
contäining a pararneter a which is essentially ghlc2. Prc;of. of. the convergence of the
solütion is only achieved in case the independent horizontal va$able 'f is stretcheil
with c and the vertica.l variable { is left uncha,nged. The independent varialrles are

. the velocity potential { and the stream frurction ry':

u - : av1(a$,rlt) + a'az(cö,rb)r +. :.
o : avr(aÖ,i:) + a20z(aü,*) +...

If a is suficiarily.close.to lr'but snraller tharr 1, then asyrrmetric solitary wave

exists.
.

The conr.rection betwees the exact wave eqnation and tbe equation of Boussr-
NEse and KontnwBc-oE VRIES is brought by Cnerc [11] in 1935. He studies waves

with typicat a*nplituelr's ry ( li aod typica,lwavehngths )u > h, for whichq\zlh = t,
i. e. q/h = (ÄlÄ)? = e. IJ tbe solutioo o{ the wave equati<r* (Clucrv-Rrnmlrn
equatims) for an irro{ational incompressibh fluid

fuAu6=-6'
Av At
Ay I Ax'

is. substittlted into tbe Bousstruesq equation, a smallenor proportional.to e2 is
encountered whose sizedepends on the particle motion. However, the initial values
of these solstions need to be elernents of the Sosolnv space Il', r > 7 1a. Un-
fortunately with this nothing is said about the existence of exact solutions of the
Boüssrxrlse equation whicb seeps to approximate the Cnucuy-RtnuaNx equa-
tions. In addition the BottssrNESQ equatioo is ill.posed, as typicaf.solutions, like
the cnoidal functions for the KontrwEd-DE Vntes equation, do not exist.

i

On the other hand, the Kottnwec-nE'VRIES equation is a well posedprohlem.
A solution of the Caucuy-RrrllaNl.t wave equations corrverges to a solution of the

laFor a function f of a Soeor,nv spd.ce.-f,I/, ore.hc

t e H. ,rrf(u)ilä,, * ,n.llwl", . _

,a 
| $+pl2)" l;(r)f ar < m, 

,

that b,-all derivative up to and including order r erist and ue r-iold quadratic integrable
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'Kontnwue-öE VRIES equation with an error of order e2, if the initial data also sat-
isfy tbe Konrowtc-oE VRIEs equation, i. e. if the wave travels only in one direction.

With the aid of the theory of complex variables, CRetc corroborates that the
BoussrNnsq'equation forms an approximation of the Ceucuy-Rtnuawx equaticins
to order e2 and with the further reduction

aa0
-+-_-& At' ät (t.226)

it leads to the Konrpwnc-DE VRtns equation.

The conriection between the Boussrxosq.equation and the Konrnwsc-Dn VRIEs
equation is made explicit in a review article by Mrune [60]. A similar tra.nsforma-
tion is also given by Mnns [56]; unfortunately his sta,rting equations are fraught
with an error. Ensuing developmentb follow Mruna.

Flom the Boussrxnsq equatiöns (note the plural) (1.87)

t 0 /n2 ." \u, = _!nx_,c 
ar\n + n.n,, 

1 
,

0/n2 h2 \qt : _hus_"oT, 
\ir 

_ 
un*,,; ,

with cs : ,/-Sh, we elimrnate u to obtain

" 1021n2 \ a'? ln2 h2 \
4u - c6tl"i :, 

Ar" \ n + n'n,, 
1 

- co 

-O,,At 
\; - 6 n*1

This equation is now restricted to solutions for which

' I 0,.: -cod, (1.230)

holds, whence waves which only propagate in the positive z-direction. Substitut-
ing this into the right hand side qne obtains the BoüSsINESe equation (note the
singular) .-

nu-ctn,.:d#(|+.+r*). (128,)

If the same reduction is performed with the opierator on the ieft hand side of the
equation,

A', * ""A?: 
(4 + coAXA - c601) : (0, a cs01)20,, (t.ZJ2)

the dimensional version of the wave equation of the KonrnwEG-DE-VRIEs type is
obtained

nt + cnn, af,fnn, * co(n*,:0.

(7.227)

(1.228)

(1.22e)

(1.233)
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With the substitutions

it tra*fortns into

t = 'ärß#,,
- lsc = *{pr,

^ 1 1,q.= t\+q'',

t,

1,

ü+6ifu*fca;*0.
The Kontewrc-nn Vnmg equation {1.1?6), which was established for waves whißh
propagate in the oppoeite (negative) direction reads

l#*(i"" *f,"' **rr.o) , (1;238)

arrd is transforrncd into the standa^rd form (1.23?) by using the substitutions

" rtalt = -rl'-Gt,
,t

\/$
^111'1n+1a'

Let, us return tö the qtrestion how the various theories of long waves in shallow
water a.re connected. W}ereas ArRv postulated steepening waves, BoüsslNesq
found waves of permanent form. Both theories contain the linea.r wave theory as a
timit theory for small amplitudes. The decisive contribution towards a clarification
of this connection vas brought by Unsrr,l [88] in 1953. The prerequisites are

c
?r: i

= 6,

= €,

(1.244)

(1.e35)

(1.236)

(1.237)

{1.23e)

(i.?40)

(1.241)

{1.242)
;*

h2

iz5
,(I)

'(s)
Utsei,r shorars that the value of the ratio of c and o will decide upon to which
theory an approximation of the eguation of contin-uity a,lrd irrotationatrity will lead.
In the-limit as e l* 0, o - 0 ond obtaing the linear wave theory. When a ( e a
linea"r dispersive theory is obtained which doee not admit any stationary solution
other than periodic wave trains. In case o = e BousslNosQ's theory is obtained
and when o,> c AtRY's thmry emerges (see ffgure 5). Unserr therefore calls the
BoussrNrse equatioa thq mqre genelal wave equätion. The ratio

!-q^"
eh3 (1,243)

is calläd Unsei,l' mrmber,
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Up to this point two essentia] methods of approximating the diferential equa-
tiop for long and shallor waves were distiaguished. The first method introduces two
dimensionlesspa.rameters n/h:o and/z/Ä:.e. Thenanexpansionof thevelocity
or the corresponding potential is performed up to a certain order. The equations
of Boussrwese, Fn.loDRrcfis, KETLER, LArroNE, Gnruslrew and Feurou have
been derived this way. In the second rnethod asinusoidal series is chosen as a Solu-

tion. The coefficient of the first term ?o a4d the wave number & must thereby be
subjected to certain constraints. Thie method was developed by Stoxes and used
by Ravlutcu a"nd McCowau.

. Ao entirely ditrerent approach is taken by Gnnnr.r & NAGIIII {2Sl in 19?6. They
apply a variational principle to the continuity and Eulen equatiqns. . SHtrLos &
Wnsstea {7?] deduce with it the equation of long waves in shallcrirr w.ater. The
regionoccupied by.the fluid (c1,"r2,23) with arbitrary bottorn cont<jur h{nt,xz,t)
arrd See surface q(rt,x2,t) is mapped onto a region between two parallel lines
(zt, c2, s) wilh

. ^c3 - 0. h+'i)
{1.244)

{1.245)

..
{1.246)

q-h
Thea it is asbumed. that the velocity field ctr.n be represented by

ß' v(c!,tt,t3,l) - )--Wdtl,t2,t)s''

Howerrer" this representation cannot simultaneouely satisfy the iontinuity eqiration,
tlre kinematic trouadary aonditions aad the coaservation of momentum. There:
fore an integral is {ormed for the Eultn eguation (momentum bala.nce) such that
momentum is.bonserv€d in aa areraged senre:

ll {n,r*ut',,) sn d,cs = -i lo" *,,u, + psez) s' drs ,

.. n = Tr...rrtr:

This ri'ay'SuIor,os and WEBSTEn obtain a so call weak solution. This_ variational
procedure goes back to KANToFovIctr. Depending oa the choice of th€ couating
iodex rn one obtains m difreregt eystems of equations which must be solved numer-
ically.

.i
Tlie solution is not necessa.rily irrotational. In addition the meihod makes ao

assgrnption on aay parameter as is always the case if a pertubation approarh is
taken. An error estimate is, however, ha^rd to obtain.

The method that leads. to the complete solution of the nonlinearlwave equation
of the Kon'rnwEG-DE Vnres type, has been introduced by GaRnnnn, Gneew,
Knusxel & Mrvna. {23] in 1967. They solve the KoeTDwEc-DE VRrEs equatioa
to giveh initial data by trairsforrning the origiual equätiou to a Scnnöolwcen equa-
tion and searehing for an inverse solution of this problem. This procedure is krown

(1.24?)
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as inrerse sCaltering methoil and will be introduced in chapter'4.

Finally, Iet us point the reader's attention to a few articles of the last few years,

which provide a review to pa.rticula"r aspects of the illustrated problems. All articles
quote a rich number of releva"nt literaiure.

_. The properties of the KoRTEwEG-DE VRIES equation and the.methods of its
solution are'summarized by Mrune [60]: A historical report about the work of
Boussrnesq,, Konrnwnc-oE VRrDs and the method of inverse scattering, as *ell
as some extensions of this equation äre given by Mtlns [57]. The behaviour of
solit#y waves is studied try Gnrusir.lw: [30] and Mrr,ns [56]. Gnrusn.lw describes

in addition solitary wäves in stratified ffuids. A review about the various solution

procedures of the wave equation is given by Scuwlnrz & Fpll'rox [75]. They sum-

marize results for deep and shallow wäter and,provide a brief account of numerical

methods.

1.2 Physical and mathematical models for the description
of water waves induced by landslides

Two methods are common to describe the prediciio-n of water waves.induced.by
'landslides. The first comprises a mathämatical deductive procedure that is based

on physical laws of mechanics. In its development essential mathematieal and phys-

ical assurriptions are involved through which a simple model law is obtained. The
other, empirical methc,l starts from the physical properties that are needed in a
description of the processes of interest. By means of a dimensional analysis the
minimum number of independent 'properties' is determined which is necessaJy ow-

ing to reasons of physical dimensionality to find ihe relevant furictional relationships
experimentally

1.2.L Physical models

a) Wiegel
A Orst emfirical assessment is pror{ded by Texlnlsni [84] and JourvsoN & BERMEL

[36]. Wrecet [94] intends to simulate tsunamis (under water earthquakes) by un-
der water landslides. To this end he ma"kes various blocks (of triangular and cubic
shape) to slide along an inclined (4'50; plutt into a channel. The blocks possess the
same width a^s does the channel. In a second series of experiments blocks of lrarious
weights are used which a.re vertically plunging into the channel. The initial position
of the blocks was always chosen süch that they were just immersing or kept at a

prescribed depth underneath the water.

For the vertically faliing blocks, WTEGEL fintls that the wavelength of the in-
duced wave'is independent of the wa,terdepth, the initial depth of submergence of
the body and the weight of the body. As rega.rds the form of the generated wave
he observes that directly above.the body a wave trough is initially formed followed
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by a wave hump of approximately the same height. Following the crest, the surface

rapidly resumed its still-water positioa. At the first station (c/h = 0.73 - 0.41)
immediately after tbe location of exciternent (c/h = 0) a wave hump first lb,rrie
followed by a trougb and a second hump as well as a continuing wave tail. This
v\rave is already dispersed at the seeond stalion (clä = 3.21 - 1,81).

The waveform changes entirely if the body is extended by sidewalls such that
they reach far abore,the water surfac€. In this case a single wave-hump and a sin-
gle wave'trougb were formed whidr travelled as a unity along the channel without
dispersioa. In other words, the vrave is formed by both, the displaced water under-
neath the body and the confluent water masses above the body.

In all studied cases the wave speed depends on the viravelength and water depth.
If in place of the body a plate of lead that is much thinner thaa the water is deep

is plunging vertically into the wa.tgr, t'[en the wave speed \6f d long waves is
ottained. TEe Ursell mrmber a\?/(Zha) of tbe first wave of the entire generated

wave train is about 30, The wa\ree atre therefore of the AIRY type.

:nds primarily upon the weight of the submerged body
'its depth of sub*rrerg-enee a;rd the water depth. The wavelength is independent of

these parameters; it varies with the length of the employed body and the angle of
inclination along which it slides into the water. Only a small fraction of about 1%

of its potentlal errergy in its initial position is transferred into wave energy. Tbe
rest is apparently dissipated in turbulence.

b) Prins
Pnrns [66,6?] shorvs that the ratios If /h and Lf h of. aa initiil dam-up or lowering
of the water by tbe amount ff bver'a length .f, decides in a channel, of'which
character the generated wave will be. Pnlr.ts diferentiates among föur wave types.
The leading part of the fornring rrave train possesses the following properties (see

also figure 6):

1. Oscillatory wave charactelistics. The leading wave is part of a dispersive
war"e pattern. The waves aEe the same for an initial elevation as for an.initial
depression, except for the sign. The first wave is not the largest.

i
2. Solitary wave characteristics followed by a trough connecting it with the dis-

persive wave pattern.

3. A single solitary wave separated from tbe dispersive wave tail by a more or
less flat part at ihe still water level.

4. A complex forn, which, while travelling outward, breaks up into a few solitary
waves separated from the dispersive walne pattern.

The domai^s E lh, Llh for whicb the various aräve typee arise are shown in ßgure 7.
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c) Miller
MILLER [58,59] sttdies the behaviour bf a.wave which is generated by a moving
vertical plate in a horizontal channel. The plate ls moved forward by .a distance d

(0.3 < d/h < 8.0) with a FRouos number 'Fr.: tt/JiE (o : speed of the pla{b)
between 0,03 < Fr < 0.8. MILLER quotes the'following range's of d'lh and' Fr to be

relelant for natural phenomena:

Laddslide dlh = 8.0 Fr>40
Submarine overthrust dlh < L.o .F'r < 0.3

dlh <s.o
same *ave-length 

-

various amplitudes e. g.

0.025< dlh<8.0

Fr >.1.0

0.03<Fr<0.8
Äo studies dlh 1.0 Fr > 1.0

Mtllrn determines the vel'ocities o.f his waves between two gauges. that a.re 0.1m

apa.rt and repeats the proced-ure with gauges that ate 2.5m apart; results agreed

fairly well. The wave breaks at a FnouoE number with a wave speed Fr = c/ Jifr
of approximately Fr : 12-6

If waves other than of ihe solita.ry-type are generated these waves (of sinusoidal

and bore type) pass several stagbs and form solitary waves. The forming wave train
may consist of several solitary wawes and a tailing sinusoidal wave traio. As an

example, MILLER mentions the development of a bore into its components:

'Bore =+ uqdular bore----i lead undulation becomes solitary. * trailing undular bore
coasisting of reraainin! undulations * lead undulaüiorl solit-ary * second undula-
tion becomes solitary -+ in several runs three successive solita,ry forms have emerged

from the preceding undular form.'

d) I(amphuis & Bowering
K,c,Mpuuis & BowentNc [31] work with an inclined track eqiripped with rollers
and let cubes glide into a channdl of 1rn width and different water depths (0.23rn
- 0.46rn). Wave trains are formed which, ät x/h x 8},have rearhed a stable wave
height, i. e. beyond this point the,wave-height does no longer decrease appireciably.
Except fof the case of a vertical track (free fall) the first wave of the wave train
is the highest. A dimensional ana$sis and the conducted experiments shöw the
following results:

1. The maximum wave height essentially depends upon the volume per unit
width of the plunging crrü", (t x ä x to: length x width x height) and upon
'the Fnouop number'Fr : "s/\/iE formed with the velocity u6 of the body
at,the instance of submergence into the channel. For angles of submergence

> 300andaspectratiosu.,//z > 0.5arid q:lu/h2 intheinterval0.0S < g < 1.0

a suffcient approximation for the maximum waveheight Tsrobte dt x/h x 37 is
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given by

2. For 10 S t/h <
law

\sf:btc : Ftro'7 (o'31 * o'21ogq) '

48, 0.1 < q < 1.0 the wave height decreases according to the

I:*#* o.3bexp (-o *f) (i.24e)

The tra.nsfer of kinetic energr of the impinging body into wave energy is
below 50% a.nd drops below 25% for higher velocities of the body, depending

on the Fnouon number. For tubes in free fall only about 10yo - 20% of the
kinetic energy is transferred into wave energy. .Thereby the energies have to
be considered in appropriate dimensionless form. For.the kinetic energy the
authors choose

(1.248)

(1.250)

(1.251)

3.

7 proa, I uu2p1 ,':t p ihsh'

( pgcftl2dt in deep water,
E:i 

# (ry)r rorsoritarywaves'

4. To within *l% the wave speed is

with the'densil! p,o.rof the falling material' The wavsenergy is used in the

forn E /(pgh3) with the wave ei.rnplitude q-o' and the theoretical value of the

wave enerry

"= J*(t.;ry) (1..252)

'5. The wave length tr or the period ? ofihe leading wave decreases according to

r : fi F + 0z25V) rr zrs)

where 2trL: T.
I

e) Huber
Huann [32] models rockfalls by a finite volume of gravel. His masses of granular
material slide along a"n inclined plane into a channel. He generates a^nd obseroes

the same war"e types (solitary, sinusoidal, bore-type) as PRtxs has done before. His

results may be summarized as follows:

1. Irrespective of the kind of wave generation the following results hold in 5 <
n /h < 700 for the I'eading wave:

r The length of the wave .\ increases with distance from the source:.

*:,(;)"", 2.06< a<4.64, z:8.00. (r.2v)'
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e The followiag formalabolds for the. rmave peri'od ?

1.88<a<4.30, &:2.85. (1.?55)

e Thg.rqtio of raaxiunr.p pave lreight r;,o"" to wave length is given by

- r-r -O.t3' ttne t+} , 0.0?<a<0.41 , a=0.17. (1.256)-r- : " (r,,,
'' 

The indicated valuee of a denote the largest and-the smallest deviation;
sreaur valueeare de*roted by o.

2- Itrutng& state,et tll&t the Unsnr,.r. noqib€r d,eFerlds both upon the type of the
wave asrd the inclinatioa of the slide board. It eha.nges with the ppgr"s"i,r"
wave.

3. Fcr each incliaation angle of the slide board the wave E)eed is givea by a
regression line. Tbe difierences must, however, be regarded as small. Ä typicat
result is e. g.

* : *a {e-o 
+ ,.ory} (1257)

4- The wave lrcight. is co*nected to tbe volusre of the gravel mass per unit width
by the power lavr oftheforur

'T' ='f*)u, o.12b < c (0.676, 0.2c8 < ö< 0.200. (1.258)
h \hll

T'he parameters c and & depend upon the inclination of the side board and
the distanee travelled by the wave.

5. The transfer of kinetk energr frorn tha movirrg gravel mass to the wave de-
creases with increasing impinging velocity. The following estimates were found

ä: * ror Fr

ä i t* for Fr-

The rate of traasfer is independent of the rogk mass, but depends on the
angle of the slide board. Husan explains this by the fact that the avalanche
is moving farther iot-o tbe ehannel, and thus rrKlre energy can be converted
into turbulerrce when slopes are steep.

f) Scheidegger
Using observations af, natural avalanehes Scgunnccrn [73J finds a relation between
the volume V of a rock fall in rn3 and ttre bed friction coefficient

f = S-6241$l/=atsre (1.260)

( 1,

= 2.5.
(1,25e)
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With this equation by employing Mounls circle a,rguments he finds the maximum
distance an avalanche or rockfall ca.n travel.

g) Slingerland & Voight
SrrNcnnr,lno & Volcur [?8] make sacks filled with gravel slide into a wide water

l7f:?;;li: ääTffitr*:Hi""iiJ5ffiI' 
circurar waves at a distance

ry: 6o'zt "'7'zi 
.

Ilere K denotes ihe dimensionless kinetic enerry which is evaluated for'the maxi-
mum velocity o*"" of the falling sacks with volume V and according to (1.ZSO) given

by
I Pro"h V u2^o,

. ^:, p w sh'
The maximum velocity is computed witl the.aid öf Monn'" circle for an avalanche

that travelled a distarrce s on a'slope of inclination o

r:2^", = 2gs(sinc - / cos o) , (1.263)

Sr,rxeinrauo & Vorcnr give some data for stones. The friction angle is / = 0.25

and the density of the rocks is p,."* = 2.7kgldm3, as usual. With this an example

analysis is given for observed waves, with accurate re-prediction of the wave heightr

A review article [78] also lists s<ime of the works iliscussed here.

1.2.2 Mathematical models

h) Wiegel, Noda, Kuba, Gee & Torn[erg
WIEGEL, NoDA, KuBA, Gnr and TotNsrnc [95] are arnongthe frst-to perform
a comparison of linear wäve theory [a2] with results from experiments that are per-

for.med in a similar way'as those qf PnrNs [66,67]. Instead of initially dzimming-up
the water WIEcEL ET AL. make blocks of height If and length .L fall vertically into
the,channel. They corroborate the experimental results of PntNs and a"re able to
reproduce.the.behaviourof the wavb amplitudeqIH - h-2/3 arrdq/H - L/h,which
is predicted by the linear wave theory. Thereby, the Fnouoe number (built with
the velocity of the imrnersing body) and the weight afect the wa-ves only marginally.

i) Noda
The same experiments ar6 used by Nooa [62] to test a.n extended linea^r theory. He

develops a solution to the linear wave theory for a uniformly.falling box of length .L

of which the height is so large, that it is always above the water line. Furthermore he

cbnstructs a solutioir for a vertical wall that is moved horizontally in the direction of
the channel. Basis of his analysis is the general solution the linear equations for an

incompressible, iirotational fiuid obtained by Krliva.no [39], who found a sölution

( 1.261)

(1.262)
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in integral form for an arbitrary bounda.ry condition F(y,t) :0 at c : 0, that must
be described by the velocity potential / via

P: rk,ü.
ot

Nooa describes a method how the boundary condition must be formulated in order
to simulate a vertically falling rectangular block. The uniform motion of a vertical
wall can directly be incorporated into KnrnlnD's solutisn. The solution integral
is approximated by numerical procedures. Nonl is able to verify his computations
with the experiments of.WIrcrL n'r al. [95]. In addition he finds that the maxi-
mum wave height Z-"" foi the case of a horizontally moving wall depends upon the
Fno.uoe number,

ry - LB2Fr.

In a furth6r article NoDA [63J used the sa;me method to construct the linear w.ave

solution to the experiments of Pnlls [66,6?] and finds that the fust wave is always
the highest provideil Lf h > 0.6, and,it */h = 5. At smaller tr/h-r.alues'dispersive.
v/aves a,re formed.

j) Das & Wiegel
The range of validity of conditions for the theoretical analysis of the moving wall
computations performed by Nooa is determined by D,o,s & Wrecor {12]. The
theory. ässumes that the displacement of tbe wall is small compared to the water
depth and the acceleration of the wall motion is small compared to the gravita-
tional acceleration, gnd further that the speed of the wall is small compared to the
shallow water wave speed 1,@. They find the best agreement between observations
and theory at position xlh:5, in experiments for which dimensionless distances
Llhby which the wall had been displaced were not too small (within the range
0.1 < L/h < 1.6). Ai lar:ge distances, o/h> 15, deviations were conqiderable. The
computed amplitude qlh fot small .D/h was'first overestimaied; ar L/h * 0.4 - 0.6
the theoretical ralues agreed well with those from the experiments,.for larger values
of. Llh the linear theory underestimated the wave heights.

k) Davidson & McCartney Raney & Butler
A hydraulic model investigation'was conducted for poteotial landslides in a repro-
dueed area by Dlvrosox & McCanrNnv [13]. Three diferent materials were used
to simulate the landslide: rock-filled bags, gravel and square concrete cubes. The
material slides down on iollers an i.nclined V-shaped slope. A nurnerical model for
this model area was constructed by Raltv & Burlen [69]. For an incompressible,
irrotational fluid, the vertical ccimponent of the velocity is nellected and the gov-
erning equations are integrated over thewater depth, resulting in the momentum
equations

0u 0u 0u An

A *"i+u 
Au+ n# = R,+ L,,

0u 0u 0u ön

ä+"i+u*+sü : Ry+L!,

(1.264)

(1.265)

(1.266)

(1.26?)
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and the continuity eciuation

where

E:g

Rt)=9

X -# + fiun+ r)u) + ftuo*?)r,) 
: o,

(v, - u) ((n - ü' + (u" - o)')'/'
c2(h +.q)

(1.268)

(1.26e)

(1.271)

(1.272)

(1.273)

(v" - r) ((v, - u)' + (vu - r)")'t' , (1.270)

L, : g(v, - u) ((.v, - u)" + (v" - o1')'/' ,

L,o : g(Vo - o) (V, - u)' + (Vo - o)')'/' ,

Co A,
. P - 2hA.'

Here h is the reservoir depth including virtical deformations which are created by
the'la^ndslide material, /?,,.R, represent thebottomfriction, and' L,'Lu are accelera-
tiän terms a.ffecting the fluid throügh contact friction with the impinging avalanc-he.

C is Crnzy's coefrcient, dp the pressr-rre drag coefficient,V,,U! are the components
oJ the landslide velocity, A" the vertical cross-sectional a.rea of the slide and Ä" the
size of a grid cell introduced in the numerical computations.

.:
. Bottom friction coelfrcients are represented in terrns of the Cunzv coefficient.

The force per. unit mass which the water experiences consists of a pressure drag
eierted on the watel by the front of the moving landslide.

A finite difierence approximation of the equations and an implicit-explicit al-
ternating direction technique is employed to solve the equations. The landslide
characteristics are the volume, the avgrage velocity at which it moves, itg path
through the water, the general shape of its leading face and the final position of
the slide in the reservoir. All these data were available from physical bxperiments.
Agreement between the r-rumericalresults'a,rrd the observational data of the wave
height is satisfactory. The ayerage,diference between the observed. a.nd computed
heilht of the first wave crest was about 25%. Numerical results are compa.red with
those of ihe physical model only rlntil the first wave örest is obtained. Once the
cresf, passed, the numerical model prediciions are poor. This may be due to a sig-
nificant a.rnount of wave runup that occurs at the rbservoir boundaries. A map with
the final position of a,n experimentally generated landslide and the position of the
gauge is shown in figure 8. Numerical and physical data of the wave height can be
found in figure 9.

l) Kouitas
A finite element approach to la.ndslide induced waves is presented by KouITAs [41].
The riathematical model is based on the Satnl-VntlaNr equation of unidirectional
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Figure 8: Moilel .orea lor physicol ,onil numerical eapbriments /rom Devrosou &
McCAnrxay [13] ßnd Rruev & Aurtnn 16r/.
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U is the cross sectional mean velocity; ,4 the channel cross section and ? the free

surface width. The momentum equation becomes

Figure 9: Comporhon of numerical and eaperimental resttlts /rorn RaNcv & Bur-
mn [69]. The position o! th.e gauges is indicaleil in figure 8.

flow in a channel of arbitrary width r(y, t). The efiect of the landslide is introduced
into the continuity equation, which has the form

X. +# * ue!# * L, l:.' * oo : o,

AU -.AU 0q
E +rE: -s Ax- srt. (].275)

Tbe slope of the energy grade linq is denoted by Sy. A MenNrnc type formula is
used for its approximation. The.flow field is discretized by one-dimensional finite
elements with linäa.r shape functiogrs. The functions 7 änd [/ are linea.rly approxi-
mated with the same functions. Therefore, a GllnRxttt method can be applied. A
sta"ndard approach is used for the integration of the time deriratives by the use of
an Eulnt forward diference, and a linearization of the nonlinear convective term
according to

u* *u^-LY: G.276)
,OTOT

is used. These procedures resul! in a set of algebraic equations which weie solved.

No experimental results are quoted to show the validity of the numerical calcula-
tions.
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AI

Figure 10: I'Iotation for iliffusiae scheme, in an r'-t grid'. The width of the mesh is

Lx" th.e time step Lt.

m) Chaudhqy, Merder & Cass
Creuouny, MnnceR & CAss [9] build a dver model into which sandbags rrre€lid-
ing from the side. Different slide materials like loose gravel, individual bags of a
certain v<jlume, individua,l bags'contained within a single impervious wrapping of
plastic film to eliminate porosity effects were used but did not a,fect the size of the
.generated waves. A likely reason for this may have been the gentle nature of the
slide movement that mininiizes the impact efects. Il was found that ihe height of
the generated waves v/as independent of the slide velocity but increased with the
slide travel distance.

The rnathematical model is trased on the SarNT-VENÄ,NT equation (see (1.275)).
Continuity is choseri in the form

ffi+rfi:0, (t.277)

with disch:arge Q. .L,lx's difusive schenre based on the explicit finite difference
method was selected to solve the equations and resulted in the finite difference
representation

t

(Jp = uu+f,fru*Uvt -un)+chr._ rtn))

ri
+e A1;(Sr, + Sn) ,

1Ar 1.-nP:.qL{+rfi*(ar-Qn).
Indices are indicated in figure-1O. The boundary conditions are as follows: At the
upitrea.rrr end the water level rra"riation with time was available from physical models,
at the downstream end a weir was installed which allows overtopping of higher water
levels. The nurnerical model cannot.calculate wave run up. The results of measured
and computed waveheight time series are shown in figrrre 11. The input data for
the numerical calculations are otrtdined.frorn the waveheight memured nearby the

(1.278)

(1.27e)
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landslide.

n) Pugh & Chiang
Pucu & Culenc [68] consider'a three dimensional canyon model. They presume
that the displacement of the water is the major factor creating the wave as long
as the la,ndslide velocity is Iess tha.n the wave celerity of the water. For the same
reason the exact landslide georrietry is not considrred necessa.ry. The landslide is
therefore simulated by using a simple wedge shaled piston.

The autlrors find än empirical relation for the maximum stable waveheight ?,r,o,
(stable in a sense that the wave decay is the same in all directiorn in the basin) in
terms of the distance .t the landslide of volume V has moved:

trrxll2

rrmat 
-o'14 

(ä3:)

. h- 10#
valid in the range l.O < L/.h < 4.0. For slide Fnoupe numbers above 0.6 an in-
crease of the velocity of the landslide produced only a minor growth of wave heights.

The numerical model introduced by ReNev & Burtnn is extended by them
to three dimensions. The efects of bottom friction and pressure drag.due to the
Iandslide is expressed by a Maurrltc type formula

L^: n2ou (u' + u'\'k , ,l , , ,,, .' Sr : R,* -, - ." v- \* , - t. 1.4g6r(r, *rl)4te,

outside the landslide area, and

st: R,* L": -!rffi"o""",,
at the location covered by the moving landslide, with the slide cross section Ä,
rsughness n, the horizontal slide FRouDE number Fr : V,//EE, the angle a be-
tween slide and the horizontal and the pressure and viscous drag coefficient Cp.
The equations are solved with a.n äxplicite central diference scheme. The presented
example of calculated data shows thai the first pea.k of the wave he.ight and also
that ofits reflection agree very wqll with experimental data. The wave tails, which
in the irregular bathymetry'of the canyon, underly multiple reflections and refrac-
tions, are poorly represented in the calculations.

o) Townson & Kaya
TowNsoN & Ka,ya [86] attempt a comparison between numerical and observational
data for a three dimensional reservoir. They model an impervious landslide with
a^n air proof bag which is slowly filled from above with air. A wire mesh that is
fixed at the bottorn of the basin deteimines the final form of the air filled bag. The
position of the slide front was recorded on film. A numerical model was ,rsed-*hich
is based on depth averaged equations and rearranged according to the method of

(1.280)

(1.281)

(1.282)
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cha.racteristics. The sa.rre landslide forcing terms as used by Reunv & Butr,nn
[69] are included. These terms had little efiect on the waveheight. The deformation
of the lake bottom due to the landslide is taken from the physical model. .In general

the numerical scheme underestimated the maximum waveheight. Numerical wave

forms are much more smoothed than a,re the physical data. The numerical model
was only abh to reproduce the principal wave. The reasons are:

t. Discretization errors: the coa,rFeness of ihe grid in the slide-geneiation com-
pared,with the la.rge propagatiön zone, then the lower resolution of transverse

than of longitudinal waves.

2. .Numerical dispersion. in those shallower areas (with strongly rariable depth)
of the lake where numerical propagation rate greatly exceeds the real wave

celerity.

p) Gozali & flunt
Gozl-tJ & Hulm [26] give a purely numerical approach for nonlinear, nondispersive
long waves generated in a straight chaane.l by a moving piston. They show that
wdves are nondispersive when the characteristic dimensionless horizontal distance
of the waye (i. e. the nondimensional distance the piston is moved) is larger than
ten water depths. The equatiixrs of conlinuity.and horizontal momentum applitable
to nondispersive waves axe

1h*q . ?u(h+n)
A-= o, - -'

Au 0u öh+n
at-"ü : -s ar

Now, äquation (1.283) is multiplied by c and equation (1.284) is added to obtain

("!o * aH * X) . "ePry*I. u!*ul) :'
Let then '

dt

dt-\"I'l'-

which pgssesses the solution

:-- [-J-"__yh+q
Then, we obtain the cha.racteristics

Inserting equation (1.288) in (1.2Sb) aad integrating yields four ordinary diferential
eguations instead of the two partial differential equations (1.283) and (1.284):

dx
dt =u*

cu*9

(1.283):

(1..284)

(1.285)

(1:286)

(1.287)

(1.288)

(1.28e)u I2c: const. along
dx

- =u+c.dt
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GozelI & Hunr chose the following boundary conditions to describe the motion
cf the vertical wall

(1.2e0)

with co = 6T,, The velocity of the left boundaqr, at the vertical plate, is assumed
to be parabolic in time with a maximum speed u-*, at ts when the plate is stopped:

:8:31 - l,} * oscsoo

u(o,r): au^",(t-*) *, *. o<r <ro,
u(0, t) : g; for ts ( t S oo.

(1.2e1)

In this way a flux condition. is described instead of the piston motion. Due to
the nondispersive character of the eguations a shsck front (bore) always forms in
the one dimefisional solution. The equations along the cha.racteristics (1.289) a.re

solved with a HABTREE method to obtain thd velocity u and the free surface 4 from

" = {c@+ri. Results show, that for increasing velocity lt^o, of the piston, the
maximrisr height of the wave also increases.. The solutions appeax to approach a
cofiunon asymptote as either time or distance increase. The räsults will be discussed
in !'reater detail in chapter 4.

q) Villeneuve, Sav.age
The incorporation of an unsteady bed into the equation of BousstNnsq is given by
VIr,r,ounuvr & Sevecn [90,89]. Their equations correspond to those given earlier
by Wu [96]. T'he resulting equations a,re solved numerically using a finite difference
scheme in which a flux correcti,on method (FCT) is used. This söheme is used in
our calculations, and results will-be compa"red with physical daia in chapter 4. We
will see that the numerical solution predicts the waVe form for all time, short and
large, including a proper representation of the wave tail, whereby no experimental
input-data is necessary. AII we have to know is the history of the motion of the
landslide. Further, the equations are r,alid for weakly nonlinear waves and must
bb restricted to small waveheighüs, and the computed data will show satisfactory
agreement with experiments even for wäveheights up to about 0.6h.

Two classical methods to devJlop the equations are used. by Vlrr,er,rnuvn [8g].
First, depth averaging and scaling reduce the momentum and continuity equations
to BoussINESe type equations, when higher order terms are neglected. Secorid,
a.n expansion scheme according to FRIEDRTcHs [21] and KELLER 138] results in the
same set of equations. 

.

The procedure ofexpansion used by PEREcRTNE [64], who obtained equations for
a slowly variatrle bed /z(u ), is extended by including a bed which changes in space
and time. The free surface'4(c,t) and the motion o{ the bottom of the channel
Ä(c,t) are determinid by employing the kinematic and dynamic conditions at the
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free surface a.nd the kinematic condition along the bed:

An Au 'l1': ä+"a, I at y: q(.r,t),
i:0 lah aho:-Y-u# ats- -h(t,t).cn dr

'(L.252)

(1.2e3)

(1.2e4)

(1.2e5)

.:!

(1.2e6)

- (r.2s7)

(1.2e8)

(1.2ee)

(1.300)

(1.301)

with the discharge Q

If we now integräte the (nondimensio-nal) equation of continuity gnd use the above

boundary conditions we obtain the volume bala"nce law

0n,AQ Ah

d-E: E,

q = ll^'av:
F\rrthetmori, fhe (nondimensional) eguations of momentum read

'Au Au 0u' 0p

at*u*+u * = üt
At) . A1) 0u 0P

- 
-L,'- -L n- -- 

-ü'-ox'"oy
' and the condition of irrotationality is

'Au7u
-f-!ll0u'0a-"'

The va.riables q, u, yt anLd Q are now expandeil in.terms of the parirmeter e

, q : 4s * erl+ e2r72 + .... ,

tt = lto*eut+r2u'*"',
p : pq + ep1 a'e2p2 * ... ,

Q - Qo* eQr+ e2Q2 +...

sothatthevariables lott/tt,..,uo,Lr,...etc,a.ndtheirderivativesareofordero(1).
Tlie indep,bndent variables c and t ale scaled with the pa.rameter o, so that the scaled

coordinates (i,y,i) arc of order 6|(1):

la a\ r/a a\
I _ 

- 
I 

- - 
I 

- - 
I

\a,'ötJ - o \at' ai) ' (1.302)

The pa.rameters e and a a.re small. One ol their physical interpretation is that e

describes the shillowness of the wave compared to the water depth, and a relates

the length of the wave to the water depth:

(1:303)

(1.304)

q

h'
h

l'
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We also assume ah lah\ /ah\ " /ah\
at: \E i"*'lt/,+"|,t/,+"' (1'306)

At zero order (e : a : 0) the solution is taken to be still water so that

tte: u6 = i,o : Qo: (#), - const. : o,

with a stress,free boundary and a linear pressure d.istribution

, (1.308)

From continuity follows that

there follows

fust ordet eq*ations

u :6(t)o * eut a ...;.

?o: -{.

po*eFr:0, at y=no+.e\t

Pt : rlr.

(1.305)

(1.307)

(1.30e)

(1.310)

the ässumption

(1.311)

(i.312)

(1.313)

(1 311)

(1,316)

(1.316)

Actuallythe zefo-order equations tuirr out to be the finite-arriplitude shallow water
equations of .{.tRv's type, viz.

7rto A ,,, (Ah\

'if 
+;;((h+?o)uo) : -läJ",

9uo,..up,hno n
6+"od' *a6- : u'

The first order solution will be derived now. With (1.307) and
O(t) : O(a2) irrotationality becorh€s, sed equa-tio:r (1.305)t

0u, :n -[ 
u, : ut(x,t),

0y " '.IQ' - hur.

F.oä the boundary condition

Substituting the'expansions (1.298) - (1.300)'intd equations (1.293), (1.295) and
(1.296) and aicounting for the loivest order solution constructed above, yields the

which are the linearized long yave equatioirs, ihe vertical velobity is obtained by
integrating the continuity eltuation turd with respect tö the kinematic boundary
conditioti we obtain to first order

0111 . bhyu (0h\
6* ai : -\a,i,'

#.# - 0,

( Ah\ 0hu1 0u,,'=-\ar/,- aö -vEF

la



To obtain the second order continuity equation ur 
"*p.o"ion 

for'Q is needed. To
this end w-e substitute equations (1.298) and (1.299).in1q the definition (1.29a) of
Q and reairange the integrals in order of e; then we obtain to second.order in e

To sec6nd order, O(e2) : O(eoz), and owing to (1.311) irrotationality gives

0u" gr

0s Aä' (1.317)

Integration and substitution of equation (1.316) leads to

- u2:u^i,i)-,*(X),-,W +#, (1-318)

with an arbitrary function Ur(i,4.The second order vertical momentum equation
(dedücible from equation (1.296)) includes now a vertical acceleration

. 0o, 0p,
6:- aa

Wiih the boundaxy condition

, I , Po+ept*<2pz:0, at u:\o*e\r*e2rlz
and equation (1.316) the pressure distdbution (1.319) becomes. .,

A (Ah\ 02hu1 . y2 02u,
nc=nt*u-l-l *tt--f--.'' "ü\at), "atai 2atai

(1.31e)

(1.320)

( 1.321)

( 1.322)

( 1.323)

(1.324)

( 1.325)

Ponncnrrco [64] states that'the s6cond-order terms have first-order effects over
moderate times- To include these (second order) effects first-order variables incor-
porating_the second-order terms are used'. For the amplitude and bottom.motion
the obvious variable is

(1.326)

(1.327)

For the.velocity several possibilities exist. For ea.ch a diferent equation will result
For example:

e2Q? - l-'-'.* 'oo, + [*'." 'urd'g 
+ l'" '"urdv' t'rl'^ tT"

| ,ut du + L ezu2dg ,Ju J-h

with the aid of which equation (1.318) can be rewritten as

hra //ah\ ääu,\ h302u,Q,:rß,thu +;; ((äJ, *;)- ,6F
This leads to the second order equations

-t' ***.(y\ : o,ai Et ' \at /,
OU ut q2

E+u'fr+fr = o'

Q : e4,+ e2\2,

# -'(*),.u(#).



l. The mean velocity

ü = -i- Ger + rzez\ ,. n+?.
which will be used here.

2. Tlre velocity at the bottom y = -h(c) (see MBr & Ls Mfxeutr'[f5J),

3. The vel,ocity at the still water level gr = 0 (see Pnnncnlrn [64]).

(1.32e)

With the deptb averaged veloeity fi the Srcl order eguations (1.314), (1.315) a.re

introduced into the second order equations (1.324), (t.SZf) via (1.326) - (1.328).
Finally Vrr,lnNEUvE obtains

. X+fiun+,iu) =,:# (l.s'o)

0a v 0n h a? lah aha\
6+ü6;+$ = Efiö;\Ti*z;)

tf Fn:TfrFA. (1.331)

The contirurity egrration (1.330) is exaat, yhile *he rnomentum equation (1.331) is
of order O(e2o3).

(1.328)
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2 Experimental Procedure
The purpose of this study is the experimental investigation of rockslide-generat€d
water waves in a ionfined reservoir. This requires the study of 1.) the,avalanching
motion qfi.the rdck mass down the mountain side, 2) lhe impact mechanism of the
rocks when impiaging on tfe water a^nd the related generation of momentum and

dissipation of enörgr by turbulence q.nd 3) the wave motion that sets in within the

reservoir. as a result of the interactious. In this initial study we wish to emphasize

the wave motion aspectsl to this end, idealizations are called for' We shall replace

the reservoir bya straight channel and the interaction between the rockslide and the
water by a.wave-generating device. The purpose is to establish'a correspondence

between initial conditions at the location of the wave generator and the wave thaü

is. set in motion. More specifically, the sribject of our interest is the study of the
behaviour of nonlinear shallow water waves generated by moving boundaries. Our
iocus will be on

r wave heights

r vertical velocity profiles over water depths.

2.1 Experimentalset-Up
The set-up consists of a 16rn long &a^nnel with a cross section 0.3rn wide a.nd 0.3rn
.high (see figure 12). The bottom and the back wall are made from dark gray Icm
thick PVC sheets, and the fronf is made from a lcrn thick sheet of perspex to per-

m!! direc! obserrration of the wave inside. the channel. The bottom is hoiizontal
to within a variation of !\mm due to the accuracy of the thickness of the PVC
sheet. The channel is filled ryith water through a hose fröm a valve connected to
the community water system, and two valves, built into the bottom at each end,

allow it to empty within 15 to 20 minutes. Refilling takes about the same time,
but adjustment of the fresh. water to room temperature lasts approximately half a

day. Experiments were always performed at room temperature to avoid thermal
influences. The channel is closedrat both ends with vertical PVC sheets. About
1rn at the left end rryas reserved for the installatitin of the wave generating machinery.

The waves are generated either{by a piston (figure 13 shows a *"dg"-typ" fo.*)
which moves horizontally in a prescribed ma,nner, or a plate that is held in a cylin-
drical pin at the bottom and can freely rotate as shown in figure 13. This rotation
catses the water in front of the plate to be displaced. The plate thus acts as a wave

generator. Its motion, too, can be acöurately described. Piston and plate tightly
seal the channel sides. However, to minimize friction,. the piston was set on roller
bea,rings; this.required a small free slot underni:ath the piston ofabout lrnni width
at the front, which, lvhen under motion, caused a- draft of water from the piston

front to its back underneath the piston. This draft was so small that the waves of
interest were essentially una,ffected by it.
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Figure 12: General dew of the expefimental set.ap.

To obtain a horizontal motion of the piston the rotation of an electrical stepping-
motor is tra,nsformed into the horizontal traoslation by means of a gearing with
crosslike slot guides (see figure 14). The device was constructed so that two par-
allel bars, one on ear-h side of the device, will simultaneousJy move forward. Pios
connect the far ends of the ba.rs with the piston and thus tränsfer their motion to
a pure translation of the face of which the shape is still arbitrary.

The geometric arra.ngernent of the bars and pins in the cross-slot gearing deter-
mines how the a.ngular'velocity ofthe rnotor is transferred to the translation of the
piston. The mec-hanism consists essentially of two ba,rs which are guided and pinned
as shown in 6gure 15. Ba.r F is eet in rotation by the sieppinj.srotor and re'olves
about point A. At C a second barED is pinned to it. Relative bVe ,ED.uo
rotate about point C while poilts B and D are guided in the cross slots as indicated.
fn order to 1et 7ö rotate and B'(D) move horizontally (vertically), the lengths must'+
be M : De : eE = o. While bar 7iö performs one revolution point B moves
horizontally from left to right a4d right to left, and D moves downwa,rd a"nd upward,
as indicated.in figure 15. I*t 9() 66 1fi6 angle (BAC), rp(t) the angular velocity of
bat AC and d the distance which B has moved from the ce4tre of the cross. Then

d, :2acoäv{t) ,

d. = -2a,i4t)stsdt\.
(2.t)

,It follorrs frorn (2.1) that, wit\ Q(t\ = canst., the horizontal velocity of point B
o;cillales sinusoidally. On the othör hand, for a prescribed p(t), 

"e. 
(2.1) giv€s.the

motion of the pistonJn our actual set-up, there is ä gear box between the steppiag
motor and the ba"r Ä? which slows the rotational speed of the bar äd rebtive to
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Figure 13: Waae generating faccs.Left: Moüng weilge. Right: Eolating plate.

i,hat of the moior by a factor of five.

The stepping motor that drives the entire mechanism turns the motor's axle
0.360 pör step. A commercial chip (HSMC20, of Rubran AG, Zürich) generates the
step frequency at which the motor rotates. A constant frequeney corresponds to a
constant angular velocity 9(t) of the bar AC- and generates a piston velocity which
va.ries sinusoidally in time.

.' i ;

In our experiments we use the angular velocity profile shown in figure 16. As
shown, the motor is linearly accelerated until the maximum angular velocity FM
is reached. Thereafter, g(f ) is held constant at this maximum for some time, and
then, over the same time scale as it accelerated, the motor decelerates linea.rly to a
cornplete stop. This is döne within a predefi.ed number of steps, lfP. 5000 steps
turn the axle of the motor five times; because of the gear box this corresponds
to a motion of the piston forth and back. Hence starting at its rear position,
,^rrP : 2500 steps are needed to move the piston forward to its maximum front
position. With a :6.25cm, the total displacement of the piston amounts to 25cm.
To guarantee no backward motion of the piston, the number of steps was reduced
to 2350, corresponding to a tötal horizontal displacement of about 23crn. The step
frequency varied between 500 and d000"-t, and in terms offigure 16 the acceleration
was adjusted so that N pf F M : 1000 is always constant. Th; means that the motor
attains its maximum velocity a,fter 1 to 5 steps (according to 0.5 to 5ms) depending
on the value of FM. The same time is also needed for deceleration, This is about
1% of the iotal Jime the face is morring. For further calculation we neglect this
ramp part and assume that the motion of the piston is sinusoidal in time all ihe
ivay. From eq. (2.1) the piston velocity is given by

n FM FM -rrr-
Dpiston : ;rO*- sin(2n5555t)' [;l'. 0 <, < t^o" (2.2)
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Figure 14: Wat1e generating m.achinery uith-ctoss-lilce slot guiile'il gearing.

and the distance the piston movbs becomes .

F 
^/tdpi"too:0.125(1 -cos(2zrffit)), [-] , 0 (.t 3t*o,. (2.3)

These functi,ons are graphically displayed in figure 17.

We riow turn to the descripticin of the piston geonietry, ,It determiaes the man-
ngr i'r which the bottom of the channel or the left bounda.ry is.changed and, as a
result, the water mass is displaced. :

.

Three types of moving boundaries have been implemented:

'I

e The water is shifted oaer ils entire tlepth. To this end a vertica.l plate which
covers the whole cross secj,ion of the channel is screwed onto the piston of the
wave generator. The gerierator will push the piston just once from its.relar

. position to the rnaximum front position where it comes to a full stop. In other
experiments the vertical plates were replaced by wedges having inclination

. anglbs of 45o,'300'and 15o, resp'ectively. By moving them forwa,rd they displace
equal volumnes of liquid for equal travelled distances d. The displaced volurne
per unit width is

v(t) = h .d,x(t) : h [^' u(") d, ,
Jo

where h equals the water depth. This expression is linear in the time integral
of the velocity.
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Figure 15: Scherne of the cross slol guiileil gearing. Darfr rotates a,boat A. Bar
ED is guid,ed in the redical anil horizontal slots so lhat D rnores d,ounwarils and,

upuarils anil B ftom lelt to right anil back.
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Fiqure 16: Velocitg prof'Ie of the stepping rnolor.

The wafer is ilisplaceil bg a fullg submerged' detice. These devices were con-

structed with the wedges described above, but in froni of them a vertical plate
spanning the channel was added (Fig. t8). The plate is mounted in bearings

so that it can move in the vertical direction. As the wedge,is pushe.d horizon-
tally forward it lifts the plaie according io the inclination angle of the wedge.

The motor of the wave generator.is stopped at a time before the bpse point
of the vertical plate passes the water line. In this case the displaced volume
per unit width of the device increases with the square of the time integral of
the velocity:

whele s equals the slope of the wedge.

Another shape that was used. is a box, about L25m long, 5cm high that spans

the channel. This box moves through a slot of a fixed vertical wall that lefines
the left boundaiy. At the front of th" bo* small wedges of 300 or,450 with the
same höight as the box can be attached. The box operatqs as a moving step
and displaces a volume per irnit width of

where b is the height of the box (Fig. 18).

The water is displaced by a rotating plate. Iihis method of lenerating water
waves has already been.sketched in figure 13 on page 80. The plate, which is
between 30cra to 50crn long, is hinged at the bottom.in a cylindrical bearing
and rotates according to the pull that is exerted. at the end of the plate. A
second, vertical, and freely möveable plate bounds the fluid from the left.
The vertical plate is placed at a fixed position in the channel just above the
rotating plate, and is lifted by its motion. In this configuration the displaced

V(r) : 6.5 
" 

- (d4t))' : 0.5 , ( 
lo' 

o(r) dr)' ,

r(0 r 6 - tu(t) : b 
lo' 

t (r) dr,
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Figure 1.7: Distance d(t) and, aelocity u(t) of the waue geteraling pislon.d,ue to a

constanl angular aeloeity ,it$) of llre generalor's motor.

volume per unit width:is

, where I is the horizontal distance of the wall from the pivoi as shown in
figure 13.

i

2.2 Wave-height-time seriös

Whatever the device that displaces a water mass, !t generates a wave which is ini-
tiated.essentially at the wave generator and runs to the right along the channe),
is nearly perfectly reflected at the smooth right .channel end and moves bac&'to
t6e wave generator, is reflected again etc. We zre primarily interested in the onset
and propagat.ion of the wave train prior to any reflection. In particular, our aim is
to record wave heights and velocity profiles of the waves as they pass positions at
various diitances from thg wave generator.

Eight gaugesby which wave heights ban be measured were installed at equal dis-
tances along the channel. At each gauge, the passage of the wave produces a time
dependent signal, recording the wäve height at that gauge. Each gauge consists

v(t) : s.!1 . 
to' vG) a, ,
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Figure 18: Fally subnergeil pütons.
Left: m.oaing weilge which
lifts a uertical plate.

t*-J'd'

Right: bor, m@ing below
' a oertical plate.

of two parallel wires 0.15rnrn in diameter whiclr a,re made of stainless stäel. The
wires are partly stbmerged in the water. In the motionless equilibrium state the
submerged pa^rt of the wires constitutes a fixed porüion of the total length. When a
wave passes the gauge the length of the submerged portion of the wires is changed.
The measuring technique is now based on the different electrical conductivties of
the wires when being surrounded by water and air, respectively. A change in water
level then changes the electrical conductivity o. 8"."n." o - R-l where .R is the
electrical resistivity, water level *,.i.tiorr. can be measured by means of an electrical
bridge. An inverter, coupled with an amplifier, transforms the signal to a voltage
I/ which is proportional to the water level (see figure 19). With a high frequency
voltage electrolysis of the water is prevented.

The amplifier needs a warrn-up time of about 15 minutes. Then the amplifca-
tion is nearly linea.r for several üours. Its calibration is as follows: We lower the
gauges until they touch the bottdm of the channel. This corresponds to the max-
imum gain; a voltage reading cap be ta.ken. Then we lift the gauge a prescribed
amorrsfl with the vernier scale that is attached to the gauge the difference in po-
sition can be measured to within f0.05rnrn accu.racy. We record the new voltage
value. Repeating this procedure for several positions of the gauge, the difference in
depth can be related to the corresponding voltage difference. This reference curve
will serve as calibration curve of the beight measurements for all experiments.

The voltage that leaves the arnplifier is an analog signal which passes through
a low pass fllter of .3000 Hz an4 is digitized wiih a seanner frequency of tr.1025

Hz. Short periodic high frequency noi"" i. thus filtered out and aliasing efects are
prevented- Tlre analog-digital coaverter has a 12 bit resolution. Para;llel with the
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digitized signal the actual time is also stored with a time step of 0.02s-. The digitized
signals are stored on a magnetic tape for further analysis.

The measuring system, consisting of the gauges, converter, amplifier, digitizer
and tape-recorder allows eight paraflel measurements of wave-height-time series.

The amplification of the individual gauges axe not electrically separate but the
mutual interaition is so srnall to be negligible. Furthermore the disturba.nces fror4
öther electrical fie-lds like that of .the gtepping motor a.re observable but they nierely
contribute to the noise level. .

2.3 Velocity proffles

Usual theoretical models of nonlinear shallow water waves make use of a uniform ve-

locity profile. It is interesting to see fo which degree such an assumption is justified.

' Estimates for the vertical distribution of the horizonial velocity weie obtained
with the Hydrogen-Bubble-Method. This method is based on the electrolysis of
H2O. lt works as folows: a stainless st-eel wire O.llmtn ii diameter is stretched
between tlre channel bottom and the free surface (or beyond). In order to have a
minimurn side wall etrect this wire is placed in the middle beiween the channel walls
approximately midway between the wave generator and the cha.nnel end. Onto the
back wall of the same cross section a thin copper plate, Scrn wide and 30crn long
is glued. A direct current of 30 to 70 Volts is established'between the wüe and
the eopper strip.'The water is electrolysed by an electric current.according to the
reactidn 2HzQ *2e- - Ec,* 2OE'. The -Et2 gas is generated at the anode, which
ought to be the wire. With the appröpriate sign of the potential this can always
be achieved. Small Il2 bubbles are formed. According to Schraub et aI. [74] these
bubbles are nearly spherical with a diameter of about one half of the wire diameter.
Owing to the buoyancy efiects they rise against gravity. The measuring method is
as follows: The electric voltage is turned on for a short time. [t generatis along the
wire a column of ä, bubbles whiel äre carried aüay by tbe ffuid with essenfially
the local velocity of the carrier medium. Taking snapshots of the bubbles at later
times will show them distorted asd deformed from the verdical straight line. To
first order the snapshots yield the horizontal displacements of individual If2 bub-
bles which trace the fluid particle trajectories.

{

'An estima,te of the bubble rise velocity can be obtained on the assumption that
the flow around t[e bubble is laminar, creeping and stationary, so that Stokes'law
of drag resistance (which is accurate for Re ( 1) is applicable,

Fn :'6tr prt: , (2,4)

where p is the dynamic viscösity. fhis viscorrs drag Fp must be balanced by the
buoyancy force F6, where

re : 
f,g*r"(p6zo - p6z), t
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Figure 19: Elec{rieet set ap af the waoe height reeoilIer.

which yields ftn the rising velocity

o'-o"W:!-!n)- '9p
(2.6)

Wirh
, Fbo *lÜ1Ü - kg*'" , g = 9.81 ntö-2 ,

Psr*6.fi9 hg*'", r=V-8'10*s rn,
p = 1.W2 ' 10-3 -Ms rn-2

(Datafror.n'IlandbookofehernistryandPhysics[91]),thisyieldso =I.2.L0-2rns-t,
somewhat more than a eentimeter per second". The Reprolds mrmber Bö for this
rise-rate is Ee = 2rsrp17r6p'r: 1.8, Oseen's correctiort (valid for -fte < 5) will give
a'velocity of u = 0.9? -7ü'2ms-7 and Ee = 1.5. Observations indicate that the
growth of the bubbles is substantially increased if the carier velocity decreases.

However, in this case the bubbles tend to coalesce. Also, the bubbles formed are
bigger and so rise much faster, rraking thern less sensitive to the water velocity.
Their trajeetori.s mäy then no Ionger fotlow the fluid particle trajectories. To avoid
ambiguous results we have adjusted the voltage according to the speed that was
present. Prior to the pasäage of the wave the voltapSe was set to zeto. As the wave
apprmches the wire the voltage ls irtcreased such that its maximum of about 70
Volts is reached when the wave maximum passes the position of the wire.

a

The trajectories o{ the bubbl.*'aru * sup"rposition of the water velocity and the
bucyancy v€locity. To first order these velocities may be identiffed with the tan-
gential velocities along the streamlines. To determine the velocity in the horizontal
direction, consecutive snapshots of the bubble positions must be tal<en. The ratio
betwe€n the borizontal distance Ac of correspondiag bubbles and the tirne interval
Äf between the shots yields an appro:rimation for the horizontal velocity component
at some depth, see figure 20.

A ea,rnera, takin6 tr4 pictures per second with ai exposure time not snraller thal
1/250 seconds, yielded a series of photographs of bubble lines which very nearly
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Figure 20: Slcetch how to ilelermine the horizonlal oelocitg u jro* ,u"""r"iue tirne-
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correspond to time lines of strea.rnlines 15. The velocity is determined by measuring
the.horizontal distance of suicessive time lines of the bubbles; this is independent
of buoyancy effects, because the horizontal shift of the tinre lines is independent of
buoyancy. A representative horizontal velocity is then obtained from

a(s,D: # (2.7)

where At is a time. between the two snapshots. Clearly, the method is inappropriate
for measurements of velocities at the bottom of the channel. In a non-stationary
flom field sugh T ours, the accuracy of, the velocity profile determined.by eq. (2.7)
depends upon the frequency of photographs.that cän be ta.ken. With fourf,een shots
per second a.nd a maximum wave speed of 0.3rns-1 this amounts to an estimated
relative €rror.of approximately 15%. This should be born in mind; results have
therefore mainly qualitative significance.

The pr-ocedure to determine the averaged velocities according to eq. (2.7) is äs
follows: The part of the channel whäre .ryater was electrolysed was illuminated by
two head lights of 500 Watt eac-h,. such th:at reflection on the frontal plate of.the
cha.nnel was minimized. For propoies of improved conträst against the nea.rly white
bubbles the back wall was painted black. Phoios were taken from behind the posi-
tions of the headlights, using a norma.l 5Ornrn objective. To fix the geometry in the
plane of the wire and the channel axis, three points.were marked: one on the wire
5:crn-above the bottom, the second at the bottom point of the wire and the third
l0crn to 20crn downströam at'the bottom along the cha.nnel axis. These points de-
firr" a "oäinate system against which the bubüle positions o4 the photographs can
be located. Photos were analysed with the aid of a digitizing table. The reference

lsHere a tircline of streamlins is the line connecting bubblc that originate from the wire relemed
at the sme time.
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points defined the length scales and thus permitted determination of the bubble
positions; 40 to 60 points for each time line were digitized. The small anisotropic
distortion at the bounilarieb of the prints due to the optical quality of the lenses had
to be ignored. Better optical quality could have been obtained with a teleobjective,
but this was not available.

The velocity profile according to- öq. (2.?) was deduced from the digitized data.
using linear i4terpolation. Note that,the upper most (lower most) points of two
consecutive tirne line^s were defined by the corresponding minimum (maximum) of
the highest (lowest) bubble of the two time lines.

, We now close the description of the general experimental sei-up a^nd turn our
attention to the experimental features and their results.

a

3 Experimental Results

3.L Velocity Profiles
:

The evolutioo of the velocity proffles.was determined only for a selection of ex-
periments, since ii turned out that the general features were very simular in all
experiments. Figure 21 slrows a. succession of eight snapshots with time lines of
Ifz bubbles, the individual photos being LfL4s apart. For the experiments shown,
waves were generated in 10crn deep water by a piston-plate configuration having the
plate inclined at 450. The waves so generated were very close to solitary, however
the wave height and speed wdre such that traces of wave breaking can be detected at
the wave crests. As can be seen from the photographs, the nearly 

'niform 
velocity

profile at the onset of the wave pä$age is altered to a non-uniform velocity profile
with the highest velocity at the water surface a.nd the lowest at the bottom. We
emphasize that the time lines closely mimic the water particle displacements, even
though time lines are not necessdhily proportional to velocity proffles.

The öutcome of the digitization and the analysis according to eq. (2.7) is sum-
ma.rized in the graphs of figures 22,23,24. They show the vertical velocity profiles
and the water levels at consecutive times when the wave passes through the cross
section of the velocity gauge. The plotted water level distribution corresponds to
the time shown in gach panel, aqd the velocity profile is representative for the time
interval.immediately before the time for which it is drawn. The following table lists
some properties pertinent to each of the erperiments.
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Figure 21: Photographs o! timelines generateil uith the Eyilrogen Babble Method.
The photos.are 7f 14s apa,rl. The ilisiances from the bottom point of lhe wi,re to the
poinls aboae it and to the right along th.e the channel are scm, i\cm, t\cm and
30crn, respectiaely.



Fie:rre 22 23 24'

Wave
generator D';F-
Wave form solita.ry

breaking
at crest

solitary solita4r

Wave soeed c L.ö rns L2ms- I.L MS

Frc: c(rh)- 1.3 1.2 1.1

All waves were generated by a wedge type'piston with inclinatiärr angle of ei-

thel 450 or 15o, respectively. The momentqm transfer was such that solita.ry waves

evolved with pstimated wave speeds and corresponding Froude numbers as indi-
cated-in the.table.abovi:. -Froude numbers are referred to the undisturbed height
and are all below 1.4. In the case of figare 22 a clea.r trace of wavp breaking can

be discerned in the photographs (see also fig. 21). This is just below Fr" : 1.4.

Whenever Fr" > 1..4 it is known that waves break (see_HoSer. & Hutter {31])..

Quälitatively, tlre following inferences.can be'drawn from figures 22;.23 and 24:
Prior to any wave anival the ff2 bubbles remain attached to the wire. ilh.e velocity
must be zero or so small that the bubbles a,re not torn of the wire. When the
wave arrives, the water Ievel rises on the left and, small velocities set in from left to
righi. As the wave moves through the cross section and the slope becolnes steeper,
the velocities incriase and vertical profiles deviate more änd more frcim uniformity.'
The maximum velocities are difficult to determine; they seem to be reached about
at the instant when the wave crest passeb the position of the wire. After the wave
has passed, the velocity decreases, and seerns io slörv down to zero once the water
Ievel has returned'to its original horizontal position. As a function of the vertical
coordinate. the velocity profil" i" always nearly uniform in the l,ower third to haif
of the channeL Only in the upper half and during the wa1'e passage do velocities
slightly increase towards the surfdce.

3.2 \Mave heights i

The motion of the water surface is registered at eight fixed points along the channel.
At each of these positions, wave height time series were record.ed. with the gauges

described in section 2.2.

Waves were generated under various different conditions. such as different speeds
of the rrarne genbrating piston, difierent geometries of the piston, diferent water
depths, etc. In order to have ä common basis for comparison of these waves, a

dimensional analysis was performed ihat indicated how the registered data ought
to be represented. Nlore precisely, a dimensional analysis yielded dimensionless
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combinations of the physical parameters and observed variables which describe the
wave properties ind,epend,ent of the individual conditions. Instead o{ representing
the observables.in terms of the absolute physical variatrles, their dimensionless coun-

terparts-are relatgd to the dimensionless products:

The procedures of dimensionil analysis are well.known (Langhaar [47]). One first
lists the variables that.describe the'phenomerron. l{ere, wheie the pertu}bed free

surface of ühe vrater and the associated wave. speeds a.re sought, this lisi is as follows:

h undisturbed water depth,

n wave amplitude,
p (dvnamic) viscosity,
p water density,.
c: wave speed,
g acceleration due to gravity.

From these variables, we then form the diirlensional matrix:

whose ra"nk is threb. Therefore; there exist three dimensionless products, i.e.,

- ilr:--!:P,
v9h

ph3/2q hJsfr.
flD^IIa= -1.3:-'-:-:-:Repu

t
iu-which u - p-|p;is the kinematic viscositg Fr the Froude nuniber, and.Re the
Reynolds number of a wave with the velocity given'by the linear wäve theory:
cs : \/gE. Note that IIz . II. =. hup-r would also define a Reynolds number,
but it would involve the unknown speed of the nonlinear wave. Bückingham's
theorem allo-ws the physical problem of nonlinear water waves to be expressed as a
dimensionless homogeneoüs function of tbe II;:

r,(II1,II2,tI3): o .

In ensuing developments, all diagrams that illustrate the shape will be drawn in
terms of these nondimensional scales. The graphs will show how the waves evolve in
time. In particrrla.l, our attention is focussed on the wave forms and their evolution
immediately after initiation a"nd on the dispersion into a certain number of solitons.

n,:?
h
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We shall first examine the waves that were generated by thö rotating plate, and
then burn to the waves which arise from the moving piston.

3.2.1 Waves generated by a rotating plate

For the rotating plate experiments we used a 30crn and a 50ciz long plate. This
plati was lifted at a rate such that its vertical velgcity was within the interval
0.01 I rl(gh)-1/2 < 0.2, a"nd its motion was stopped when the inclination was be-
tween 0.05 and 0.4; The undisturbed. water a"pih ** 1crn,70crn o.'15"-. It *iU
be shown that the wave forms depend on all these paxarneters.

. Figure 25, which shows time series of the free surface elevation at the first gauge
(placed at x,/h:9), shows that even th.ough the physical conditions are different
in the illustrated cases the wave shapes agree with one another when the dimen-
sionless parameters Froude.number.and dimensionless time t1fi|i huu" the same

values. The plate rotates in 5, 10 and 15cm deep water and stops when an inclina-
tion of 3/15, 6/30 and 9/45 is reached (numerator: vertical distance in cm which
ihe plate is lifted at s : 0, denominator: length of the plate in cm). A! the Froude
number of 0.01 i,he three wave forms differ slightly from each other, however. This
seems to be due to small inaccuracies during the experiments. as the v.ertical plate
at r = 0 oscillated in the horizontal direction. By contrast the wav.es generated
with Fr : 0.08 and Fr :0.7 agree nearly perfectly.

The. development of the emerging wave forms under various initial conditions
was studied in greater detail by varying the rotation speed, the final slope s and the
length of the wave generating plate. Figure 26 shows again time series of the water
elevation at the firsi gauge. Initial conditions a.re expressed as a Froude number of
the vertical component ofthe velocity of the rotating plate (which is held constant),
and the slope s of its'final position. Two different lengths of 50/15 and 30/15 are ex-
amined where 15 denotes'the depth of the water in ceutimeters. Gbnerally, the wave
length.and wave height depend on the final slope and Floude number. The Roude
number is formdd by the vertical velocity u of the plate at its rear end (c : 0) and
the undisturbed water depth lz: Fr: a1Uf6tr. Higher slopes for the same length
of the plate generate broader waves while increasing the Froude nümber results in
higher amplitudes. Waves with low amlilitudes, generated with d, Iovr Froude num-
ber, Fr :0.01, and for slopes sl) 0.1 are similar to a hydraulic jump. Longer
plates generäte bigher *ut"", br-ri the value of the wave leight depends largely
upon its form. Surprisingly, the wavelengths at Froude number 0.01 are of the same
order when the final slope times the nondimensional length of the plate are identicat

These results pertain to lhe fixed gauge closest to the wave generator at the
nondimensional distance of x/h :10.3 for waves generated with the 50/15 long
plate and x I h = I for the 30/15 long plate. As the waves travel along the channel,
they will deform. Generally,-the leading'hump changes its height and splits up into
several solitary waves. When they reach. the end o{ the channel ihey may still be
close to each other and weakly interaöting; others may have completely separated.
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These solitary wave beliaviours, are general features of large amplitude waves and
will be described in the next section.

3.2.2 lVaves generated by a moving piston

For all exp-riments, whatever the piston conflguration, the piston velocity,was con-
strained by o.f 5 ukh)-tl2_{ 1.1, .The Froude numbers of the weves Fr" were
always kept below Fr" - "f2, 

*h"te waves. begin to break. The observed shapes of
the generated waves are essentially the same for all piston configurations: a steep
front which extgnds to a first maximum followed by a slightly slower. decay. The
wäve generator usually produced a wäve train that begins with a compact wave form
( a single hurrrp or an N-form, see figure 27) that is quickly dispersed'into a number
of separate waves. Their euecession is ordered according to their amplitudes with
the larger ones being ahead of the smaller on6s. The number of individual wave
humps that develop depends on the initial wave form.

As was'done for the waveq generated by the rotating plate, we have studidd
the wave forms as they emerge {rom various initial conditions of the pistori rno-
tion and severäl different water depths for the undisturbed water level. Figure 28,

which is similar to ügurc 26, displays paves that were genörated by a wedge with
an inclinatiön angle of'30o. As with the previous case in figure 26, we see that
thi nondimensional distance the wedge is moved influences the'scale of the wave
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hump. Again, longer distances moved by the device result in broader wave forms.

For a Froude number Fr : 0.05, the ratio ofthe length of the waves generated by
different distances is 2 to 3, whereas for Fr : 0.4 it is reduced to about 1. This
behaviour is maintained at all travel distances of ihe wedge and all listed Roude
numbers. In srimmary: the longest waves a.re generated for low Froude numbers
'and long dista.nces. The wavelengths decrease with increasing Froude number and

decreasing travel distance! of the moving device. On the other hand, the wave

height depends mainly on the Froude numter as was the case already for the ro-

tating plate. Comparg{ with previous experiments,jhe shorter the distance is. that
the piston travels the lowpr lhe wave anrplitude will be' It should be noted ihat this
djsta,nce is proportional to the volume of water that is pushed away by the device.

For all waves generated with the 30o inclined wedge one general form of the

wave was obtained with differences mainly occuring in the wavelength alrd wave-

height. This cornmon form depends, however on the different geometries, such as

the slope of the'wedge. The three devices with diferent slopes we employed were

moved forward a dimensionless distance of. nf h = 2.5; the corresponding results are

listed in fig. 29. The results were recorded by' a gauge placed at o/h - 6' Ini-
tially the form of the wave iq very similar for Froude numbers of. Fr : 0.05 and

Fr = 0.01. At higher Fioude'numbers the waves generatred with a slope of 1.0 be-

cdme more and more acute and solitary' while those of slope 0.268 begin to disperse.

So far a qualitative description was given for the behaviour of the wavelength
and the waveheight in terms of different Froude numbers, dista.nces the wedge was

moved and slopes of the wedge. Now, let us turn to a quantitative cha.racterization'

Therefore a metliod of scaling js applied. The wavelengths a"nd amplitudes of the
wave will be scaled and froin these a dimensionless number, closely related to the

Ursell number will be deduced, which will only depend upon a &oude number.

For all experiments performed with the same slope of the wedge a^nd the same

distance. the wedge is moved, we choose an upper bound 4- for the amplitude; it
is selected to be slightly larger than any of all measured armplitudes at that slope;

Tbe maximum ämplitude e^o, of acir of these experiments is scaled with 4-' A
similar length )* is determined for the maximum length of the individual waves

)*o,. Tbe two quantities )-o" and \mox lrrray arise at diferent gauges and ir-l differ-
ent experiment". I

A proper deffnition'ofthe wavelength is, however, not so easy. It can be defined

as the distance between two successive points with the 6ame wave height (phase)

that lie in the front and the rear of a wave hump, respectively, and possesses suf-

ficiently small amplitude. The zero amplitude (still water level) could be chosen,

but this is difficult owirg to inhereat uneertainties in the measuring system. We

therefore choose as reference those points immediately in the front and in the back

of a wave hump, of which the height is 3% of the maximum arising wave amplitude.

With this definition the Ursell number ,/^'rln" of a soJiton proffle 4sech2(.fi'o)
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becomes lJr : 24instead of.IJr +oo if the still water reference is chosen'

Io figures 30 aod 31 we have plotted e^*.f \* and )-o'/Ä- against two modified
Froude numbers, defined by Frl@*lh).and Fr/()*/Ir), respectively. Bv these

stretchings of tbe classical Froude number the experimental points are clustered

in fairly narrow bands whicb sugf,ests a functional dependence qf q^o,fq* and

\*o,l\* upoh the rriodified Froude numbers. Despite the considerable scatter of
approximately 15%, both graphs indicate a trend: The scaled waveheight grows with
increasing modified Froude number Fr/01*/h) and approaches the upper bound

\^",1\*: 1 as the modified Froude number becorrles large.. Clea.rly, \**fn*is

"""i.f,fv srnall for F;/O^lh):0.t Alternatively the scaled wavelength becomes

smaller arrd 
"rrrull".'tir" 

t*ger.th6 ittoaified Froude number Fr/Q,*lh) is, and it
grows with decreasing modified Frogde number. It seepns to approach unity as the

t"ain"a Froude number becomcs .'lanishly small. For decreasing slopes a one. can

expect that the wavehbight equally'decrease and the wavelength become infinitely
la.rge, so that a | 0 irnplies \*/h I0 a.nd )-/ä | oo. This is born out very clearly
in figure 32, even though the number of experimental poir'rts to sgppor! this claim
isnotverylar:ge. Whereastheexactdependencies,of theupperbqundsq*fhar'd'
),*lh on a cannot be inferred from the above figures, their variation with a cannot

be doubted, It is thus'rnoith recogniiing that when the modified Ursell number
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FrlQ*lh). The inclination angles o! Ihe ueilges anil lhe uater d.eplhs at uhich the
eaperiments- are perlormeil are inilicateil.

is plotted against a then it is seen from figure 33 that this Ursell number has the
same constant value for all a and all distances the wedge is moved. In general, i.
e. when D i" dufirr"d with )-", -d ?-"" this Ursell nn*b", *ill depeid on ihe
Froude number.as we shall see later on.

3.2.g General characteristics of the waves

Dissipation and dispersion are two qualities of Lhe'wave which may be estimated
from the observatiöns. Dissipation influences the growth änd decay history of the
wave. Figure 34a shows the wave arnplitudes which were generated by a-wedge type
piston with 15o inclination. a.ngle, moving in 10crn deep water. The wave height
increases until dissipation and dispersion dominate the growth process. Evidentlg
the la^rger the Froude number (i.e. the faster the piston velocity) is, the higher is the
amplitude and the more pronounced are the dispersion and dissipation *".h.rrir-".
Panel ö in figure 34 indicates that waves flatten out more or less exponentially. Here
the waves were generated by a moving box; gauge 1 is placed above the box and
therefore represents a wave moving to the left, while the following gauges measure
the waves travelling to ihe right. As before, faster piston velocities generate higher
wave'arnplitudes. Dissipation appears to be due mainly to the water viscosity, rather
than:the rougtrness of the channel .bot{om, as was demonstrated by Göbel [25].

In figure 35, the shapes of the first hump of the wave train at grng. i and gauge
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7 are compa.red'with the solitary piofile

q - r1^^osech2Atli.zsn*n-l , . (3.e)

(3.10)
and a sinusoidal profile

q : q*",sin(2rA-rt) ,

in which .\ is the wavelength represeotative .of.linear waves. Clearly, at the first
gauge (see figure 35) the wave profile fits none of the theoretical profiles perfectly.
Further away, at gauge 7, the wave front is identical to the solitary wave profile,
and the reä.r end of the wave is- very close to this proüle, deviatin$ only because
of the complex tail. We have also obsenred that the la.rgest amplitudes are closest
to the solita.ry profile. Figure 36 shgws a small arnplitude wave which initially fits
the sinusoidal shape quite well, but after propagating one length of the channel,
its profile fits neither a linear nor a solitary wate 1. This shows that our wave
generating device may produce wav€ forms that travel reasonably large distances
before these waves disperse into a number of solitons.

The mean wave velocity between successive gauges was also calculated. With
thb known distance between the gauges and the time which the riaxinium of the
leading wave needs to travel this distance yields the mean velocity of the wave in
this section of the channel. For all experiments done with a piston, the veloeity c so

calculited was normalized by the velocity JgE; a;r'd. plotted against the normalized

lThe pumeten itr equationri (3.9) and (3.10) are determined once and for all once the sale oi
the wave are fixed. Eun"e on* h*'oo'fr*dä in .a3osting the tiidth of th" theoretical profiles.
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wave h€ight r;Iz-r., Near the wave generator (gauge 2 in fig. 37) the wave rebAty-
a.rnplitude distribution is scattered, but as the distance travelledincreases, waveg

of all but the smallest- d.rnplitudes convbrge on a.line representing a normalized
velocity that depends on the square root of the water depth (gauge 7). This is

in agreement with t-he evolution of .the wave shapes that was discussed earlier.
Here again, the larger their amplitudes are, the 5nore solitary-like ihe waves will
be. A linear regression of alt the data within the interval 0.S 1! dg(ft + q))-t/' <
1.20 results in c2/(gh):0.96+ 1.02qlh at gauge two with a residual of 0.83 and

"'/(gh) = 1.00 + 0.99j/Ir with a residual of 0.94 at gä.uge seven, see figure 3?.'
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4 Comparison of cornputational results with ex-
periments

Eaving outlined in e"hapter 1 the governing equations of the-rirotioo of shall,ow water
waves ard measured in chapter 2 such channelized waves subject to clearly defined
boundary and initial conditions, we shall in this chapter merge the two and test
how well the theory matches observational data. As was mentioned before such

comparisoos do exist and it wa-r found that the Korteweg-de Vries equation is a
suitable model for the description of the motion of shdlow water waves in a channel
with constant water depth. Our goal here is not so much in corroboratlng this fact,
even though tbis will be done,' but io see wbether the equations of Wu [96] and
Villeneuve [89] are suitable when the water depth may be slowly varying in spare

and may also wary with time. We further aim for a computationat scheme that
accurately predicts the w"äve motion from initiation through time and may serve as

a candidate fer prognoatic purposes. This scheme is that developed by Villeneuve

[89], as will be demonstrated below.'

' .The numerical solution of a difierential equation which itself forms a description
of a physical phenomenon is always fraught with errors. Apart from the limitations
brought by the mathematical formulation, the discietization of the equatioas_ intro-
duces further errors into or limitations of tbe soltition, which can be detected by
comparison of olserv-atronal dqta with computational resul

In our problem of the propagation of shallow water waves the following compar-

isons are suggested and a"n^swers will be given:

'r Do€s the inverse scattering teclmique applied to the Korteweg-de Vri,es equa-
tion appropriately describe the mrmber of asymptotic solitary waves to given
experimental initial conditions?

o Does the finite:difierence scheme, developed by Villeneuve and Sarage [90]
accurately reproduce the travelling wave forms of the experiments?

The first question will give indications as to whether initial conditions from the ex-
periments will permit applicatiorl of the inverse scattering method; the.second will
provide.information as to whethei the model equations are capable of reproducing
both, waveforms and phase.

4.1 Inverse Scattering Considerations,

Because the moring and deforming,frofile is limited in our experiments to the lo-
cation o{ the wave.generator, and since the ch,urnel possesses constant waCer depth
except at the wave maker, the Boussinesq equation is a suitable model for the
description of channelized sha,llow water waves throughout most of the channel.
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Therefore, when we restrict considerations to forwa,rd moving waves the Korteweg-
de Vries equation is the appropriate equiralent model. Provided then, that 'the-
oretical' initial conditions in the portion of the channel with consfant depth can
be deduced from the experiments, the entire apparatus of inverse scattering tech-

niques of the Korteweg-de Vries e{uation may be employed to construct a solution
to the latter to arbitrary smooth initial data. We ähall öutline the basic theory from
which the.main features of the solution will be visible. However, the construction
of the solution is rnüch too complicated to be udeful for engineeririg purposes, but
the asymptotic featutes, namely the number of solitons which will asymptotically
evolve are 'easy to obtain. Therefore the number of evolving solitons can serve as a

basis f,cr the comparison of experimental a'nd numerical data'

The following description of the inverse scattering method will essontially follow

Segur [76] and Miura [60].

4.f.1 The inverse scattering method

In 1967 Gardner et af. [23] described a method of solution of the Korteweg-de Vries

equation. lnstea.d of. solving this nonlinear equation they could reduce the problem
to th. lin"* Gel'fand-Leviian integral equation which depends only on the initial
data r/(c,0) of the unknown solution. Lateron the sölution of the integral pioblem
was shown to exist for those{unctions 4(c,t) whose initial data r1(o,0) satisfy two
conditions. First,

[Ju" * (q")'+ (\,,)' + (n-)21ita 1*, (4.1)

which is necegsary for a function for which ?,"" exists [5] or in other words guarantees

the solution for the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Uniqueness of the solution was

proved by Lax [50]. The second condition,

/-1, g +- t"t) hl d* < a, (4.2)

insures the sohrability of the integral equation [19]. These conditions can be as-'

sumed io be satisfied for the exferftnental and numerical data described here.

. The meihöd of solution described by Ga.rdner is a sequence of four steps. They
are as follows:

1. Solve the ord.inary scattering problem, using the initial data r1(a;0):

,t 1r \

#.0+rt':,;o))ü(c):0, (4.3)

for positive and negative eigenvalues ,\ and appropriate boundary conditions.
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, For positive eigdnvalues .\ = &3 the boundary cbaditions for ry'{z) guararrteeing

bound eigenfunct"i,sns are

ü(') - { äilä13äexp(-i*c)'';x :::=' (4.4)

The spectrum of the eigenvalues is contisuous.

The functions edrftc) and ed-i,Lc) represeo.t a right and a left-going wave,

Still unlnown'*. (e) and a(ft), the reflection and transmission coefficients.

To explain these coefficienls a plane left going warne exp(-i&e) is thought to
be sent from *oo io interact with the potential tl(r;O). Thereby a part of
the wave will be reüected at the potential anä the remainder is transmitted
through the potential and will be observed at the boundaries. The energy of
the reflected aod transmitted waves is conserved and retaiirs the value of the

"o"rgy 
Ltiti"lly sent out.

Fot negativeägenvalues Ä = -^f.fl equation (4.3) possess€s a bounded solution
only Sor-a diecrete set cd eigilwalues. The nrmber iV of discrete eigerrvalues

is ffnite, and the eigenfunctions $^{x) caa be normalized such that

r*o
I th^G\ilx : t,

J-a

and tbeir asymptotic behaviäur a€ .c + oo is given by

,b 
"@) - c* exp(:-r.("c).

As the next step the Gel'fand-Levitan iategra.l equa.tion rnust bi sol+ed fc
-f,(e ,y):

L(r,y)+a(c+y) + t* L@,"1e@*z)dz:Q (4.?)

with 
N

B(€;t)= i "i1t1t"p1-r{-€) + * I:: ü(&;r) exp(ie{)d,r (4.s)
€l

Note that the {unctioa A({f0) contains only the infotmation given at ri(";0).
The cootributions crrespond to the discrete spectrum and the reflection part
of the continuous spectrum. The coefrcients (rt;0), c(0) and the disciete
eigenvalues K;(0) are determined from 4(c;0). Gardaer et ai. [23J found that
they satisfy

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.e)
(ht) * ü(*;0)exd8e*31),
c"(l) : c"{0)exda,Kir),
r.(r} = r{"(0).

Tüis fnnda$ental theorr:a iacludes the basic asstirnption that the ei$envalues
I are isdependent ofthe tirne t.
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Evidently, the solution 4(o, t) evolves from ä diiscrete dnd a. continuous spectrum of
eigenvalues..For a purely'discrete spectrum it consists of N solitons. This is related
to the fact that the soliton is a nonreflecting potential, so that b(&,t) = 0. The
amplitudes of the solitons depend on the eigenvalue ,\'. In the case that the. spec-

trum i,q purely continuous, onlSr a dispersive oscillatory tail evolves as an asymptotic
solution. The wave amplitudes of the tail decay in time. Longer waves will move

to the front while shört waves doririnate the reär of ihe tail. A mixed spectrum
contains both solitary waves and an oscillatory tail plus some interaction terms.
Cnoidal waves, which are the uniform wave train solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries

equation, play no pa$ in the asymptotic soluüion. l

It is clear from the above analysis and it was already mentioned before that
the solution to the Korteweg-dg Vries equation is construcied from an initial wave

profile ?(c;fo). The measurement technique used by us recorded waveheight time
series at a fixed gauge, 4(cg,J), which is aot in conformity with the inverse scat-

tering method. If, however, the wäve speed does not depend oh amplitude, so that
r - \/gTt our Eulerian gauge measurements would permit to dedtice from the data
a Lagiangian initial profile. The simple relation *: ffit is only correct for small
amplitude waves- So the application of the inverse scattering method to our data
is fraught with error.

To test whether the measured amplitrs4" allows a pi€diction of the number of
emerging solitons according to the Korteweg-de Vries equation, different methods
have been ernployed: 1,) Counting the number of eigenvalues of the discrete spec-

trum of ri(ro, t); 2.) Determination of an upper and lower bound for the number of
eigenvalues by using a squa.re-well potential.

All above is valid for the nondimensional Korteweg-de Vries equation

4, The solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation is obtained by evaluating
L(r,y;t) at t: U,

. rt(c,r): zfi\t,x;ty. (4,10)

Q"*6qq,+n,,,=0 (4.11)

with nondimensional amplitud. 4. 
tlt, back transformation into dimensional form

(indicated by *) is achieved by

t + ('* - \/TEt.)/ h,' t: Ll6,\[s/ht., (4.12)

n: : SlQh)n*(x*,t*)

and-yields lhä dimensioqal form of the Korteweg-de Vries.equation [40]

ni + tfsn(n:- + ]i.n:..+ ]r,',i;-,.".) 
: o; (4.13)
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h is the water dept\ 9 the acceleration of the ea,rth. This equatioo anerges frrxn
the Botssircsq equatioa if the waves a,re restricted to unidiiectional motion, as al-

ready shown. We emphasize that the measured a.rnplitudes in the cha.nnel, 4* must
be non-dimensionalized by using the factor 3l(2h) tn obtain r1(c;t); the.following
procedures require this dimensiosless form r7(c; f).

4.L.2 The number of sotitons

One of the niain features of the Korteweg-de Vries equation is that its solution can

be regarded as the unkno*a potential af th€ time iodependent Schrödinger equation.

To see this we relate 4 to the new variable o via the Miura-tra,risforrnation 
f601,

. . - e: o,* tsz . {4.14)

For prescribed q, this relation forms a Ricca^rdi differential equation for u. It can

be linearized by substitutinS

Because the Korteweg-de vries equation is inwa.ria,nt qrder a Galilean transfor-
dation, q can -be shilted by a corrstbnt Ä and remains a solution under such a
transformation. Therefore we get

rh""(r) + {q(z;t) + .\) rr(') : 0. (4.17)

yrelding

for all c.

,1"

rp"

,l* + qp :9.

'?(r; 
to) < 0,

{4.15)

{4.16)

(4.18)

(4.1e)

This is the Schrödinger equation. r/' is the wave firnction, ? plays the role of the
potential, a.nd ) a.re enerry levels. The equation is independent of time and I has to
be regarded as a parameter- The usual plcblem is to find a bound state energr level
for a given potential (scattering problem). Here *e are looking for the unknown
potential (inverse scatteriog problem).

t

Gardner et af. [23] stated that the nurnber of solitons agrees with the number
of uegative eigenvalues I of the Schrädinger equatio:r with boundary conditions
according to eq. (a.3)-(4.6). At lÄst one negative eigenvalue and therefore at least

one solitoo is obtained f,or a positive but ünite discharged volurne

t+@
oo> / ry(c;t6)dc>0.

. J-a

Only positive eigenvalues aacl ao einerging solitons are possible if
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. The mrmber of eigenvalues of the borurdary value problem corresponds to the
numbef of zeros of iü of the initial r,alue problem (see for example Sauer & Szab6

172l)
i9,,.* ?(o;to)!! =

t(o1) :
!["(c1) :

4 must vanish outside the interval lrl' > "t. The experimental data always satisfy
this constraint

The interval irrwhich a point of zero for tlr can appea"r can be restricted: Ii tl S O

in [o, 6] then 
' 
there exists at most one zero of ilr in [c, b]. This may abbreviate the .

numerical solution of (a.20).

A Runge-Kutta method of 4th order was used to find the numerical solution for
t for most of lhe cases. Nevertheless some of the measured data had Iong parts
with negative q. Therefore equation (4.20) becomes stif in these cas€s and Ü will
grow expo..nentially. Ilowever a Gear algorithm (IMSL-Library [35]), suitable for
stifi equations was able to solve the differential equation in this case.

To obtain- the initial data 4(o;ts) from the measured waveheight-time series

4(o6, t) several different procedures.c4n be followed. First, the measured time-series
at a particula,r gauge is stretched according to the transformation c := c ' t,'c,: \/78
of the linear wave approxiii.ation, in dimensionless coordinates corresponding.to
c : 1. This mea.ns that in ihis linearized approach the waveheight time series at
a gauge could directly be used as potential function in equation (4.20) by iden-
tifying 17(o;.16) - n(to,x). This is method 1. Second, the corhputed waveheight
corresponding to a pa.rticular experiment could be. used to obtain data in the foim
4(c;t3) or rl(ro,t) and either of these applied as potential functiortof the initial
är" p."Ufi* $:2q. We shall present ."",,,1t. to ull of.th""" and call this method
2.

4.L.3 Upper:and lower boun{s for the number of solitons

It was shown by Bargmann [4] for a'central radial field and later extended by Segur

[76] to the case considered here, thEt for a bound potential

c@): { 3("'"1 ;:3
the number.N of zeros.of the equa-tion

0,

1,

0.

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

i[,,f9(c)!!=0

is lirnited by

'+@N < 1+ J__ lxlda)d,
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' Figue 8: Defi*ilibn o! &,e sy3larrr--uell potential

Iost€ad of the original potential d";to) of the measured q6vs "*plitude Segur

{?61 suggeatd to.cbee a. aqnarc-*dl poü€diat ao de$ned io fu 38- Froe equa-

iir" 1+:S; it is obvio4rs th^at th€ aurnber of zerm of 91 aad'g2 ie JVr > r\f > Nr. Th€

nurnber ofeigbrvatrs of the square well pctentiaf is qre{l knorn (see for ei. Dodd
et al. {151) and given by

rian{I2cll') =# , ry-1<rv.$+r ,
(4,24)

if rao({,Qäl') a#" ,
trQ'rl" s".rtQllt*1 ,

whete lyl2,Q1,Qr,Q" a,re.sketched io 69. 38.

- These formulas are used tö obt?in uppcr and lorper trounds for.the numbei of
solitons. Ilere flQt/z;z is an Ursell-number, J defines a characteristic length, Q a
characteristica^rnplitude at a consideraHe distance away from the wave generating

device. Upstreara flie crave begins to dispcqse and I becomee longer. At th€ be-
ginning, during the wave generating process, the wave will grow in amplitude and
redistribute its height as it travels along the channel. Dissipation and dispersim
cause these pFrocesses. Tbus, we can expect to obtain a reasonable approximation
of the nrrsrber of solitons if the initial proflle for trhe estima.tes of. h,l2,Qt ^d Q"
is choserr in a region where the wave height has reached its rnaximum aud whre
the diseipation aad dispersian procesöes hale just started to develop. In most cases

this is about when the vrave has dravelled half through the channel.

4.L.4 Number of solitons as obtained from experimental wa-veheight-
tirne series

The above estimates will now be tested with our experimental findings. To this end

the sarne graphical representatiur as in chapter 3.2.2 will be chosen. There it was

demonstrated how'a scaled waveheilht and a scaled wavelength are related to ac-

cor{iagly modiüed froude rlr.mtrers. Moroover, it was shosrr that a rnodi$ed Ursell
number based on the sa:ne scaled variables is constaat for all inclinatioa a;rgles of
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the wedges that generated the waves.

As explained above with the aid of fig. 38 the number of asymptotically evolving
solitons can be estimated from the known wavelength a^nd waveheight at an iniiial
time. This mrmber of solitons is equiralent to an Ursell number. For waves gener-

ated by a wedge-type piston this Ursell number depends upon a modified Froude
number, see.chapter 3. It is therefore to be expected that the number of solitons,
divided by the dimensionless distance d/h the wedge is moved, (this is the modi-
fied Ursell number) is uniquely related to the Froud.e number of the piston velocity

multiplied by dlh.

In each ec<periment upper and lower bounds for the waveheight and wavelength
are estirnated, and with these the upper'ewrd lower bounds of the number of solitons
a.re found via eqaption (4.24). These are shown in fig. 39 as open hexagons and open

cücles. Better estimates for the numbei of solitons are also constructed with the
aid of the initial value problem (a.20) by counting the number of zeros of ![r when
the jexacti potential 4(r; t6) is used. In fig. 39 the corresponding iroints obtained
according to method 1 in section 4.7.2 on page 120 are shöwn as full diamonds.

The results, of course, depend to a ceitain ertent ufon the location wtrere the
datdr are collected. If this is close to the wave generäting ddvice (in the experiments
x/h:9 and xfh: 37, respectively) the ranges of the upper and lower bounds of
the number of solitons obtained for the squä.re well potential are clearly separated,
with the 'exact' nimber of solitons.lying in the band between the two. The modified
Ursellnumber N"lGlD(No:numberofsolitons)isseentodecreasemonotonically
with. increasing modified Floude number Fr(d./h), Also, the l6.rger the distance
becomes between the point where the data are taften and the wave generator, the
more the data will scatter. At the point fartheqt from the wave geserator (i. e.

xlh : 68) the three domains overlap. Nontheless, to each numLer of solitons
obtained with the'exac!' method there correspond upper and lowei bounds,. but
the'exact'number may be rpr".d lo that a clear separation is no longer possible.
This can be explained"ivith the dispersive behaviour of the wave. If a wave packet

consists of a hump with two or more relative maxima, the portion with the highest
maximum will travel fastest. Hence the extent of the hump increases, while its
height will remain more.or less the säme and only slowly change by dissipatiori. In
the experimeni both, dispersion and {issipation are active but dissipation is ignored
in the inverse scattering method of'the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Therefore it is
understandable thai the data will deviate more and more from the ideal conditions
of the theoretical model a.rld thus yield la.rger scatter when evaltiating the number
of solitons.by the different methods. Upper and lowbr bor.rnds of the number of
solitons will spread more and so will the average numbbr of solitons obtained from
the 'e:(act' method. The enhanced spread is clearly visible in fig. 40.
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4.1.5 Number of solitone as obtained from numerical waveheight dietri-
butions

We state again thai the inverse scattering method applied to the Korteweg-de Vries
equation requires data in the form r7(o; t6) while the experiments provide them in
the form q(ao,t) instead. Both fornü are available from the numerical solution of
the governing equations of Villeneuve & Savage [90] which are solved for the realistic
boundary and.initial conditions encountered in the experiments. The lobation os
a"nd the initial time 16 are chosen such that c0 = cJor with c being the wave speid
of the linear wave c* = {gA, in dimensionless coordinates corresponding to c = 1.

This corresponds to method 2 mentioned o! page 120.

Figs. 41 - 49 show both forms. The data for 7(cs,t) are called TrMs.oar arrd
a.re displayed as solid lines; those for 4(c;te) are called LocAL.DAT and are plotted
as dotted lines.

The horizontal axes ar€ a dimensionless distance a f h.and. a dimensionless time
t1[i7i, r."p."tively, ihe origin of the coordinates of the fonirer being at the left
ma.rgin that of the latter at the right margin. In each panel we trave choseu cs
to correspoad.to the location of a rneasuring gauge in our real experiments and
then computed ?("s,t) and 7(e;ts) whereby r0 : c.ls and c = 1. The locations,
where the maxima of the wave height occur are indicated as dotted rind solid ver-
tical dashes on the respective abscisses. Furthermore the Locer.tnr waveheight
distributions are shifted in eaeh panel such that the locations of the maxirna of the
piotted curves agree with one another, As can be seen from these figures the shift
in each panel is difrerent. This is, clearly, the result of the fact that c6 and fe are
connected to each other according Xo the linear wave theory. An adjustment dte
to nciniinearity can be made, bulwould have resulted in nonunique,zmd implicit
functions. for the shift.

When using ühe computed profiles r7(c6,t) and Z(c;to) as.initial conditions for
determining the likely asymptotic wave structure the two profiles should agree with
one another over that pa.rt of the wave that is essential for the inverse scattering
method, i. e. the portion where t{re wave packet exhibits essential amplitudes. Such
conditions prevail provided the wpve.packet has moved a sufficiently large distance
from the wave generator and /or a time span has elapsed long enough that the
motion of the generator does no longer affect the wave packet. Glancing through
figs. 41 - 49, it is seen that suöh is the case generally in panel,2, and more often,
in panel 3. In panel l, corresponding to gauge 1, the wedge is still moving when
the wave hump pasSes, in panel 2 the motion of the wave generator may not have
ceased (fig. 42), and often the first reflections are visible in panel 8, sometimes in
panel 7 (see fig. 42).

It is clear from the above that the aumber of solitons that are obtained with the
inverse scattering method will depend upon the selection of the initial conditions
("r(";to) or ri(ca,t), at a certain gauge). Again, upper and lower beunds änd'exact'
estiinates of the number of solitons can be determined. It is expected thai predic-
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tions a.re likely to be unreliable when gauge 1 (panel 1) or gauges 6, 7 or 8 are chosen

and should be beit when profiles of gauge 3 or gauge 4 ai:e selöcted as potentials
for the inverse scattering method. Moreover, the inverse s'cattering method requires'
profiles rt@:to). This mere fact is reason for us to suppose that results obtained
with 4(c6,t) will be less reliable than with q(r;to).

Figs. 50 - 52'illustrate that these suppositions are essentially correct. Fig. 50

shows the results obtained for all experiments performed with moving wedges when
prqfiles of gauge 1 a^re chosen. Mbsi'exact' numbers of solitons N'lG/ü li. 

"borr.
the lower limit of the upper bounds. Only. at small modified Froude numbers do
the 'exact' numbers of solitons lie within the shaded area between the upper and
lower bounds.

Fig. 51,shows the corresponding results obtained for gauge 4, at a dimension-

for 4(cs, d) - profiles. Most points, representing.the nurnber of solitors N" /(d/h)
lie in the ba,nd tjetween the upper and lower bounds, and thi results in panel c
are better than those in panel D, as e5pected. Itt fiS. 52 the resulti are shown -

for gauge 6 (x/h:68). They are less reliable than those in fig.51, but panel a
. shöws more reliablp ..irrltr th.,rr panel b in conformity of what was suspected above.

4.2 Comparison of the wave heighttime series

There still remaine the verification that the evolution of the wave motion frorn
initiatiön.at the wave generator to the reflectior-r at the opposite cha^nnel end can
properly be modelled by the governing equations and its finite difierence discretiza-
tion.of Villeneuve [89]. To this end, the sürface-elevation time 4(r6,t) series at
the position cs of the gauges obtained from the measurements will be compared
with those deduced from the computations. We shall plot the dimensionless height
against dimensionless time at each'gauge for the measured (solid lines) and com-
puted (dotted lines) time series in the same graph and shall show results for the.
eight gauges that were installed for each experirnent in one figure, see figs. 53.72.
Such a represeniation permits a falr estimation of the agreement between theory
and experiments. Because the starting time of the wedge was not recorded during
the experiment"; ihe exrcerimentJ and computational waves can be cbmpared with
one another excbpt for a shift in time. We chose this shift such that the times when
the maximum wave heights ocgurred coincided at gauge 1 or 2 for the experimental
and computational curves, We shall show results for a large variety of experiments
with all kinds of w-ave generdtors and will nol withhold the negative.results that
were obtained. In fact, the study of the behaviour of the numerical code in the
vicinity of conditions for which agreement wifh experiments fails to be satisfactory,
indiöates the limitations of the governing equations a,nd may point at directions of
improvement.
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4.2.1 Moving wedge

A sensitivity a.nalysis of the finite difierence scheme of Villeaeuve [89] to the Froude
nurnber of the velocity of the wedge will be given later. Here it may sufrce to men-
tion that the experimental tind .computational results only agree sufficiently well
with,one another when the piston Ftoude number is smal!, say roughly Fr < 0.3.
With growing Froude number the waveheigbt close to the wave generator is increas:
ingly gverestimated and was becomiug so large that computations became unstable.

Description of results. ,Table 3 summarizes the experimental conditions for
which sat'isfactory results were obtained, figs. 53 - 59 display some of them graphi-
calty. Fig. 53 shorrs the results for a piston with vertical frontal wall moved forward
with a Floude number sf O.2. A compact bell-shaped hump with a very small and
rapidly attenuated. tail at gauge 1 develops into what probably are two solitons
and a small aäpütudä wave tail at gauge 8. This result was anticipated in our
inverse scattäring analysis. The agreement between measured and computed wave
forms is initially excellent, but becomes poorer as the wav.e splits up into individual
sblitons. The arnllitudes of the solitons are. overestimated and the rneasured wave

lags slightly behind the computbd. wave with growing phase sbift' as time increases.

Moreover, the numerically determined tail is shorter than the experimental one, the
likely reason being nrimerical difusion, which causes the small arnplitude wavelets
to darnp out quicker than their experimental counterpa.rts. It appears that the nu-
merical algorithm entails numerical dissipation which depends upon the amplitude
and is more effective when amplittdes a.re small.

tig. 54 shows results for a moving piston which difiers from that of fig. 53 only
by its speed, which is four times smaller. The evolving wave hump is now very long,
'a.nd *aveheights are correspondingly smaller. The measured and computed wave
forms agree well with each other and no trace of phase shift is discernible. The
likely reason is that lineax behaviour is the prevailing mecha.nism here.

Additional examples of comparison are tshown in figs. 55 - 58. They indicate an
excbllent agreement'between thcory and experiments when wave humps are com-
pact and have not yet split into individual solitons (fig. 55). Initial conditions that
favog a3 early breaking of the wave .humps into individual solitons disclose the
discrepancies bötween theoretical and experimental findings (figs. 53, 56, 57, 58):
The computational waves have slightly diferent speeds than the experimental on€s.
Ilecause of the different wave amplitudes the resulting time lag may arise for all
individual wavehumps that develop (figs. 53, 56) or primarily for those with small
amplitudes (figs. 57, 58). Also, the overestimated wave amplitudes of the individual
solitorr" may or may not be attenuated as the wave tr,avels through the chariirel (fig.
56 and 57).

For very siow piston motions and very long distances the wedge is mov-ed, small
elongated lvaves a"re generated (figs. 59, 54). In theses cases the predicted length
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Experiment
WAVE,DAT

No. '

Wedge

slope
lJrstance
moved
dlh

Water
depth
lcml

Floude
number

Fr

Remarks

FiE.
MovinE WedEe

460 90" 2-5 10 0.2 53

458 90u 2.5 10 0.05 u
446 45" t.7 15 0.1 -55
497 45" 5.0 5 0.2 56

381 30 2.5 10 0.+ 57

392 150 2.5 10 0.3 58
389 15" 2.5 10 0.05 59

Rotäting plate
Final
slope

355 5/30 15 .0.05 63

359 12t30 , 15 0.05 64

342 2.5 t btt' 15 0.01 bi)

348 12150 15 0.01 66

Submerqed WedEe

Wedge

slope
96 30u 1,3 10 0.4 67
103 15u 2.5 10 0:48 68
105 150 L.7 15 0.07 69

SubmerEed Box
.Box

heighl
lcml

62 5 2.5 10 0.16 70

67 5 t 2.5 10 0.56 71

86 5 1.7 15 0.26 72

Table 3: Conilitions of the piston-tgpe.!!raae generators for which. iatisfactorg agree-
ment belueen theory anil experiments uas obtaineil.
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of the wave is slightly overestimated but the height agrees fairly well. Here, the
dispersive pa.rt of the equations dominates the nonlinear portion.

The sensitivity of the computational resuits to the piston speed. To study
the sensitivity of the computational results'üpon the piston motion computations
were performed for the piston with vertical front which was moved a nondimeh-
sional distance of d/h fot different Froude numbers. For some of the configurations
experimental results dre available which permit identification of the range for the
piston Floude ntinber for.which theoretical results adeqqately reproduce the exper-
iments. Figs. 60 and 61 summarize the results. Each pa.nel holds for a particular
vatveof. ilfh, and each curve in an individual panel corresponds to a speciffc value

of the Froude number, starting with .Fr = 0.1 and increasing in steps of.0.1; The
curves corresponding to the largest ltoude mrmber a^re the last ones (arnong those
for which Fr is increased in steps of 0.1) for which.the numerical scheme pro-
duced stable results. Plotted is the maximum dimensionless amplitude q/h that
was registered for each time step at a dimensionless distance a/h. Whete available,
correspondingerperimental points are also indicated (pa.nel ü, c, d in ffg. 60). The
general features are as follows: For small Floude numbers the.maximum a.rnplitudes
grow with increasing, distance from the wavq generator. When Fboude numbers are
larger this monotonicity.ceases a.qrd.waveheights first grow, reach a rnaximum at a
öeitain distance from the wave generator and thenfall off with growing c/h. Ahe
behaviour of the solutions is similar to what was obtained by Gozali & Hunt [26] for
nonlinear nonilispersioe waves. Their study differs from ours insofar as their dimen-
sionless distance d/ä which the piston wasmoved exceeded the value 10, d/h > 10,

a fact. that permitted them to scale the length coordinate with d rather than Ir, as

we did. Typical of the solutions of Goza.E & Hunt, as well as ours, is the fact that
a maximum of the waveheight amplitude is reached at a certain dista.nce followed
by a strong attenuation. For la.rge ralues of rlh it is likely that a limit value of
4/h is reached. Comparing the individual panels it is seen that the range oflloude
nümbers for which computations are numerically stable'increases with increasing
d/lr values. In no case, however, a value of Fr ! 1.30.could be reached. It is

not known to us whether this proSerty is in any way connected with the fact that
solita^ry waves {ith maximum ampilitude only exist for Fr" < 1.35 [53,20] or the
physical wave instability (wavebre?.king) at Fr":1.41 [3], but, of course, oneis
tempted to.suppose so.

When comparing the numerically determined wave amplitudes with those ob-

tained in the experiments (panels b, c, d in fig. 60) it is seen that agreement is only
satisfactoryforlowFroudenumbers. Thesteepeningof thecurves r7/h- f(xlh,Fr)
that is increasing with grovring Froude number and the formation of a conspicuous

maxTup that has dweloped is likely the trace of an onsetting numerical instability.

It should be mentioned thät the experimerital results are plotted as obtained
from data in the-form q(xo,t) rather tha"n 4(c,t6) as is done for the ccimputed
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crrnes; hrreyer-' it was showu earlier tb'at the errors msociated with this are ss*all
and gerrerally neglrgrbh.

A second exa.rnination was ako for a wedge-type piston with a slope
of 15o. Due to a üfferent boundary, the auurerical scheme is based here upon La-
grangian eoordiaates. FIg. 62 shox.s that the calculatiorrs becarne Jrqstable for lower
Floude ntrrcbers than this we$ the ease ia tbe moving wall situation. Apart froul
tlris ine.ooraeuience, tbe agre€mä--it betweec grperimental and computational results
is within tbe sne nnge &s iü the noving wall cases. -As far as observations are
possible, the steepening of the eurres is the sa^sre as before. Why the calculatirxr
with ihe Lagragise scheme hem,lrre un$table ea,rlier than in tbe case of the vertical
wall vme Eulerian coordqnates were rsed is unkrcwn.

?be questio*ability of tlre nrmerical results at Xarp piston velocities (or large
piston tloerde utrmters) is fouEd€d upoa two facts: trirst, both equati,on sets, that
of GozaE & Euot [26] as wdl as that of Villeneuve & Savage[g0] are vald 

""1y 
fon

small ialtres. 
"{ 

o#e < 1. Second, the expedmeatal rewtrts that arq show* ia fig. @
where dfb:2.&;5 a,ud L.? agree suftcieaf$ accurately witb computations as long
as Fr ( 0.3, sa,y. Fc Fr = 0.4 aod Fr = 0.5 the maximum wave height is always
orrcrestinated by the computatimal resuhs. In liCbt of the signifieance of the large

ftoude nwnber tvben lan&lides q avalaoehes are impinging on la&es this pmblexr
warraqts further sttrd.y.

At thb point,we cac only ratise about tlre cau,ses. The assurnptioa of a iaviscid
fluid may be a too drastic idealization and dissipation may have to be incorporated.
Most, lilceftr, lrorever, strong ba.sal fictioa may be activ.e in the vicinity of the wave

gj"dgn. Additioe of a boütom ftictioa term Eay help to oveteonre these diffieul-
ties.

4.2.2 Rotating plate

The displa,ced water mases in t"be rotaiing plate experiments are generally mueh
smaller than for tbe piston expeli.rnents. As a result the wave aurplitudes (scaled

by rrater degtb) are unaller, the wavos there{bre ctroser to the linea.r shallow n'ater
Iimit, and computational fndingqin better agreement with experirnents tban in the
prerriaus cam*. The wave anplitude to water deptb ratio bardly e'ver exceads 6%
(in cornparisoa to up to 45% in the piston experime.nts). This does not see'n to be
a ösadv*ntage as thery ratios are generally in the vieiaity of the lower. value in lake
applicatitms.

The behaviqrr of the nanedcal also{itbr* is similar to ihe previous cases. Since

the Froude nunbers of the plate lifting velocities are in the range 0.05 < Fr < 0.1

and displaced w,ater masses are sdall no nunerical iastability was" encountered.

Computational and experimental waveheight-time series usually agree. well with
srnall ti:me shifts developiug.as the wave.proceeds (this is understandable because
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ao*linearity affects the pha-ie velocity less owing to the smaller arnplitudes). 'Eow-

evei, the computational wave tailes a.re.still atteauated much fa.iter tha.n the corre-
sponding experimental ones.

One peculiarity, observed in all experiments -performed with the rotating plate
concerns tbe srnallanplitudg wave-tail. Thb experiments always show it to be below
tlie zeto level line (whieh marks the still water le'vel of the entire channel) and slowly
risiag to this line- The likely reasoa is the fact of a drift of the zero point a,rrpli-
fication during th€ measuremeuts. Figs. 63 - 66 show the results a.nd demonstrate
that.waveheight tine series are in close proximity including the onsetting reflected
wave parts,

4.2"3'Submerged wadge.

Ae is the case of tbe rotating pl,ate the gwemiug equations are used in fixed Eu'
lerian coordiatee. The pumerical results eo{iresponJ b.ttät with th€ e:.poio*ot.
thaa in the ease of tbe simple wedges, where mesh öanging Lagrangeian cnordi-
natbs a.re trded- Th€ cmputatlxrs and experiments ü/ere performed for stbrrerged
r*edges having slopes of 15or3$o &nd.45o üh8t weEg moved distances in the ra*gp
O-85 S d/h < 1-3 at various speeds. Experiments and computatioos were perforrned
for oonötionrs lisfed ia table 3 and figs- 6?:69 which provide a cross section of cs,e
parisons bet!'reen experirnents and theory from best to worst.

4.2.1 Submerged box
't..

Two diftrent boxes are tested: A discoatisuous charge of the waterdeptb (a step)
and. a continuorrs bottom tr(c) for which a small inclined plate is added at the front
of .the step. The submerged box generates both Ht going and ri6ht going waves-

Therefore the Kortweg-de Vriee equation is not valid and the cornplete Eoussinesq-
type equaiioo has to b€ used.

For the discontimrous step noponditions rqere fsund foi whi& coloputational re-
sults, wrruld cone clo* to the experimental findings- .The calculations produce large
mcilating left going waves, the right going l"a,r.s in the flat part of the channäl
agree in ttreir wavelerrgths with the experiments but not in their beight. Probably,
the discodiaibtrs change of {he water depth cairses this diserepancy, generating a
strmg wake behind the step and above the submerged box. Choosing the continuous
stqp while keeping all other parameters ffxed, comlrytations reproduce experiments
satisfactorily. Co*ditions for wbich comparisons were fierformed are listed in table
3 oa page 140 a.nd erplicit comparisons are shown in figs. 70 - 72.

Ilecause the sqbmerged bo:c erperimenis are physically closest to tbe kinemat-
ics of a landslide it is intetesting to, eee how the numerical algorithm bebaves in
this case when the Froude numbir of the submerged bo.x becomes larger. We have
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performed such a gomputational exercise and have summerized it in fig. 73. The
maximum amplitude is plotted whenever it has reached a distance'e/h a30, to
avoid difficulties above the box. The length olthe box is ?.5 lz, its.height /z/2.
The amplitude increases with la.rger Fboude number but seems to reaeh a maximum
curvä(seepanelbford/h:1.7). Itshouldbenotedthatthescaleoftheamplitude
is about ten times smaller than in the corresponding figures of the piston types.
When increasing the distance d/h the box is moved, no stable result was obtained.

I

4.3 Concluding.remarks
In this chapter weakly nonlinear sfallow..water waves on-ä, gently varying bottom
which may move in time have been analysed both computationally and experimen-
tally. Over most part of the 15rn long channel the depih of the water was constant
so that in this portion unidirectional wave theory could,be employed. The wave
generating device,-however, reqüired a theoretical concept with moving bottom.
Two items comprise the main goals of this chapter, first, inverse scattering con-
siderations in the constant depth portion of the channel and direct comparison of
measured waveheight time series with corresponding computational results.

To verify whether the inverse scattering theory of the I(orteweg-de Vries equa-
tion is applicable the measured data were brought into a form that was thought to
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be suitabel for this comparison. One prerequisite for a compa.rison is that tbe ini-
tial data me- such that influences from boundaries have sufficiently died dut and all
waves of.a'wave packet a,re moving in one direction only. Initial datä are needed in
ihe form ri(c;to), ts fixed, rather than q(xo,t), c6 fixed, but it was interesting to see,

how the two sets difer from one a.nother and, therefore, how the number of evolving
solitons is influenced by the application of the two different starting sets. It was

found that for the experimentally generated waves the curves 4(o;ts) and q(aort)
difered only slightly; phase shifts were encountbred and wave tails were differently
obtained. It is, of course difhcult to judge experimentally, when a wave hump will
no longer be afected by boundaries. As a result of this.it should be no surprise,
that the number of solitons which was estimated with the inverse scattering method
differed according-to the phase and/or time from where or whe:r the wave profile
was taken. Nontheless. the many experimental results provide a coherent and sat-
isfactory corroboralion of the inverse scattering rnethod of the Korteweg-de Vries
equation.

In theisecond portion of this chapter, the waveheight time series of the experi'
ments and the computations ntere compäred for four diferent.wave generators, the
moving wedge, the rotating plate, the zubmerged mo-ving wedge and the submerged

box. It was found that agreement between measured and computed water-elevation
time series was good in general provided that characteristic Floude numbers of the
wave generating device wer€ small enough. If the motion of the wave generatör is
too large, then the computed wave amplitudes are overestimated. This phenomeflon
has always led to a computational instatrility. However, even in the range of Floude .

numbers where the main wave hump is adequately predicted axe some:persistent
deviations of the computations from the experiments discernable. The computed
wave speed ditrers slightly from that of the experiments and is often somewhat
larger than that of the experiments. Moreover, small amplitude wave tails hardly
ever agree; the reason. is likely a combination of two efecüs: . the drift properties
of the measuring device and the large'numerical difusion that is incorporated in
the numerica,l code. The waveheight time series of one experiment was never. prop.
erly reproduced by the computations. It was the wave generated by the submerged
step with vertical frontal wall. {he exact reasons for the inadequacy of the model
equations are difficult to evaluate but a likely cause is the fact that the shallow wa-
ter equations are certainly inappropriate in the vicinity of the edge of the moving
submerged piston. Addiqg a wedge to the front indeed substantially improved ihe
perfomance of the model.

A major concern of the developed computational code is.its inadequacy in the .

ra.nge of Iarge Fb,oude numbers of the wave generator. This is the range that a"rises

when an ava.lanche or landslide plunges into a lake or reservoir. An initiating model
in the neighbourhood of the wave generator is therefore needed which improves the.
perfomarrce of the model. At this sdage of the knowledge we axe only able to muse
aborrt what could contribute to a better pedorrnance. We believe that basal friction
and perhaps turbulent friction mechanisms might be sufficient to achieve this goal.
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F\rture work will have to concentrate on this problem.
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5 Generation of waves by . porous piston
Most of the aralanches impinging on lakes öo not consist of a single rnass of rock
rather a more or less dense assemblage of stones is moving do*n anä will thus react
difrercntly with the water. Experiments done so far have ignored this. Theref-ore,
two diferent experimental models will be exa.rnined with the aid of which a wave
in a channel is generated by a moving porous body. As before a simple triangular
geometry of the body is chosen. A numerical model is then developed which is able
to simulate the experimental results.

5.1 Experimentalset-up
The only diference in the set-up of the experiments described before and the ex-
peliments we want present now consists in a differently modelled wedge-type piston
of the wave generator. Before we used a completely closed wedge where the masses

of the water fuould climb up but not pmetrate.into. Now the body of the wedge is
kept porous..Two diferent wedges are used. One is entirely"open in the front and
the rear, the other is closed by a ve*ical wall at its back side. In the first case, the
water is free to move in a channd confined between twn fixed vertical walls, one at
the far end of the cha,nnel, the other just behind the piston, lOcrn behind the porous
wedge when the latter is in its back position. In the second layout the impervious
wall of the moving wedge confines one end of the channel. This is, ölea^rly, reminis-
cent of the impervious wave generator device. The other details of the experimental
arrangements are the same as before. In particula^r, two ba.rs that are moved by the
gearbox of the wave generator now push the porous wedge.

.As regardg the ntrmerical model we must avoid turbulence and also have to en-
sure the water motion to be as muc"h parallel and along the channel as possible.
Therefore, the skeleton or matrix of the porous body was built of voluminous ele.
ments, which tould generate a water strea^ur parallel to the channel. Between two
triaagular plates circular aluminium pipes are sparu!€d. The pipes are niounted
perpendicularly to tle direction of the channel. On the inclined front ani the rear
side of the wedge solid cylinderstwhere cut-and polished according the inclination
of the wodge (see ffg 7a). The length oJ this porous wedge is 30crn with an angle of
inclination of450. Its weight is about 10ß9 and rolls on ball bearings. The diameter
of the pipes is 16mm. Altogetherlatroul t20 cylinders were installed.

The porosity ofa body is defined by

Voltrme of the pores Volurne of the skeleton
(5.1)_i

Total volunre of the body Total volume of the body

A base cell of the porous medium packed by cylinders and the distances between
the pipes is sketched in fig. ?5. The porosity of the wedge is then found to be

_ rR2n=r-6?7: 1--:0.48.
6

(5.2)
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REAR WALL.
REMOVEABLE

Figure 74: Sbetch of thi porous ueilge useil os u&ae generator. The ba,ck siile of the
ueilge is remoaeable. The weilge is 45o inclineil. All ilistances are gioen in mrn.
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Figure 75: Base ceII (d.dshed) of the porous boily ueil in the experiments. The railius
of the pipes wid fh9 ilistance between the pipes is indicated.

The porosity is indepeadent of, the radius .R aod the length. of the pipes. How
the radius influeirce the generated waväs is exarnined indirectly ia so fax as three

different'water depths of 5un,10crn, and 15cm a^re rrsed.

5.2 Experimentalresults
Waves which evolve during the motion of an entirely open poroun wedge differ essen-

tiailly from those which a.re generated by a porous wedge whose rear side is closed.

In the case of the porous wedge closed at its back the waves are very similar to
the waves genera.ted by.a vertical plate or a wedge type generator with inclinätion
a,ngle of 45o (both are piston type wave generators). Figures'76 - 78 compare the
evolutiorr of the waves generated with the piston and the closed porous wedge. The
wave displayed in figure 76 is generated in water of depth 5crn and with a Floude
number of the moti,on of the generation device Fr : 0.4, for the wave of figure 77

h : Llcrn, Fr =.0-2and for that of figuie 78 h : Scrn and Fr : 0:05. In all cases

it seems that the skeleton of the porous body accounts very little for the resulting
wave form. Only a slite difereace in ihe waveheights occur while the wavelengths
(i. e. the length of the first hump) a,re identical.

A substarrtially diferent forrn of the wave is obtained when an open porous body
is used, so that the water is able tp flow throlgh the body. During the motion of this
wedge the gap between the rear of the porous trody and the left end of the cha.nnel

increases. Because of this. free flux the length of the channel is constaht for all times.
The volume.the water mass occupied inside the channel rnz.et therefore be constant
for all times. This did not prerail when the length of the channel was changed due
to the motion of the wave gönerator. Figures 79, 80 illd 81 show the time history of
the wave a,urplitude at different stations along ihe channel. For each of the curwes

the integral of the wave a.rnplitude vanishes after long time. In other words, the area
underneath the wave eld",atisrs is the same as the aiea alrove the wave depressions.
Three äxarriples a.re given. One is äbtained in #ater of dep lh h : 1cm and a Floude
number of Fr : 0.a (fig. 79), one for h : l}cm, Fr: 0.2 (fic. 80) and another one
for ä : 15an, Fr: 0.05 (üC. 81). 'From the drawings it can be seen that during
the motion of the open wedge a depression of the water level occurs behind the
first hump of the wave. The cause of this depressiorr is the exchange of mass and
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momentum between the water in front and behind the porous wedge. The sudden
drop in water level behind the wedge as the latter moves forward is responded by a
draft oJwater through.the wedge due tö the pressure diference before and behind
it. This pr."rnr. diffetence is reduced by levelling out the water surface in front
and at the back of the wedge. As can be "*n frÄ numerical cälculations and is
also physically evident, the average horizontal veiocity ofthe water particles behind
the wedge is first, in the direction of the motion of the wedge. Therefore the water
level is Iowered behind the porous body and elevated in its front. After a wLile, but
also when the wedge is still moving, the sign oT the velocity of the water behincl the
body changes and the water level raises, while the depression moves through the
porous body into the channel.

. Small Froude numbers produce lower waveheights but deeper depressions where-
as higher Froude numberi result in higher waves with less deep sunks. Cömpared to
the experiments done-vrith the closed porous wedge (figs. 76 - 78), the amplitudes
in the open weQ,ge case are lcss high and the wavelengths are shorter. But the form
of the positive part of the first wave remains similar. As a consequence the number
ofvisib1yevolvingsoiitonsagreesforbothporousbodies.

5.3 Numerical modelling of a porous wave generator

A numerical model able to describe lhe two äimensional motion of the free. surface
of an ideal fluicl in a channel will now be developed. Thereby a small part of the
channel will be completely filled with a porous medium under motion. TLus, within
this part the free surface is a .pri,ori and always within the porous medium. In
front of this domain a region follows in which the medium is porous over part of
its depth, and consequently consisting of a two-component structure, and an upper
pa_rt of pure water. A direct modelling of an inciined wedge. type body is be1'ond our
scope but an approximate simulation of the wedge is achieved by a special choice
of flux condiiions. The frce surface is introduced into the equations of momentum
by integrating them over depth. Further, the two coupled equaiions of momentum
will be de-coupled. and an appropriate approximation. where terms of small order
are neglected. will lead to arr equation of the shallow.water or Boussinesrl type. The
flow inside the porous medium is regarded as a two phase flow, where momentrrm
transfer from the skeleton of ihe porous medium into the fluid is assumed to follorv
a law similar to a Darcy - Forchheir'her law.

The flow of a fluid irrride an isotropic porous ntedirrrh can be r"garded as a two
component flow of the fluid and the skeleton of the porous medium. Neglecting
terms involving mechanical-dispersion of.momentum on inicroscopical level (i. e. a
velocity gradient due to the stick.of the fluid on the surface of the skeleton) the
dimensionless eiquations of momentum read (see Gray & O'Neiti) [27]

i?u \0u2 17uu_-a--r
n7t'n20r'n20y -
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;a+7"6+A'W=
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tlereo 4, B and J' are coostaats. They are deacrib,ed by tbe propertieo of the porous
medium and tbe properties of th€ fluid aod muet be determined by experirnental
inveatigationo. The borizontal aod vertiea,l velocity of the porous body ie denoted
by rr,r *-rd u,ß resgectii/ely. We further asarrme that the body is rigid, implying tbat
u"s a$.d ü,r a?e independent of x and y. Integration of (5.3) over the depth of the
waterll:h+qleadsto

&e4.*(5")LAn LAn. I LAh llh. I-;W"r- afr";* -zunvo- iE"-^- 7T;"'-^- 311-tu-n=

- Senrl + rfrn,+ rffn-e+ AnH6 * BnHffi, (5.5)

with a bed -h(r,t) variable in time and rpace a,rrd the free surface r1(r,t). The
average velöeity E and siailarly the average pr€ssure p is given by

LI'u=El.uay'
' rl J-h

11"
P = E.J_rP"v,

and th.e horizontral velocity relative to the pororra body io
, 1 'L

U)ee'J.L__U.
t-fl ft

Later we also will need the verticäl velocity relative to the porous body denoted by

11
Y=Z-üsk--O.

l*fl. n
(5.01

Tbe velocity c<imponenti of the fluid on tbe free surface are denoted ty un and ua,

those at the bed as ?r-r. a.nd u-r,. The derivation of equation (5.5) also includes the
approximation

U -a2. (5.10)

_1"1,
nl

(53)

(5.4)

(5.6)

(5,7\

(5.8)

Villeneuve [89] showed, that this is exact for a flat bottom; its use thus incorpo.
rates soue resiraints oa tbe scale of tbe motion for a variable bed- The kinematic
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boundary conditiöns at the free surface and the,bed are given by

ah.t ah 1
;;*-u-t;- : --ü-h,otnorn.

X+D(",H-,") : D*(,,"r*-,"*) ,

in which is 1 < D ( 1fn. Equation (5.12) expresses the fact that only particles
whose velocity difers from the velocityofthe porous body can leave the surface of
the body (which is identical to the free surface). The equation assumes that the
velocity of a fluid particle inside the porous body js (1 /n) (u,u). In genetal.we ffnd
inside the porous medium

o : I, (5.r3)

anywhere outsidb we have instead

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.1e)

(5.14)

The abo'ge is reasonable when the free surface lies complgtely inside the porous
body.'To model the processes in the domain of the fully submerged portion of the
wedge, we pretend that the porous body and the free portion can be replaced by
a (virtifal) mathematical porous bödy that covers the intire water depth (fig. 82).
The porous eiquation6 are take'n over in this case frorn above and adjustments will be
made by "htnging the flux through the boundary and choosing appropriate values
forD:1<D<7/n.

Integration of the continuity condition

#*H:o
leads to a.n equation for the flux ä

AAnAh
ü(Hü) - "r# - "-^#+ua -a-': Q.

By including the boundary conditiohs (5.1.1) and (5.12) we obtain

IA'.--. Ah :,t0n I /'ön \
;*\aü+ a+ D"ä- r-"\u*;-u"r):o'

This equation is exact. The pressure at the bottom p_1, is obtained from the mo-
mentum equation (5.a) with the assumption that the pressure at the.free surface
vanishes:

Pq:0
H L tn tlDa\p-h : F-+ FJ-^\;m)dry
- o# l:^,0, - "I ll^u@t dy,
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where the total derivative is abbreviated by
:

/1Du\ L?u I Av L 0u1-- \ r 
-a,- 

r
\; Dt I : ; at + nr" ar+ "ru ay'

In the same way we obtain the pressure distribution, which is non-hydrostatic 
,

7 | flllDo\n : 
^(n-ü+ 

pJ"\;nr)oo
- o# I,' ,oo - "# I"'vl,':l d.y.: ; (5"21)

Next the momentum eqriation (5.5) is reduced io simpler form by incorporating
the integrated mass balance equation (5.17) and the pressure condition (5.21), the
result being

, ltm | tu 1a"\'Ul--r--,1-

"'\;ar- "'"ar-;ar)-
-^*Fm-AnHv-B,H;rl)
*Fm - A'n*rr- B'H;;,1)

+ A;IIa + BnIIffi.
(5'22)

This equatioo does not explicitly include tbe pressure p, a.nd the pressure distribu-
tion.factor F has disappeared. To eliminate the vertical velocity, we make use of
the shallow water asSumption

u(x,g,t) =fr{x,t). '

u(r,ys,t) = ü-h ll^H* ,

Flom continuity .we obtain

. (5.20)

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

which can be approximated by

i+
u(x,|,t)=v-h-fu+n1!\v | ,-) 

Ar

Invoking lhe bounda^ry condition at the bottom (5.11) we obtain

ahahffiD--nd-u_^d-@Ih)ü,

a.nd again, with the shallow wa.ter qssumpiion *" g"t

ah ah .aü
u .: _n6l -d Ax 

_ @ + nln.
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In a similar fastrion the total derivative (see (5.20)) of the velocity components u.
and u can be approximated:

tl D\. llA L A I A\_
\;illu,ul- |.;a*,"üa*+-';*)lu,u). (5.28)

Finally, equation (5.22) includes only terms involving the unknown'flux Z and the
unknown surface r7:

Lffi * 7 ntu ,!7rt _
n7t' n2-Ar' nAr-

*'.+#."(#.;#)"* ,Y#
+ e" (ffn. +# ., (H. iX)- . ##)
* Bn (fiawt * *W * . (*.*#).n- #qF)
+ Anfr + Bnalol , (5.2e)

with

where ,\ denotes the wavelength (or any other typical horizontal length) and 76 the
waveheight (or any other typical.vertical lengtir), and h is the undisturbed water
depth. For long waves it is assumed that

(c,t) : 1(t,0,
(rt,u) : e(i,ü);

where f and ü denotes scaled variables. To öbtain a Boussinesq type equation, we
now scale equation (5.29). All terms which a"re larger than O(e2o3) will be kept,

(5.33)

' 1s.a+;

(5:3b)

(5.36)

(5.37)
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^ L A2u L A2ü IAüt-l : _-L-;-
n0x0t ' n2* 0x2 n 0x 'ah 7ah 1st : 
Ot 

+;o Ur 1;u"*,
_ 7ffiü:--' n1x'

According to the shallow water approirimatipns, we introduce the scaling factors
already used i. chapter 1

_ a2h Lahffi 2 azh I ahffi | a2h ^t' : ar+;ua+;'ara+Auu*+ rrarrE"' (5'30)

(5.31)

(5.32)

,htoir'
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the others are assrrmed to be so small that they can be omifted. After lengthy
mtrnipulations the scaled 

ltuafion 
(for.,simplicity häts are omitted) is obtained:

|An L-Aü 70rt
--:: * --=7:- * -=- -n iJt nz dx n i)x

0q02h, H Ash h Ah A2ü h A2hAü
a, at" - t arat" - 2, a, a.a, - 2, ar" ai
' h a2h M h a3h h ah a2ü h2 a3u.
I 

--- 
1---t 1--' n0x0t0x ' n0x20t- ' 2rAr0r0t' 3n0x20t

. /8"- Haa /,0" Hah\ 2hn+h20ü\+A', l,arlt+tu*lo**Z*)*+ : a" )

+ a " (ffau + +ry + (H. lefi\ va.'fu#ry)
+ Anu + Bf*lrl, (5.38)

Within a nen-porous medium thiq equation redüces to the equation of Villeneuve
& Savage [90] and can be transformed with an error of. O(e2o3) into the,equation of
Wu [96]. For a consta^nt tred h = 1 and a vanishing vertical Velocity- of the porous
skeleton us* : 0 we finally obtain as momentum equation

I AW lAntu t ä22\
ia"rat- e"\uu + 

5(1 
+2üar")

- ""((*X+ irr + ,,,#)1+;*"r-C - ä,' .rr#l:Hl)
+d."(fr""*-C

*"(h,*-") l#"",-r,
and as continuity equation ,

An 0n/ n \ I4n
(r + \) tu+ U, (z- | _ nu"r) + oä : o.

A numerical solution of, the equations was achieved with the teclnique used by
Villeneuve [89]. IIe used a central finite diference scheme in lieri of the partial
derivatives. Within a first step (predictor) the continuity equation is solved to
obtain a prediction at an intermediate time level for the free surface. Wjth this the
rnomeritum equation is solved for the velocity fieltl. In a second step (corrector)
the free surface is calculaüed from the continuity equation for the advanced time
Ievel. Afterwards a smoothing tei*rnique (Flux Corrected Transport, FCT) filters
high oiderfre<iuencies without loss ofaccuracy. Whenever the velocity gradients are
steep dispersive ripples are introduced by a high order numerical finite difference
scheme. These ripples are difiused with the aid of a low order scheme.

Aü .I_tu .Ort
-+-tl-+-:0t ' n*}x' 0r

(5.3e)

(5.40)
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Figrrre 82: Definitiott ol the flux porameter to rnoilel o ueilge tgpe poroas boily:
The erTeri'mental aeilgc slwgeil porous 6oilg is $tnaloted id the nvmericd moilel by
chaqiig theflw parameter D within the numericol pomtrc boz.

5.4 Comparison of experimental and numerical results

As describd above the ocperimental set-up c<iuld not directly be modeled by the
equations deduced before. Therefore the flux inside the mrmerical porous 'box' was
manipulated according to ffg. 82 by ch".$ng the flux pa^ra,rreter D at each time
step. The prirameter is changed linearly betve€en pqints P and Q iri fig. 82 from
d : L/n at P to D : 1 at Q. As was mentioned before, the parameters :{ and B
have to be determined from the experiments. Therefore the equations were solved
with different values of .4 and B. The rnaximum wave heights at a gauge nearby
the wave generaJor a,re obtained from a sbt of numerical experiments and are. shown
in fig, 83 for the open wedge case a^nd in fig. 84 for the wedge closed at its rear
side with a vertical wall. In both cases the *ave generator moves a distance of
d/h = 2.5. Results are showu for Fr : 0.2. For ttis (ana other Floude numbers)
the following typical results were obtained

r In the case of the open porous.wedge no wave is generated wherrever A = B :
0. Increasing the para^rnet* A or B increasrs the wave lreigirt. -

r In the case ofthe closed porous wedge the highest wave amplitude is recorded
when A : B - 0. (Identica{ with atoving i""*i"a wal.) increasing Ä or B
will decrease the wave heigbt:

o The variation of the a.rrrplitudes is much morie narrow in the closed wedge case
tha.n for the open wedge.

A-small band of'values of Ä and "B exists where the cornputed wave fits the exper-
irnentally obtained waves. Comparison of experiments with numerical results are
givgn in figr:res 85, 86 and 87 for an open wedge moving a dista^nce of d/h: Z.S
with-a Froude number of Fr : 0.4, and the values .,4. = 3.5, B : 4.5,for.Fr, :0.2,
A :'5.5, B = 3.5 was chosen and for Fr : 0.05, A :74.5, B : 0.5. With the
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figüre 83: Waoe amplituilg at a gauge in front of the entirely open porous weilge.
The numerical solutions ore obtained Jor ilifferent ralues .of the parameters A and.

B uhich il,etermine the lransfer of momentum. The porous boilg motes a ilistance
of d,lh : 2.5 uith a Froad,e nurnber Fr : 0.2. The oarious shodings ind.icate the
ranges. of ralues of a ilirnensionless waae arnplitud,e.
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Figure 84: Waae arnpliluile al o, gl.ilge in front of ihe porous weilge closed, at its rear
side. The nunterical solations are obtaineil Jor d.ifferent aalues o! the parameters
A and B which determiie the lransfe, of *o*"nturn. The poro-r, boiy rnoael a

d,istance "f d.lh:2.5 with a Froud.e nutnber Fr :0.2. The oarious shailings
inilicate the ianges of ualues of a ilirnensionless waae atnplilude.
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sarne distances and Fboude numbers the time history of a wave generated with the
clpsed wedge is obtained a.nd displayed in figrrres 88 with A:4.5, B :3.5,89 with
A:1.5, A:O.S and 90 with Ä:10.0, B:4.5. Thereby the values of Ä and B
ale chosen so that -the wave amplitude of the experimental and nrrmerical results fft
best.

In summarJr. The results suggest that the form'of the porous body plays a
minor pa.rt in the generation of tbe wave. The wedge fortn used in the experiments
is successfully simulated wi_!! an appropriate choice of the flux between the porous
material and the full fluid. For a.n open body through which the water is able to
flow it is more importa.nt.to know how the transfer of momentum is achieved i. e.

how the values of the pa"rameters A and, B must be chosen. Alternatively the waves

generated with u poroo, body whose back side is impervious the wave chararteristics
a.re primarily controlled by the simple wall geometry.
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